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1 . Financing the 1 984 budget:
Proposal for a loan from the Member
States to the Community budget
1.1.1. Following the Council's decisions
on agricultural prices for 1984/85 and on
the reform of the common agricultural pol-
icy, the Commission re-estimated the Com-
munity's financial requirements for 1984.
These requirements exceed the VAT own
resources which the Commission can call
up (within the 1% limit) and will mean
that additional resources must be found.
An appropriate proposal was made to the
Council on 18 April.l
In March the Commission had already told
the Council and Parliament that appropria-
tions would be inadequate and, after the
decisions adopted at the Council meeting of
Agriculture Ministers on 31 March,2 said
that it was for the Member States to meet
the cost they entail by placing the necessary
resources at the Community's disposal.
Assessment of revenue
and expenditure
for the financial year
1.1.2. On the expenditure side of the
budget, the Commission estimates that a
further 2131 million ECU is needed for the
EAGGF Guarantee Section, mainly because
the Council decisions will not produce the
same savings as proposed by the Commis-
sion, but also because developments on
world markets have been unfavourable,
making it more difficult and expensive for
the Community to export agricultural prod-
ucts, and, finally, because the expenditure
deferred from 1983 3 has to be paid from
the 1984 budget.
Details of the Commission's revised estima-
tes are as follows. Firstly, the Commission
calculated that the Council's decisions on
agriculture would lead to additional expen-
diture of 17 million ECU instead of a saving
of 875 million ECIJ. Secondly, it took into
account the effects of the payments deferred
from 1983 to 7984 (suspension of advances
and of payment of certain premiums) am-
ounting to 675 million ECU.j Thirdly, as
a result of the combinations of the impact
of the Council's decisions and international
agricultural market situations, it estimated
that a further 7ll9 million ECU was needed
for refunds and MCAs. Finally, because
stocks, in particular of butter, skimmed-
milk powder and beef and veal, are reaching
critical levels the Commission is planning
to set up immediately a disposal programme
extending over several years. It will cost an
estimated 150 million ECU in the first year.
Also in connection with the EAGGF Guar-
antee Section, the Commission had ex-
pected the Council to adopt the proposal
for a tax on oils and fats,4 which would
have cut expenditure by around 170 million
ECU.
A further 100 million ECU or so will prob-
ably be needed for expenditure other than
on agriculture as a result of requirements
which are not at present covered by budget
appropriations. These include the Commu-
nity's commitments to the EIB under the
financial protocols with the Mediterranean
countries.
1 .1 .3. On the resources side, the outturn in
the first quarter was lower than estimated,
suggesting that there will be a shortfall of
495 million ECU, mainly due to the reduc-
tion in revenue from agricultural levies. In
the light of the main factors set out abovei;;ri;.qri...int. .rn L; 
'^i- ;; fi ii *i1llion ECU.
Financing additional requi rements
1.1 ,4. To cover these requirements, the
Commission can raise 43 million ECU by
OJ C 126, 12.5.1984; CoM(84) 250 final.
Bull. EC 3-1984, points 7.2.1 ro 1.2.8,
Bull. EC 10-1983, points 2.1.142.
OJ C 289, 25.10.1983; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.95.
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calling up VAT own resources at the maxi-
mum rate of. 1o/o. Secondly, in view of the
general budgetary situation, including the
reduced amount of revenue collected, the
Commission felt that it must seek to cut
expenditure in areas other than the EAGGF.
The actual amount should, however, be
determined in such a way as not to jeopard-
ize any new policies or measures. The Com-
mission thus stands by its statement to Par-
liament that it is not prepared to sacrifice
non-agricultural policies to cover surplus
EAGGF guarantee expenditure.
The Commission thinks it can reduce ex-
penditure by 350 million ECU by introduc-
ing time limits for payments from the struc-
tural Funds, by not using certain reserve
appropriations, by not recommitting appro-
priations released after earlier commitments
have been cancelled and by being particu-
larly stringent in its management of the
appropriations carried over from the previ-
ous financial year.
The net result is that the additional funds
needed to cover requirements for the year
have been estimated at a maximum of 2 333
million ECU. The Commission examined
various possibilities for making up this dif-
ference between foreseeable expenditure
and the resources available:
. A first possibility would be to ask the
Member States to pay'contributions' under
Article 200 of the ECC Treaty; the main
drawbacks are that national parliaments
would have to authorize the entry of expen-
diture in their budgets (which would take
several months) and difficult negotiations
would have to be held to determine the
shares to be borne by each Member State,
since no formal scale for breaking down
such contributions now exists. I
. A second possibility-raising a loan on
the capital market-was rejected in order
not to jeopardize the Community's credi-
bility (since the Community budget already
guarantees the various instruments for bor-
rowing and lending operations).
. A third possibility would have been for
the Member States to forgo the repayment
of the administrative costs incurred in col-
I
lecting own resources. However, the gain
to the Community budget of not making
the flat-rate repayments of 10% of non-
VAT own resources would have covered
only part of the requirements (about 80
million ECU a month).
. The solution finally adopted was that of
an interest-bearing loan from the Member
States to be repaid once the decision to lift
the VAT own resources ceiling had been
taken by the Council.
The solution proposed
to the Council
1.1.5. The Commission's proposal for a
Regulation introducing measures to cover
budgetary requirements in 1984 is based on
Article ?35 of. the ECC Treaty and Article
203 of the Euratom Treaty. The Council
has to act unanimously if it is to be adopted.
The proposal provides for a loan not ex-
ceeding 2333 million ECU from the Mem-
ber States to the Community for the sole
purpose of covering expenditure in 1984.
The final amount actually necessary will be
determined in accordance with the require-
ments which the budgetary authority will
consider on adopting the supplementary
and amending budget which the Commis-
sion will soon be presenting. The Commis-
sion will call up the funds by 31 December
as and when they are required. They will
bear interest from the date on which they
are made available at the market rate for a
similar loan of the same term. The loan will
be divided among the Member States in
accordance with the scale currently used for
calculating each Member State's share of
the harmonized VAT base. The loans will
be repaid in eight equal six-monthly instal-
ments from 30 June 1985, by when the
Community's new own resources should be
available.
1.1.6. In adopting this solution, the Com-
mission underlined its advantages as regards
both the principle involved and actual prac-
I The scales laid down in Article 200 date from before the
first enlargement and are quite clearly no longer applicable.
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tice: on the one hand, Member States would
thus demonstrate their desire to help finance
the necessary expenditure and solve the cur-
rent difficulties; on the other, loans of this
type would not harm the Community's
credit rating.
The solution proposed also has the advan-
tage of being simple and easy to 
_apply.
The authorization procedures needed in the
Member States would be less of an obstacle.
Use of the VAT scale is a well-established
and fair procedure. The payment of interest
is iustifiid in view of the ierm of the loan
ani the attitude which the Commission has
adopted with regard to its accounts with
1.2.1. The Ministers of the 10 Commu-
nity Member States and the seven Member
States of the European Free Trade Associa-
tion met in Luxembourg on 9 April-the
first such meeting since the free trade agree-
ments between the Community and the
EFTA countries were signed in 1972. The
meeting was co-chaired by Mr Claude
Cheysson, the French Minister for External
Relations and President of the Council, and
Mr Mats Hellstrom, the Swedish Minister
for Foreign Trade. The Commission was
representid by Mr vilhelm Haferkamp,
Vice-President, with special responsibility
for external relations.
This meeting offered an opportunity to as-
sess the functioning to date of the free trade
agreements, in particular in the period since
the removal by both sides in January this
year of the last tariff barriers and quantative
restrictions in trade between them in indus-
trial goods.l Guidelines were drawn up on
how cooperation both under and outside
the existing agreements should be continued
and consolidated. Discussion also took
Bull. EC 4-1984
the Member States (in a proposal for a
Regulation in 1982r it asked that they
should bear interest). Finally, repayments
could be staggered without overburdening
the budget at any given moment.
1.L.7. The Commission asked the Council
to adopt its decision by July after obtaining
the opinions of Parliament and the Court
of Auditors. The supplementary and amen-
ding budget which will be needed to make
the necesiary amendments to the estimated
revenue and expenditure could then be sub-
mitted in time io the budgetary authority.
t OJ C 231,4.9.1982i OJ C 146, 4.6.198i.
2. EEC-EFTA ministerial meeting
place on international economic issues. The
proceedings are summarized in the Joint
Declaration adopted at the end of the meet-
ing. Addresses were delivered in turn by Mr
Cheysson on behalf of the Community, Mr
Haferkamp on behalf of the Commission,
Mr Hellstrom on behalf of EFTA and of
Sweden, and by the representatives of each
EFTA Member State.
The Joint Declaration
'stressing the very special importance they attach
to relations established by the Free Trade Agree-
ments between the Community and the EFTA
countries, Ministers of the Member States of the
European Community and of the States of the
European Free Trade Association and the Com-
mission of the European Communities met to take
stock of more than a decade of cooperation in free
trade, and to lay down orientations to continue,
deepen and extend cooperation within the frame-
work of and beyond the Free Trade Agreements.
I Bull. EC 12-1983, point2.2.L3.
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With the abolition, in early 1984, of the last remai-
ning tariff barriers and quantitative restrictions
affecting their bilateral tiade in industrial pro-
ducts, the Community and the EFTA couniries
have attained the goal ser more than 10 years ago.
There has thus been established the largest system
of free trade in the world, within which one quarter
of world trade takes place, with over 300 milllon
consumers, and which future enlargement of the
Community will be sure to widen further. This
achievement has been a maior element in the consi-
derable growth of trade between the European
countries concerned. The results which have been
achieved are a maior success for European coope-
ration, particularly when one considers the econo-
mic difficulties and protectionist pressures which
have faced us since the early 1970s.
This development has contributed substantially
to th€ progress towards economic recovery, and
should lead to even further expansion of trade.
Ministers were therefore convinced of the im-
portance of further actions to consolidate and
strengthen cooperation, with the aim of creating
a dynamic European economic space of benefit to
their countries.
With this in mind, Ministers considered it essential
to continue to oppose protectionist pressures and
to pursue their efforts towards improving the free
circulation of the industrial products of their coun-
tries, in particular in the following areas: harmoni-
zation of standards, elimination of technical bar-
riers, simplification of border facilities and rules
of origin, elimination of unfair trading pracrices,
State aid contrary to the Free Trade Agreements
and access to government procurement. In this
regard the Community's efforts to srrengrhen its
internal market are of particular relevance, Minis-
ters are confident that, as in the past, it will prove
possible to find well-balanced solutions, basid on
reciprocity, in the spirit of the Free Trade Agree-
ments.
Ministers stressed the importance of continued
pragmatic and flexible cooperarion between the
Community and irs Member Srates and rhe EFTA
States beyond the framework of the Agreements.
Such cooperation has developed over the years in
numerous fields of mutual interest as a natural
extension of ever-growing trade relations.
Ministers agreed to broaden and deepen such co-
operation between the Community ahd its Mem-
ber States and the EFTA States. Increasing econo-
mic interdependence between the Community and
the EFTA countries calls, in particular, for coope-
ration in research and development. Ministers
stressed the need to increase these efforts, for ins-
tance within the framework of COST and in orga-
10
nizations involving some of the countries concer-
ned, and particularly ro promote mobility for Eu-
ropean research workers. They wanted particular
attention to be given to cerrain industrial and
technological fields of the future, such as telecom-
munications, information systems or the new au-
dio-visual media.
Cooperation and/or consultations in fields such as
transport,-agriculture, fisheries and energy should
be intensified.
Consultations, contacts or exchanges of informa-
tion with regard to working conditions, social
protection, culture, consumer protection, the envi-
ronment, tourism and intellectual property are also
envisaged, taking into account the work also pur-
sued in other international fora, in particulai the
Colncil of Europe, and with due regard for their
individual spheres of competence.
Ministers confirm the need ro continue efforts ro
sustain and consolidate the economic recoverv and
to reduce-the una-cceptably high level of unemploy-
ment-which affects the young in particulai and
creates a major problem for the economies and
societies in their countries-without rekindling in-
flation. They will seek to concerr their policies in
these fields. It is essential for both sides of industry
to take an active part in this process.
Lastly, through closer cooperarion, Europe will be
in a better position to create conditions for growth
and to play a more important role in the world,
particularly by increasing conracts in the sphere of
economic and monerary policy.
With this in mind, Ministers agreed to increase
their consultations and exchanges of information
on economic problems and current trade difficul-
ties with a view to finding equitable solutions with
their principal trading partnirs in parricular, with
the aim of strengthening the open and multilateral
trading system. In this connection they recalled rhe
commitments taken in OECD, GATT and other
international fora.
They also agreed to increase their consultations
on development questions, parricularly in the
context of the North-South Dialogue, in order to
achieve closer cooperarion with the developing
countries. They particularly stressed thar there
should be greater integration of the Third World
into the multilareral trade system, and that pro-
blems of indebtedness should be tackled in an
orderly way.
Ministers agreed to pursue these goals together
both in international fora such as OECD, GATT,
IMF, World Bank and also bilaterally.
Ministers expressed their political will to work
towards achieving these objectives.'
Bull. EC 4-1984
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Address by Mr Cheysson
1.2.2. 'It is a very great pleasure for me to wel-
come you here in this Council building in Luxem-
bourg on behalf of the European Community.
The first of January this year marked the culmina-
tion of 10 years of cooperation within the frame-
work of the Free Trade Agreements. The impor-
tance of this event, which indeed deserved to be
highlighted, is borne witness to today by the excep-
tional character of this meeting of Ministers from
our 17 countries; the Community salutes once
again the initiative taken by its European partners
here present at what is also, and perhaps above
all, a family reunion, rich in symbols.
But we should not limit ourselves here in Luxem-
bourg to congratulating one another on what has
been accomplished to date: our main purpose in
meeting here today is to analyse not just the rea-
sons for the success of EEC-EFTA cooperation in
the pasr but also the new challenges facing each
of our countries, and our continent as a whole.
The world economy has undergone many uphea-
vals in the space of 10 years. At the time the Free
Trade Agreements were signed, few fe.lt anxiety
concerning our energy supply. Growth was an
inexhausrible seam. I do not want here to go
back over the history of the past 10 years-the
redistribution of roles, the clashes, the emerg-
ence of some on the world market, the eclipse of
others,..
... All our countries today face, to a greater or
lesser degree, the same imperatives: the necessary
restructuring of traditional industries which are no
longer in a position to meet the demands of the
world economy, and a joint need to keep pace
with new developments in the area of technology,
on which the lasting prosperity of our societies
depends.
Action is needed on a European scale, both to
avoid disastrous competition-the steel industry is
one example-and to achieve the critical thres-
holds below which there can be no effective action.
Action is urgently needed. In recent years, Europe,
for the first time, has not been the principal source
of scientific and technological innovation. A num-
ber of indicators----txpenditure on research, inno-
vation, patents-clearly reveal a growing gap be-
tween Europe and its main partners, particularly
the United States and Japan, and a worrying tech-
nological dependence. Other industrial actors are
appearing on the world stage. If our countries fail
to 
-act, both individually and collectively, the end
of the century could mark an irreversible decline
of the European economy bringing in its wake
crisis, social conflict and political impotence.
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This is why our countries should start first of all
by making more combined efforts in the field of
research, Some exemplary achievements such as
CERN in Geneva and the European Space Agency
signpost the path to be followed. The COST sys-
tem, a flexible and pragmatic framework has fully
demonstrated its value. More specific research pro-
grammes of common interest need to be drawn up
directly between our countries or certain among
them, between institutes and between companies.
Greater mobility for European researchers consti-
tutes a primary obiective. And I like to think that
today's inauguration of the JET installations in
Britain is more than a happy coincidence.
These efforts in the field of research and develop-
ment must go hand in hand with greater industrial
cooperation. Of course, it is not the role of our
governments to legislate on this; cooperation be-
tween European companies cannot be brought
about by decree. But those companies, which are
among the frontrunners in their field, should be
able to derive more profit from a market of more
than 300 million consumers and make Europe a
key part of their strategy. What we must offer our
companies above all is a framework, and especially
a legal framework, which will foster cooperation
on a European scale. The Community, for its part,
has a number of initiatives in this sphere to its
credit. Together, we could examine ways of exten-
ding the benefits of these initiatives to all Eurofean
manufacturers in a spirit of mutual interest...
Naturally, we must avoid any rigid posture in
defence of threatened interests that would precipi-
tate the decline of our part of the world. But we
must plead our cause with one voice if the Western
world is to become more united, more consistent
and more determined. The world's leading trade
bloc, with unequalled imports per capita, has the
duty.to voice its.alarm.about the resurgence of
certain protectionist tendencies, For our part, we
remain deeply concerned about the continuing de-
terioration in the balance of trade between the
Community and Japan. And finally, we should be
united in our reaction to the international mone-
tary chaos, all the effects of which we suffer and
which limits the opportunities for European cur-
rencies to get organized. It is up to us to give an
example by increasing consultation and contacts
on our economic and monetary policies, and on
our social policies.
Our countries, despite present-day difficulties and
especially the most painful one of all-the surge
in unemployment-remain privileged lands from
the point of view of both freedom and living stan-
dards for 2 000 million human beings. History
and our common values of civilization once again
impose on us a duty of brotherhood and solidarity.
But it is also clearly in our interest, since it would
11
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be illusory to hope that the industrial powers can
settle their problems among themselves without
worrying about the rest of the world while the
intolerable rise in unemployment in our countries
is aggravated by the lack ofdevelopment, and even
economic decline, in the South.
The Community and the EFTA countries have
long played a decisive role in pumping more re-
sources into development aid, the stabilization of
commodity markets and the improvement of ba-
lances of payments, and in bringing about more
organization and joint efforts in these fields. I0fle
must intensify our efforts to ensure the survival of
people deprived of everything and the return of
ProsPenty.
Finally, allow me to remind you of this simple
and great truth. We are gathered here today as
Europeans among Europeans: 17 European coun-
tries which, leaving aside a moment the reasons-
the scars of this century or free choicrconstitute
two distinct groups, but which could well have
been associated in a different fashion. !fle are
conscious of incarnating the values of Europe and
being the bearers of a heritage and a state of mind
that are the fruit of centuries of conflicts, creation
and exchanges. It is our pride and our burden.
And that is why our meeting today is of greater
significance than our discussions on the state of
our trade relations and, by stressing the solidarity
which underlies our community of destiny, it is a
reminder to ourselves first and foremost and also
to others of the vitality of our common civilization
and our confidence in the future of Europe.'
Address by Mr Hellstrcim,
spokesman for the EFTA countries
1.2.3. '... I should like to recall the determination
of the EFTA countries, mentioned in the Preamble
to the EFTA Convention, to remove trade barriers
and to promote close economic cooperation be-
tween the members of the organization for Euro-
pean Flonomic Cooperation, including the mem-
bers of the European Economic Community. An
important step towards the fulfilment of these
objectives was taken on 1 January 1984 with rhe
full implementation of the Free Trade Agreemenrs,
giving the European industry access to a free trade
area covering industrial goods, benefiting over 300
million consumers. With regard to geographical
size as well as economic importance, this alea is
without comparison in the world ... What should
we do to derive even more benefit from our coope-
ration in the future? Our aim should be to develop
our Free Trade Area into a genuine home marker
for industrial products in Western Europe.
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To this end the remaining hindrances ro free trade
should gradually be eliminated; we need simpler
origin rules, simplification of border controls and
less trade bureaucracy, harmonization of technical
standards and regulations, including mutual re-
cognition of tests. This could be an important
stimulus for economic growth and employment.
The EFTA countries consider that the Communi-
ty's efforts to strengthen its internal market repre-
sent an important step towards that goal and are
confident that on the basis of reciprocity, solutions
beneficial for the development of trade and econo-
mic relations between ali the partners in the Euro-
pean free trade area will be found. We take it for
granted that no infringement on our free trade
arrangements is implied by the possible introduc-
tion of a new trade policy instrumenr, given our
special relationship through the Free Trade Agree-
ments.
The EFTA countries feel that anorher goal should
be to strengthen European industry by a pooling
of resources, in order to preserve and increase
competitiveness. Research and development play
an important role in this context and the EFTA
countries are prepared to participate constructi-
vely. Efforts in this direction should be seen as a
contribution to global economic recovery, in line
with a strengthening of the open multilateral tra-
ding system. This system is currently threatened
by increased protectionism.
Although the present economic outlook is some-
what brighter, the governments of the EFTA coun-
tries feel that there is still reason for concern. In
Western Europe 19 million people are unemployed.
Such mass unemployment is a great waste of pro-
ductive human resources and creates a maior pro-
blem for the economies and societies in their coun-
tries. The weak recovery under way in Europe
should be strengthened and broadened through
increased international economic cooperation.
Much will depend on whether the Community
and the EFTA countries can tackle the economic
problems in a joint manner.
The dynamics of European indusrry is not some-
thing of the past. Our market potential is obvious.
But our industries must make use of ir. The grow-
ing interdependence of our economies calls for
greater efforts to facilirare the necessary structural
adjustments that confronr us ...
The EFTA countries look forward to developing
further cooperation with the Community also in
international fora like GATT and OECD. In this
context, I wish to recall our common responsibility
towards developing countries. IU(e should further
promote the North-South Dialogue...'
Bull. EC 4-1984
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Address by Mr Haferkamp
1.2.4. 'This joint meeting of Ministers of EFTA
and European Community Member States is a
source of deep satisfaction to the European Com-
mission. V/e have come together today to take
stock of 10 years of cooperation between the
European Communities and the countries of the
European Free Trade Association: the balance
sheet is positive without a shadow of doubt ... One
of the maior important tasks facing the Commu-
nity is completion of the internal market. Europe
can successfully meet the challenge of other world
trading partners only by creating a large common
market. The EFTA countries must not be excluded
from the Community's efforts to consolidate its
interior market. Both parties will benefit from a
large European economic space ... The events of
recent weeks on certain European borders have
illustrated graphically the necessity of achieving
free movement of traffic. The greatest possible
freedom of movement over our national bounda-
ries-that's the Europe the man in the street wants
to see. Other areas calling for cooperation are
research and industrial innovation ...
By a happy coincidence, today also sees the inaugu-
ration of the JET fusion programme, in which
a number of EFTA countries are also involved.
Economic cooperation must not stop at Europe's
frontiers. The maior problems of the world eco-
nomy and world trade concern us all, No new
structures or institutions are required further to
promote EEC-EFTA cooperation on world econo-
mic issues: here too we can build on the pragmatic
solutions we have worked out in recent years ... A
great deal has been achieved over the past 10 years.
From this fact we can draw confidence in tackling
together, at both European and international level,
the numerous problems still before us.'
1.2.5. Free trade agreements were signed
by the EEC on 22 luly 1972 with Austria,
Iceland, Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland,
on 14 May 1973 with Norway, and on 5
October 1973 with Finland; they entered
into effect on 1 January 1973 except those
with Portugal (1 March 7973), Norway (1
July 7973) and Finland (1 January 1974).ln
the same period agreements were also si-
gned by the ECSC Member States and the
ECSC itself with each of the EFTA coun-
tries.
Since 1 January 1984 all customs duty has
been removed in trade between the Commu-
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nity and the EFTA countries with the excep-
tion of Portugal, Finland (last reduction to
take place on 1 January 1985) and Iceland(certain duties of a fiscal nature may be
retained temporarily).
Quantitative restrictions have not been ap-
plied in bilateral trade since the entry into
force of the various agreements.
Excepting the agreement with Iceland,
which contained tariff concessions in res-
pect of certain fish products, the agreements
do not provide for any liberalization of
trade in agricultural commodities. How-
ever, certain provisions in the agreements
state the parties' readiness to promote the
harmonious development of agricultural
trade. Bilateral, specific agreements, mainly
concerning cheese, have since been negotia-
ted with a number of EFTA countries aimed
at promoting orderly bilateral trade in this
sector (Finland, Austria and Norway). An
agreeme.nt has also been signed. with Austria
concerning reciprocal recognition of des-
ignations of origin for wine.
As the free trade area is not a customs
union, it was necessary to draw up rules
(known as'rules of origin') specifying which
goods were eligible for exemption-so as
to prevent the introduction of goods into
the free trade area via the country with the
lowest customs tariff.
All the free trade agreements concluded,
except that with Finland, contain a future
developments clause allowing for coopera-
tion outside the field of trade. The various
parties have made extensive use of these
provisions, and a variety of cooperation
activities have been set in train.
Regular exchanges of information have
been particularly useful to cooperation in a
great number of areas, in particular: econo-
mic and monetary policy, the environment,
workers' health and safety, consumer pro-
tection, transport, development aid, energy,
industrial policy.
With a view to tackling difficulties on the
steel market during the present recession,
the Community, on the one hand, and Aus-
Relations between the Community and Latin America
tria, Norway, Finland and Sweden, on the
other, have negotiated annual arrangements
regulating bilateral trade in steel products.
Switzerland, Sweden and Finland have
connected their data transmission networks
with the Community's Euronet network
and with one another. In the area of science
and technology, all the EFTA countries ex-
cept Iceland are taking part in the Commu-
nity's COST programme (European Coope-
ration on Scientific and Technical Re-
search). For example, the Community and
Switzerland are undertaking joint research
into congenital abnormalities and the
ageing of cells, while research continues in
cooperation with Sweden into wood as a
recyclable commodity. Switzeland and Swe-
den are also involved in JET, the Communi-
ty's 
_nuclear__fusion research programme, in
the United Kingdom.
In June 19832 the Commission presented
to the Council a list of sectors where coope-
ration with the EFTA countries might be
undertaken or developed further. Frequent
mutual visits at ministerial level have played
a significant role in consolidating such co-
operatlon. J
I Point 1.4.1 et seq.2 Bull. EC 6-1983, poinr 2.2.24.3 Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.2.19; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point
2.2.35; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.14; Bull. EC I 1-1983, point
2.2.19; Bull. EC 12-1983, points 2.2.31 and2.2.32; Bull. EC
2-1984, point 2.2.21.
o in October the European Parliament
passed a resolution voicing its wish for new
and lasting relations to be established be-
tween the Community and Latin America;a
. November saw the return of a democra-
tically elected civilian goevernment in Ar-
gentina;
o and in December the negotiations be-
tween the Community and the Andean Pact
ended with the signing in Cartagena, Co-
lombia, of a five-year framework agreement
I Group of Latin American l-Ieads of Mission accredited
to thc Community,2 Fourreenth Ceneral Report, point 698; Fifteenth General
Report, points 790ro792; Sixteenth General Report, points
707 and 708; Seventeenth General Report, points 707 md
708.3 Bull. EC 9-1983, points 2.1.27.4 oJ c 307,14.11.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.4.12.
3. Guidelines for the strengthening
of relations between the Community
and Latin America
1.3.1. For the last two years there has been
a hiatus in relations between the Commu-
nity and Latin America, mainly as a result
of certain developments in Latin American
countries and also the conflict in the South
Atlantic. The dialogue between the Com-
munity and GRULA1 was suspended in
1982, and formal negotiations on a coopera-
tion agreement with the Andean Pact coun-
tries were blocked for a number of years
following the Bolivian coup d'itat in July
7980.2
From autumn 1983 onwards, however, en-
couraging sings of a resumption of relations
were seen:
. in September the SELA (Latin American
Economic System) Council adopted a deci-
sion stating that it wanted the dialogue be-
tween the Community and GRULA to be
resumed;3
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which is intended to strengthen commercial
and economic relations and encourage in-
dustrial cooperation on both sides of the
Atlantic.l
1.3.2. In view of the trends now emerging,
the Commission considers it particularly
opportune to give fresh impetus to relations
between the Community and Latin Ame-
rica, at a time when the latter is experien-
cing a very serious economic crisis but at the
same time undergoing very positive political
developments, given that gradual return to
democratic regimes. It is essential thar the
Latin American group of countries should
not feel neglected by the Community, des-
pite the individual efforts of the Member
States. Also, the Community must offer ma-jor support for the democratic resurgence
in Latin America.
1.3.3. To help define a policy specifically
suited to relations between the two sides,
the Commission has drawn up a communi-
cation to the Council on 'Guidelines for
the strengthening of relations between the
Community and Latin America'.2 In the
light of the discussions to be held over rhe
coming months, it will formulate specific
proposals dealing with different aspects of
these relations.
On the basis of its surveys of the situarion,
the Commission draws the conclusion thar,
although the Community has progressively
improved its relations with the countries of
Latin America as Community development
cooperation schemes have been implemen-
ted, in the spheres of both trade and aid,
those relations are still piecemeal. This has
led to a feeling of disappointment on rhe
part of the Latin Americans, who expected
from the Community a policy which measu-
red up to the historical, cultural, political
and economic links between Europe and
America.
1.3.4. In view of the economic spheres in
which the Community and Latin America
complement each other, the need to support
moves towards democracy and also the pro-
spect of the accession of Spain and Portugal,
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the Commission feels that a special policy
with regard to Latin America is needCd.
This cannot be a uniform policy, since it
must take account of two constraints pecu-
liar to Latin America: the very marked di-
versity of political, social and economic si-
tuations and the dichotomy between those
countries which are still in the relatively
early stages of development and those
whose level of development is close to that
of industrialized countries. It must therefore
operate at three levels-continental, subre-
gional and bilateral.
As for the various sectors, the Commission's
view is as follows:
. Trade. Given the very liberal arrange-
ments already applying, the CAP cons-
traints and the preferential benefits which
must be maintained for the ACP States,
there is very little opportunity for improve-
ment. Efforts should consequently be
concentrated on trade promotion.
. Food aid and technical and financial
assistance. Owing to the budgetary difficul-
ties, the Community must focus its efforts
on the countries of Central America, in
order to contribute to their political and
economic stability, and on the Andean Pact
countries.
. Economic cooperation.The measures to
be taken should be specifically adapted to
the economic situation of the Latin Ameri-
can countries and take account of the level
of development attained by the more impor-
tant countries. They would mainly concern
the following:
transfer of resources: in view. of the present
serious recession, and in order to take ac-
count of the Latin American countries' capi-
tal requirements for the purpose of sustii-
ning long-term development efforts, the
Commission proposes that the EIB be asked
to deploy its financial resources, parricu-
larly in cofinancing operations and for co-
I Bull. EC 12-1983, point2.2.45; Bull. EC 10-1983, point
2.2.38.2 COM(84) 105 final and Annex.
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operation with financial consortia in Latin
America;
e?rergy cooperdtion; the operations already
in progress in this sphere ian be developed
furihei in view of the similar interests ofihe
two parties, in conjunction with OLADE
(Latin American Energy Organization);
industrial cooperation: the development ofjoint ventures by small businesses, and also
of mining operations, must be encouraged;
scientific cooDeration' more extensive co-
ooeration in ihe sphere of science and re-
search, notably thiough the ioint develop-
ment of reseaich projects, the transfer of
European sciendfii know-how, and ad boc
training schemes, would supplement the
present cooperation activities, which are
ioncerned solely with agriculture, nutrition
and tropical medicine;
training; this sector is of particular interest
owing to its multiplier effect and the contri-
bution of know-how linked with European
technology;
inforrnation and cultural exchanges: efforts
are called for above all to prevent misunder-
standings and a lack of mutual comprehen-
sion; the Commission regards the setting up
of the Europe-Latin America Institute as
being of great importance in this respect.
Incomel toroidal vacuum chamber in which
the plasma is contained, 32 coils in the form
of a D producing an intense toroidal field
and a iransformer composed of primary
coils, its secondary circuit being the plasma
itself, through which a very intense current
passes. The first experiments were started
in January 1983.
In December 1983 the 400 research workers
at Culham saw their initial hopes fulfilled.2
The basic results expected of JET were
achieved under ohmic conditions (in which
the plasma is heated solely by the current
circulating within the plasma): a current of
3 mega-amperes was generated. The perfor-
mance of the American TFTR tokamak (1
mega-ampere by that date) had been over-
taken.
The programme for the years to come has
already been determined. Now that the
4. JET: A European venture
1.4.1. One of the most remarkable Euro-
pean achievements in research on the peace-
ful uses of the atom, the JET (Joint Euro-
pean Torus) project, was inaugurated at
Culham, Oxfordshire, in the United King-
dom, on 9 April.
Established on 1 June 1978, under Articles
45 to 51 of the Euiatom Treaty, for a dura-
tion of 72years, the JET project, the.most
ambitious experiment ever conducted any-
where in the world in an attempt to control
nuclear fusion, is the keystone of the Com-
munity research programme on fusion. r
The principal objective of JET is to obtain
and study ^a plaima undei conditions and
within dimensions close to those of a ther-
monuclear reactor. A plasma is a gas
brought to a very high temperature, in
whic[ the atoms split up into free ions and
electrons. The med]ium obtained is generally
luminous and a very good electricity con-
ductor. and its best-known form is flame.
JET is a large installation of the tokamak
type, the main features of which are: an
16
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way in which hydrogen plasmas function
under ohmic conditions, in which rempera-
tures between 15 and 20 million degrees
were obtained, has been studied, the oblec-
tive in phases II and III will be to increase
that temperature by a factor of 5 to 10
by means of non-ohmic additional heating
processes and to make use of deuterium
(an isotope of hydrogen). The two planned
heating systems will be installed in JET at
different times between 1984 and 1988. The
systems involved are heating by the injec-
tion of high-energy neurral atoms into the
plasma and heating by absorption of high-
intensity electromagnetic waves in the
plasma. The plasmas obtained towards the
end of 1988 will thus be able to reach tempe-
ratures of 100 million degrees with confine-
ment times greater than 1 second. The expe-
riment will enter its final phase with ihe
introduction of a mixture of deuterium and
tritium (the second isotope of hydrogen)
into the tokamak. At this stage, the condi-
tions under which the plasma formed can
be brought close to ignition will also be
studied in JET.
Of the budget allocated ro the JET Joint
Undertaking, 80% is chargeable to the
Community, l0o/o to the United Kingdom
Atomic Energy Authority and 10olo ro rhe
national bodies associated with Euratom
under the fusion programme. The totalcost
for the L982-86 period amounrs to 400 mil-
lion ECU, including the cost of buildings,
staff expenditure and the first years of ser-
vlce.
1.4.2. Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, Mr
Frangois Mitterrand and Mr Gaston Thorn
met at Culham to inaugurate JET in their
respective capacities as Head of State of the
host country, President of the Council and
President of the Commission.
Queen Elizabeth made the opening speech:
'All of us here today may have a tale to tell our
grandchildren, when we say that we attended the
unveiling of the Joint European Torus at Culham,
and witnessed the beginning of a brilliant new
technological advance. In an energy-hungry world,
the JET may be a step along the road iowards a
virtually unlimited source of electric power. I am
Bull. EC 4-1984
delighted to be able to applaud this magnificent
technical achievement, the full potential of which
is still to be revealed.
An excellent performance has already been obtai-
ned from the Torus, which augurs' well for its
future operation. That it has been completed ac-
cording to schedule, and very closely in aicordance
with its budget, is an additional reason for satisfac-
tion...
I wish you all good luck with your future efforts,
and I have great pleasure in formally opening the
Joint European Torus.'
Mr Frangois Mitterrand continued in the
following vein:
'l am happy to have been given this opportunity,
in my capacity as President of the Council of the
Communities, to speak here of Europe in connec-
tion with the inauguration of JET.
For this is first of all a great technical achievementin which engineers and technologists from 12
countries, since Sweden and Switzerland are also
involved, have excelled themselves...
JET, however, is also an instrument of fundamen-
tal research_, since it involves producing the plas-
mas needed for fusion reactions, understanding
th-eir properties by making use of a wide range
of physical theories undei unusual experimental
conditions and progressively acquiringihe exper-
tise needed to create what is called ihe confin.-
ment,
JlT can thus be added to an ever-lengthening list
of examples of European cooperation in funda-
mental research, such as the European Molecular
Biology Organization, the European Southern
Hemisphere Observatory of CERN, the European
Space Agency and the Lane-Langevin Instituie. It
is thro-ugh these achievements ihat a European
scientific community, very widely represented
here, can be seen to be emerging around centres
of excellence, open to the outsiile world and, a
most positive aspect, prepared to cope with inter-
national competition. It is at these places, which
are also places for training our young research
workers, that a common conscience is gradually
being created: Europe is also being constructed
there.
Scientists are accustomed to meeting on the univer-
sal common ground of science. As Fr6d6ric Joliot-
Curie wrote 
- 
science is a fundamental element
of unity between the thoughts of men all over the
globe...
On behalf of the European Community, I express
my most heartfelt wishes for the complete suicess
t7
JET
of the great, real and symbolic undertaking which
is being initiated here.'
Mr Gaston Thorn represented the Commis-
sion. In his speech he said:
'The inauguration of the laboratory here today-is
a major event. It represents the culmination of a
scientific and techniial effort by all the partners.
The Community can rightly take pride in a proiect
for which an original organizational and manage-
ment set-up was devised, was brought to maturity
on schedule, within budget, and in which the plan-
ned performance of the J-oint European Torus itself
was achieved.
My warm congratulations, therefore, go to all
the scientists, tichnicians and the JET personnel
generally.
These results---of world significance in the field of
fusion-would not have been possible without the
cooperation of all the laboratories associated with
the project. I wish also to pay tribute to them on
behalf of the Commission.
The Commission regards the JET proiect as of
special significance.
Schemes like the fusion programme underscore in
a dramatic way the need for and the advantages
of the European dimension.
Research and development require substantial me-
dium- and long-term investmint and this is diffi-
cult for individual governments to provide in a
period of budget stringency and high interest rates.
Only the Community can offer a big enough di-
menlion and a framework of stability and conti-
nuity for carrying out indisPensable proiects of
this kind in a way that avoids unnecessary burdens
on individual national treasuries...
I trust that, once the Communiy's budget problems
have been overcome, the forthcoming meeting of
the European Council at Fontainebleau will be in
a position to allocate a larger share of Community
reiources to the funding of Community research...'
1.4.3. Mr Etienne Davignon, the Commis-
sion Vice-President with special responsibi-
lity for research and development, stated at
a press conference he gave that, once it has
been brought under control, thermonuclear
fusion will enable a virtually non-polluting
and inexhaustible source of energy to be
made available. He stressed the fact that
Europe today is a single and coherent entity
in fuiion research and emphasized the im-
portant role of co-leader with the United
States that the Commission plays in the
Working Group on Technology, Growth
and Employment set up in the wake of the
Versaillis Summit,l the purpose of which
is to achieve a consensus on the obiectives
and strategies of the three maior fusion
programmes (Europe, USA and Japan) in
order to facilitate bilateral and multilateral
cooPeration.
18
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ACTIVITI ES
IN APR!L 1984
1 . Building the Community
Economic and monetary policY
Meetings of tMF and World Bank
2.1.1. The Interim Committee of the
Board of Governors of the International
Monetary Fund and the Development Com-
mittee o[the World Bank and the Fund met
in Vashington on 72 and 13 APril. Mr
FranEois-Xivier Ortoli represented the
Commission.
IMF Interim Committee
2.1.2. Chaired by Mr Willy De Clercq,
Belgium's Minister for Finance, the Interim
Coirmittee of the Board of Governors of
the IMF analysed the economic situation. It
welcomed the pace of the economic recov-
ery currently under way in industrial coun-
tries, and noted that growth prospects in
the developing countries were improving
with the renewed expansion of world trade
coupled with some^improvement in their
terms of trade. Most of those taking part,
however, expressed great concern about the
level of inteinational interest rates and the
current account and public finance imbalan-
ces in a number of major industrialized
countries.
The necessarily long-term nature of the ad-
justment policies implemented by many de-
veloping countries and the continuing con-
cern- ovir problems of international indeb-
tedness gave new prominence to discussions
on the q-uestion oi an allocation of SDRs. I
A sizeable minority of industrialized coun-
tries were not yet convinced that there was
a global long-term international liquidity
shortage-the key criterion according to,the
Fund'iArticles. However, it was agreed to
press ahead with analyses and discussions
until the Interim Committee's next meeting,
to be held in Washington on 22 September.
Development Committee
2.1.3. Chaired by Mr Ishaq Khan, Pakis-
tan's Minister for Finance, the World Bank/
20
IMF Development Committee expressed
concern about the interlinked difficulties
which were holding up negotiations on the
selective capital increase for the World
Bank-which should have the effect of
making Japan the second largest sharehold-
er-an-d- oh the Seventh Replenishment of
the resources of the International Develop-
ment Association (a \florld Bank affiliate).2
AII members, except the United States, po-
inted to the inadequacy of the USD 9 000
million replenishment, which represented a
sharp deCline in IDA'S resources in real
terms. However, barely any progress was
made on the question of instituting a sup-
plementary funding arrangement.
The Committee agreed to continue to give
priority to Africa in the bank's programmes
ind welcomed the Bank's intention to pre-
pare a special programme by September to
help deal with-the critical situation in sub-
Saharan Africa.
Most of the speakers dwelt on the linkages
between trade, finance and development'
They emphasized the disastrous combina-
tion'of the debt-servicing burden and the
constraints imposed by increasing protec-
tionism, and many members expressed con-
cern at the handicap which this represented
in the medium term for many developing
countries. The Committee therefore wel-
comed the indications of a growing interest
in launching a new round of multilateral
trade negotiations in GATT.
Free movement of capital
2.1.4. On 10 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on travel restrictions on holiday-
makers in the Community.3
Monetary Committee
2.1.5. The Monetary Committee held its
301st meeting in Brussels on 17 April, with
I Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.3.2 Bull. Ec 9-1983, point 2.1.4; Bull. EC 2-1984, point
2.1.1.3 Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.
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Mr Michel Camdessus in the chair.It exam-
ined in particular the economic and monet-
ary situation in Greece.
lnternal market and
industrial affairs
Strengthening the
interna! market
2.1.6. At a foreign affairs meeting on 10
April the Council signified its approval in
respect of the 15 directives I on the harmon-
ization of technical regulations relating to
industrial products which did not give rise
to difficulties as regards Community certifi-
cation for produc-ts originating in non-
member countries. z France, which had lin-
ked approval of the directives ro the adop-
tion of the new commercial policy instru-
ment, withdrew its reservation when the
Council reached agreement on that instru-
ment. r
2.1.7. The Council Directive of 28 March
1983 providing for an information proce-
dure in the field of technical standards and
regulations became operative. 4
2.1.8. On 9 April Parliament adopted a
resolution calling for the effective estiblish-
ment of the internal Community market.5
Free movement of persons and
freedom to provide services
between the States belonging to it; whereas rourism
can help to achieve these obiectives;
Whereas tourism is an important activity for the
integration of Europe;
Whereas toursim affects or is affected by many of
the Community's activities;
Iflhereas the coordination of Community activities
relating to tourism and consultation between
Member States and the Commission may facilitate
tourism in the Community;
\ilELCOMES the Commission's initiative in draw-
ing attention to the importance of tourism and
takes note of the initial guidelines of a Community
policy on tourism set our in the Commission com-
munication attached hereto;
EMPHASIZES the need for the rourism dimension
to be taken more fully into consideration in the
Community's decision-making process and the
need for consultation between Member States and
the Commission on matters relating to tourism;
INVITES the Commission ro present proposals ro
it in the field of tourism, based in particulir on the
above-mentioned consultations with the Member
States and respecting the peculiarities of the
national policies and the internarional commit-
ments of the Member States.'
Free movement of goods
Removal of technical and
administrative barriers to trade
Standardization of products
2.1.10. The Council Directive of 28 March
1983 laying down a procedure for the pro-
vision of information in the field of techni-
cal standards and regulations 7 became
operative. The Commission is currently ex-
amining the two draft technical regulations
Tourism
2.1.9. On 10 April the
the following resolution
policy on tourism.6
.THE COUNCIL OF THE
MUNITIES,
Council adopted
on a Community
EUROPEAN COM-
Whereas Article 2 of the Treaty provides that the
Community shall have as its task in particular to
promote throughout the Community a harmoni-
ous development of economic activities, a continu-
ous and balanced expansion and closer relations
Bull. EC 4-1984
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already submitted by one of the Member
States.
This procedure, which represents a signifi-
cant atep towards the prevention of new
barriers to trade, will gradually promote
interdependence among the national autho-
rities cbncerned. It is to be supplemented
by an information procedure now being
introduced in respect of standards adopted
by private bodies, which will become fully
operational on 1 January 1985.
Industrial products
2.1.11. The Council signified its approval
of the following 15 directives on the har-
monization of technical regulations relating
to:
Pressure uessels
. seamless steel gas cylinders; 1
. seamless aluminium-alloy gas cylin-
ders;2
o welded, unalloyed steel gas cylinders.2
Gas appliances
o appliances using gaseous fuels (frame-
work directive); r
o appliances for the instantaneous- Pro-
duction of water (separate directive). r
Lifting and mech anical-h andling deuices
. framework directive; a
o electrically operated lifts (separate direc-
tive). a
Limitation of the noise ernitted by construc-
tion plant and equipment
. construction plant and equipment
(framework directive) ; 5
. pneumatic concrete-breakers and jack-
hammers (separate directive); s
o currert generators for welding (separate
directive);6
o cuffent generators for power supply
(separate directive); 6
o tow€r cranes (separate directive);6
. compressors (separate directive).7
22
Lawnmowers
o noise emitted by lawnmowers.8
Electrical equipment
o electromedical equipment used in
human and veterinary medicine. e
The adoption of these directives (after one
Member State has withdrawn its reserva-
tion) will be a major step towards the crea-
tion of a genuine single market in all these
sectors, since it will enable producers to
exploit to the full opportunities offered by
the size of the Community while, at the
same time, contributing to consumer pro-
tection.
Mr Karl-Heinz Narjes, Member of the
Commission with special responsibility for
the internal market, welcomed this
achievement: it represented an important
stage in the implementation of the emerg-
ency programme-launched by the Com-
*itsio^n li luty l982to and strongly sup-
ported by the European Council at its meet-
ing in Copenhagen in December of that
yearll-which was designed to give new
impetus to the internal market as an essen-
tial precondition for enhancing the competi-
tiveness of European industrY.
Foodstuffs
2.1.12. The Council againl2 amended its
7964 Directive on preservatives authorized
for use in foodstuffs intended for human
consumption,l3 extending the authorization
in respect of thiabendazole from 16 April
to 15 May 1984.
I Bull. EC 1-1973, point 2106.2 oJ c lM, 1j.9.1974; Bull. EC 7/8-1974, point 2118.
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2.L.13. As required by the Council Direc-
tive of 18 October 1,982 laying down the
basic rules necessary for testing migration
of the constituents of plastic materials and
articles intended to come into contact with
foodstuffs,l the Commission put forward
a proposal for a Council Directive on 2
April laying down a list of simulants to be
used for testing such migration.2
Pharmaceuticals
2.1.14. On 13 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the approximation of the laws
of the Member States relating to the distri-
bution of veterinary medicines.3
Business law
Companies
2.1.L5. On 10 April the Council formally
adopted the eighth company law Directive,
on the qualifications of persons authorized
to audit company accounts. a It had appro-
ved the instrument on 13 March.5
Economic and commercial law
2.1.16. On 10 April the Representatives
of the Governments of the Member States
signed the Convention of Accession of the
Hellenic Republic to the Rome Convention
on the Law applicable to Contractual Obli-
gations. The following press release was
issued:
'The Representatives of the Governments of the
Member States, meeting in a Conference on the
occasion of the session of the Council of Ministers
for Foreign Affairs, today signed the Convention
of Accession of the Hellenic Republic to the Rome
Convention on the Law applicable to Contractual
Obligations. The entry into force of the Conven-
tion of Accession has been made subject to the
entry into force of the Rome Convention, which
depends on ratification by at least seven Member
States. This will be achieved with the ratification
by the Hellenic Republic and by seven other Mem-
ber States having ratified the Rome Convention.
The Rome Convention, which was opened for
signature in Rome on 19 June 1980, has been
signed by nine Member States (Belgium, Denmark,
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Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Ne-
therlands, United Kingdom). It has been ratified
by France, and in the other Contracting States the
national ratification procedures are under way. It
is.expected that Denmark, Belgium and Italy will
be able to ratify the Convention during 1984.
The Rome Convention lays down in standard form
for all Contracting States the laws applicable to
contracts in situations involving a conflict of law,
i.e. where there are elements of extraneousness
with respect to the internal social life of a country
(for exemple, nationality of one of the parties, or
place of execution of the contract situated abroad).
The basic principle of the Convention is that of
freedom of choice by the parties to the contract.
Failing an explicit choice by the parties the Con-
vention provides that the law applicable to the
contract is the law of the country with which the
contract has the closest links.
Since this criterion may in some cases be too impre-
cise, the Convention provides for presumptions for
certain types of contract. Thus, for exemple, in
the case of contracts concerning an immovable
property right or a right to use real property (leas-
ing), the country with which the contract has the
closest links is presumed to be the country where
the real property is situated.
Particular rules govern contracts concluded by
consumers and individual work contracts: these
rules are intended to guarantee the protection of
the economically weaker party in these two forms
of contract. The result of these provisions will be
that consumers and workers cannot be deprived
of the protection guaranteed to them by the bind-
ing rules of the laws of their country o[ residence
when they conclude contracts covered by the Con-
vention.'
Small business.
Business Cooperation Centre.
Distributive trades
Business Cooperation Centre
2.1.17. On 2 April the Commission sent
to the Council the eighth progress report
on the Business Cooperation Centre (BCC),
covering the period 1980-83.5
I OJ L 2n,23.70.1982; Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.8.2 oJ c 102,14.4.1984; coM(84) 152 final.3 Point 2.4.9i Ol C 127,14.5.1984.4 oJ L 126,12.s.r994.
s Bull. EC 3-1984, point 2.1.17.6 COM(84) 169 final; see also Bull. EC 7/8-1980, point
2.1.21.
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The report reviews the main projects the
Commission has initiated through the BCC
since it was set up and draws conclusions
on the last four years of operation.
In addition to its traditional activity of in-
troducing individual businesses wishing to
cooperate, the BCC has been giving priority
treatment to small businesses in Greece,
Spain and Portugal-following the guideli-
nes laid down by the Commission in 1980.
Three symposia and 30 trade missions
covering different industries in various
Community countries were organized.
Another of the BCC's areas of activity dur-
ing the reporting period was that of coordi-
nating and promoting subcontracting. Two
multilingual glossaries (on metals and on
plastics) have been drawn up and widely
disseminated; electronics and electrical
engineering are now being given priority.
In 1984 and 1985, in addition to continuing
its support for small firms in the two coun-
tries seeking accession and its work on pro-
moting subcontracting, the BCC intends to
computerize the processing of offers of and
requests for cooperatlon by businesses with
a view to creating a European information
exchange network which will also cover
subcontracting.
2.1.18. On 13 nprit.nrr["ment adopted a
resolution on sport in the Community and
another on the seat of the European Trade
Mark Office, the European Development
Organization and a European Centre for
Small and Medium-sized Undertakings and
Trades.l
Industry
Steel2
The market situation
Crude steel production
in the first quater
2.1.19. Crude steel production in the first
quarter in the Community amounted to
30.396 million tonnes compared with26.465
million in the same period of 1983. Output
went up more than was forecast in the
forward programme, which put the quar-
ter's production at 27 million tonnes (Table
1). Real consumption is estimatedtobe2T.l
million tonnes, imports 2.4 million tonnes
and exports 5.3 million tonnes.
I Point 2.4.9;OJ C ln, H.5.1984.2 International relations are dealt with in the 'Enlarge-
ment and external rclations' chapter, under'Commercial
policy'.
Table 1 
- 
Crude steel production in the Community, first quarter 7984
'ffiO tonres
Mcmbcr Statc January Fcbruary March I otal
lst quartcr
1983
%
changc
Belgium
Denmark
Germany (FR)
France
Italy '
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Community
915
54
3 026
I 736
1 996
318
407
I 283
9 735
940
52
3 294
1 590
t 964
350
416
1 355
9 962
995
57
3 523
| 709
2 179
383
443
I 409
t0 598
2 851
163
9 843
5 03s
6 139
1 051
1 266
4 048
30 396
2 548
tt7
8 865
4 257
5 317
752
805
3 803
26 465
+ 11.9
+ 39.3
+ 11.0
+ 18.3
+ 15.5
+ 39.8
+ 57.1
+ 6.4
+ 14.9
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The high rate of production of the first
quarter is unlikely to be maintained
throughout the year, as this would mean
an increase in steel production incompatible
with forescasts, paiticr-,larly those concern-
ing GDP.
Crisis measures
Production certificate and
accompanying document
2.1.20. On 4 April, having obtained the
Council's assent and a favourable opinion
from the ECSC Consultative Commiltee,l
the Commission decided 2 after a second
reading to extend by two weeks the transi-
tion provided for by Decision No 3717l
83/ECSC introducing for steel undertakings
and steel dealers a production certificate
and an accompanying document for delive-
ries of certain products. J
An extension of the period was needed to
allow time for printing and supplying the
certificates and documents in question.
Restructuring
National plans
2.1.21. On 28 March the Commission ap-
proved the payment of aid by the Belgian
Government to Cockerill-Sambre, which
will receive BFR 51200 million to capitalize
its debt. The industrial plan provides for
capacity to be reduced from 7.1 million to
4 million tonnes and for the shedding of
7 900 jobs (out of 23 000) between now and
t986.
2.1.22. On the same date the Commission
authorized payment by the German auth-
orities of aid totaliqg DM 1 084 million (in-
vestment, structural improvements, R6cD
and operating subsidies) to the steel compa-
nies Hoesch and Peine-Salzgitter. a
2.1.23. On 12 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the consequences for Lorraine
of decisions to restructure the French iron
and steel industry 5 
-following publication
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by the French Government at the end of
March of a restructuring plan which inclu-
des abandoning the plans for a universal
mill at Gandrange and closing Ugine-Fos.
Electronics and
i nf ormatio n tech n o logy
Multiannual data-processing
programme
2.1.24. On 10 April the Council formally
adopted the Decision to extend for two
years the second part of the multiannual
data-processing prbgramme (1979-83), 6 to
which it had agieed in February. T A sum
of 15 million ECU has been provided to
cover this extension, and it is intended for
use mainly in promoting software (the com-
puter language ADA; application of data-
base techniques to transnational informa-
tion systems).
Biotechnology
2.1.25. On 17 April the Commission ap-
proved for transmission to the Council a
proposal for a Decision adopting a Commu-
nity research action programme in the field
of biotechnology (1985-891. u
In communications sent to the Council in
June9 and Septemberlo last year the Com-
mission emphasized the importance of
modern biotechnology f.or future agricul-
tural and industrial development and for
health care in the Community. Bearing in
mind activities already under way, it has
now prepared and put forward the follow-
ing six priority projects to promote biotech-
nology in the Community and improve the
6
7
t
9
10
Bull. EC 3-1984, point 2.1.23.
oJ L 95, s.4.1984.
oJ L 373,31.12.1983.
See also Bull. EC 3-1984, poinr 2.1.24.
Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.
oJ L 126,12.5.1984.
Bull. EC 2-7984, point 2.1.28.
COM(84) 230 final.
Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.7.42.
Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.1.25.
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Customs union
competitiveness of the European bioindu-
stries:
o research and training;
. concertation of biotechnology policies;
. new regimes on agricultural outputs for
industrial use;
o European approach to regulations affec-
ting biotechnology;
. European approach to intellectual
property rights in biotechnology;
o demonstration projects.
This proposal covers the first two of these
priority projects. One is designed to esta-
blish a supportive context for biotechno-
logy in Europe and to promote precompeti-
tive research in basic biotechnology, while
the other focuses on monitoring modern
developments in biotechnology, assessing
their strategic significance for Europe and
encouraging the necessary concerted ,p-
proach by the Community and the Member
States. A budget of 87.65 million ECU is
considered necessary for the programme.
! ndustrial innovation and
the information market
Transnational technological
cooPeration
2.1.25. On 13 April, after receiving a fa-
vourable opinion from the Consultative
Committee on Innovation and Technolgy
Transfer, the Commission adopted a provi-
sional list of priority activities for 1984 un-
der the three-year plan for the transnational
development of the supporting infrastruc-
ture for innovation and technology trans-
fer. I The priorities include:
. .support for the establishment and initial
activities of bodies providing liaison in the
field of innovation and technology transfer
in the Member States;
. support for better use of Community-
wide protection of industrial and commer-
cial property rights;
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o the acquisition and dissemination at
Community level of information relating to:
the market situation with respect to li-
cences; transnational cooperation between
small businesses; market surveys and stu-
dies; assessment of the trends in and impli-
cations of the new technologies; R&D re-
sults;
o the harmonization of measures taken or
forthcoming at Community level and in the
Member States.
Exploitation of research results
2.1.27. Two patents for discoveries made
at the JRC's Ispra and Karlsruhe Establish-
ments have been issued since the beginning
of the year to Euratom, represented by the
Commission-one in Japan (No 1 188 021)
for an apparatus to control and synchronize
alternating current motors, the other in the
United Kingdom (No 2 082832) for a sec-
ondary emission detector to analyse irra-
diated samples for electronic microscopes
and microprobes.
In 1983, 47 patents were granted to Euratom
in 14 countries (7 in the United States, 3 in
Japan and 5 in Community countries). In
all, there are 530 Euratom patents currently
applying, of which 230 were granted in
Community countries and cover 217 inven-
tions and processes.
Customs union
Simplification of
customs formalities
2.1.28. On 10 April the Council adopted
a Regulation concluding the International
Convention on the Harmonization of
Frontier Controls of Goods on behalf of
the Community.z
OJ L 353, 15.12.1983; Bull. EC 2-1984, poinr 2.1.32.
OJ L 126, 12.5.1984; Bull. EC 2-1984, point 2.1.35.
I
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General legislation
Payment of customs debt
2.1.29. On 5 April the Commission, hav-
ins taken into account the ooinion deliv-
.rEd by Parliament,l amended2 its l-anuary
1983 proposal for a Regulation on the secu-
rity to be given to ensure payment of a
customs debt.3 The amendments offer
greater facilities to traders with regard to
such security.
2.1.30. On 13 April Parliament endorsed
the proposal for a Regulation determining
the persons liable for the payment of a
customs debt, a which had been transmitted
bv the Commission to the Council in De-
cimber 1982.s
Common Customs Tariff
Nomenclature
2.1.31. On 3 April the Commission made
a proposal for a Council Decision concer-
ning the conclusion of the International
Convention on the Harmonized Commo-
dity Description and Coding System. s This
Convention will supersede the 1950
Convention on Nomenclature for the Clas-
sification of Goods in Customs Tariffs, to
which all Member States are contracting
parties; the Harmonized System will replace
the Customs Cooperation Council Nomen-
clature as the basis for customs tariffs and
international trade statistics.
Economic tariff matters
Tariff quotas
2.1.32. In April the Council adopted a
Regulation opening, allocating and provid-
ing for the administration of Community
tariff quotas in respect of new potatoes,
falling within CCT subheading_07.01 A II
b), originating in Cyprus (1984)./
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Value for customs purposes
2.1.33. By Regulation adopted on 10
Aprils the Commission amended the list of
imported perishable goods covered by the
system of simplified procedures for the de-
termination of the customs value establis-
hed by the Regulation of 12 June l98l.e
To take account of trends in import trade,
some new products freve been brought un-der the system and some included pre-
viously have been dropped. The list of mar-
keting centres has also been changed.
Competition
Thirteenth Report on
Competition Policy
2.1.34. On 21 March the Commission ap-
proved its Thirteenth Report on Competi-
tion Policy,t0 and the Report was published
in April in conjunction with the Seuenteenth
General Report on the Actiuities of the Eu-
ropean Communities.ll As in previous
years, the Report outlines developments in
Community competition policy during the
past year.
The Commission's conduct of competition
policy in 1983 can be described in terms of
continuity as regards basic principles and
of the specific decisions taken in individual
cases. Particular stress was laid on the con-
structive role of this policy, which extends
beyond its coercive function.
I oJ c n,19.3.1984.2 oJ c 113, 22.4.1984 coM(84) 198 final.3 oJ c 30,4.2.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.21.4 oJ c ln, M.s.l9g4.5 oJ c 34O,28.12.1982; Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.32.6 oJ c 120,4.s.1984; coM(84) r4r final.7 oJ L 102,14.4.1994.8 oJ r 1ot, 13.4.1984.e oJ L 154, 13.6.1981; Bull. EC 6-1981, point 2.1.28;
oJ L 3X, 19.11.1982.
ro coM(84) 136.ll Available from thc Office for Offrcial Publications of
the European Communities, Luxembourg,
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Continuity of principles
2.1.35. The Commission-like Parliament-
reaffirmed its commitment to the market economy
and undistorted competition. But its policy was
not a purely defensive one of removing distortions
liable to interfere with trade between Member
States: it also sought to improve the allocation of
resources in the Community, and thus to enhance
the competitiveness of Community industry, with
the twofold obiective of progress towards a single
Community market and a lasting improvement in
its economic structures.
Specific positions
2.1.36. Fifteen decisions were taken under Article
85 of the EEC Treaty and five under Article 55 of
the ECSC Treaty, while positions were adopted
on 201 State-aid cases, so the year's work naturally
covered a wide variety of questions. However,
the Commission's activities largely concerned two
particular fields 
- 
industries undergoing restruc-
turing, and R&D and innovation.
2.1.37. The economic and social importance of
industries undergoing restructuring is such that the
Commission had to deal both with plans providing
for the grant of State aid in various forms and
with plans for concerted action to reduce excess
production capacity.
In State aid cases the most important steps taken
related to the steel industry, where the problem of
restoring a balanced Community market is particu-
larly acute, The principles of the steel aids code
were formulated in 1980 and further developed
in 1981; in 1983 the Commission had to decide
whether to authorize Member States' aid and
restructuring programmes, I which were to be sub-
mitted to it by I July. The Commission decided
to authorize implementation of the plans notified
to it only where restructuring would be sufficiently
far-reaching to ensure that the firms would be
financially viable around the end of 1985.
Implementation of other industry schemes conside-
red in 1983 was also made subject to reductions
in overcapacity and prior notification to the Com-
mission of individual cases of application, so thar
it can satisfy ircelf that the firms aided will become
viable; in some cases the Commission insisted that
certain sensitive industries or sectors should be
excluded from the aid envisaged.
\Uhen it considered the concerred measures to re-
duce capacity in the synthetic fibres industry, the
Commission took the view thar such industry-wide
agreements could be accepted only provided rhey
made structural rationalization of the indusrry pos-
sible and did not enrail restrictions of competiiion
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our of proportion to this obiective. The Commis-
sion took the same approach when dealing with
two drafts of similar agreements in certain sectors
of the petrochemicals industry.
2.1.38. The application of the Community com-
petition rules in the fields of research and develop-
ment and innovation was also at the centre of
Commission policy in 1983. A block exemption
Regulation for R&D cooperation agreemCnts2
was drafted along with a code for State aids in the
same field. In both measures the Commission is
seeking a balance which would preserve genuine
competition while strengthening Community fir-
ms' technological and innovatory capacity. The
Commission is thus abiding by the principles of
its competition policy while underlining its supporr
for research efforts likely to increase Community
industry's international competitiveness.
Legal certainty and
procedural improvements
2.1.39. The continuity of policy was also reflec-
ted in the Commission's concern to spell out the
application of the competition rules, and thus to
increase businessmen's certainty as to the law.
The Commission pursued this obiective in two
Regulations, one on exclusive distribution agree-
ments and another on exclusive purchasing agree-
ments.3
Progress towards this oblective was also made in
the preparation of-draft Regulations on research
and development,2 patent licensing agreements,
and motor vehicle distribution. a and-in the State
aids sphere-in the work done on several draft
codes, including one for aids for energy-saving
measures and one governing the combination of
aids grated for different purposes.
2.1.40. A presentation of the broad outlines of
competition policy in 1983 would be manifestly
incomplete if measures to increase legal certainty
were discussed without mention of the Commis-
sion's related efforts to simplify and accelerate
procedures, in line with the wishes expressed by
business and legal circles. The block exemption
Regulations serve this purpose, and so does the
extended use of comfort letters,S now also sent
t OJ L 227, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, points 1.1.1 to
1.1.12.
, OJ C 16,21.1.1984; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.44.r OJ L 173,30.6.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.57.4 OJ C 165,24.6.198i; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.59.5 oJ c 295,2.11.1983; Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.1.46;
OJ C 343, 31.12.1982; Twelfth Report on Competition
Policy, point 30.
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in cases of agreements notified with a view to
exemption under Article 85(3) of the EEC Treaty.
Two areas to be developed
2.1.41 . Continuity of competition policy did not,
however, involve any relaxation of the Commis-
sion's efforts to advance into two areas where for a
variety of reasons past initiatives have not secured
their oblectives, but whose economic importance
cannot be underestimated.
2.1.42. One of these is merger control, where
Parliament's resolution I of October 1983
strengthened the Commission in its insistence that
the Council take a decision on its proposal;2 the
main thrust was worked out long ago, but recent
changes take account of the views put forward
by the Economic and Social Committee and by
Parliament.
2.1.43. The other area is that of financial rela-
tions between the Member States and their public
undertakings. This important aspect of competi-
tion policy has recently received attention in Parlia-
ment. J
V/ith the transparency Directive 4 the Commission
now has the tool it needs to collect the financial
information it previously lacked. However, proper
application of the Directive requires the willing
collaboration of the Member States, and this has
not always been readily given. Competition policy
must be able to refer to such financial information
in order to verify that the Member States have not
been granting aid, by acquiring shareholdings or
otherwise, without prior authorization from the
Commission.
2.1.44. Lastly, policy has to be guided by the
results of the studies ordered by the Commission
into competition, concentration and competitive-
ness in the Community. These studies strongly
suggest that the high and rising level of concentra-
tion in industries exposed to international competi-
tion ought to be taken into account in administe-
ring competition policy. This conclusion' lends
weight to the Commission's contentions regarding
merger control and the competitive behaviour of
public undenakings.
General rules applying
to undertakings
New rules on block exemption
for exclusive distribution
and purchasing
2.1.45. On 13 April the Commission pub-
lished an amended versions of its Notice6
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on the two Regulations on the application
of Article 85(3) of the Treaty to categories
of exclusive distribution and exclusive pur-
chasing agreements, both of which were
adopted in June 79$.7
Professional secrecy
2.1.46. On 13 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on professional secrecy (law-
yers). 8
Restrictive practices,
mergers and dominant positions:
spec:fic cases
Distribution
Commission clears IBM personal
comp ute r di str ib ut io n sy st e tn
2.1.47. Acting under Article 2 of Regula-
tion No 77, the Commission decided that it
has no grounds for action under Article
85(1) of the EEC Treaty in respect of the
selective distribution system introduced by
IBM for its personal computers-in other
words, the Commission gaye negative
clearance under the competition rules.
In the past IBM distributed its products
through its own sales force. Wishing to
have more points of sale for its personal
computers, it decided to appoint as many
independent dealers as possible. Believing
that personal computers can be sold for
profeisional or business use, at least for the
moment, only by dealers capable of offering
skilled sales and after-sales services, IBM
set up a selective distribution system: it
published criteria for appointment as an
IBM dealer; it will appoint any applicant
I oJ c 322,28.11.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.43.2 oJ c 36, 12.2.1982; Bull. EC 12-1981, point 2.1.31.3 oJ c 117,30.4.1984;Bull. EC 3-1984,point2.4.22.4 oJ L 195,29.7.1980; Fourteenth General Report, point
195.5 oJ c lot, 13.4.1984.6 oJ c 355,30.12.1983; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.38.7 ol L 173,30.6.1983|' Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.57.8 Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.
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Competition
who satisfies those criteria; it will supply
only authorized dealers; sales by authorized
dealers to non-authorized dealers are prohi-
bited. By 31 December 1983 the company
had appointed 777 dealers in the Commu-
nlty.
IBM also undertook to appoint independent
distributors at wholesale level alongside its
own distribution subsidiaries in each Mem-
ber State. This met the request of a chain
with a number of dealer outlets, which had
asked for a special price in return for taking
large quantities ex factory and providing
these outlets with the storage facilities and
after-sales back-up normally provided by
the IBM subsidiary in each Member State.
IBM agreed, and is willing to appoint any
other chain or independent wholesaler ca-
pable of providing such services as an inde-
pendent IBM distributor on the same terms.
This decision is in line with the approach
taken in the past by the Commission and
the Court of Justice in other selective distri-
bution cases. IBM's selection criteria are
objective and relate to the qualifications of
the distributor or dealer or of his staff and
the suitability of his premises. They are
uniformly applied without discrimination.
In accordance with the decisions of the
Court, notably in Metrorl most recently
confirmed in AEG-Telefunken,2 IBM's sys-
tem is not caught by Article 85(1).
This case is not connected with the procee-
dings under Article 86 concerning IBM's
alleged abuse of a dominant position. IBM
does not have a dominant position in the
personal computer market.
State aids
General aids
Netherlands
2.1.48. On 4 April the Commission deci-
ded to raise no objection to implementation
of changes to a Dutch scheme of assistance
for businesses in difficulty involving a new
30
category of assistance called berstefinancie-
ring (' rehabilitation financing').
The scheme dates from 1975 and the rele-
vant Commission decision from 7979.The
new arrangements concern only firms with
over 500 employees; the previous arrange-
ments still apply to smaller firms.
The grant of aid to firms with over 500
employees will now be referred to a com-
mittee of independent experts, which will
consider the long-term viability prospects
of the firm and its importance to the Dutch
economy as a whole; the committee will
decide on the conditions to be imposed with
regard to restructuring. The assistance may
not exceed HFL 40000 per job and will
normally be granted in the form of loans
at market rates. Since the firms concerned
employ more than 500 persons, all indivi-
dual cases of application must be notified to
the Commission in advance in accordance
with the procedure laid down for aid to
firms in difficulty.
Regional aids
United Kingdom
2.1.49. The Commission informed the Bri-
tish Government that it raised no obiection
to the proposal, notified on 17 February and
amended on 1 March, to grant assistance to
a firm located in the metropolitan borough
of Wolverhampton.
This aid is intended for inner-city redeve-
lopment under the Inner Urban Areas Act
1978; ir will cover llo/o of the planned in-
vestment and lead to the creation of some
50 iobs.
Industry aids
Textiles
France
2.1.50. In March the French Government
informed the Commission that, following
I Case 26n6 l9n\ ECR 1875.2 Case 107/82, not yet reported; Bull. EC 10-1983, point
2.4.39; Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.4.24.
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its comments under the Article 93(2) proce-
dure initiated in June 1983,1 it had amen-
ded the scheme of assistance to the textile
and clothing industry whereby the State was
to take over part of employers' social secu-
rity contributions.
Having carefully examined the amended
version of the scheme, the Commission
concluded that it had been amended in ac-
cordance with its request of December
79$2and that it qualified for exemption
under Article 92(3) (c). It accordingly deci-
ded to withdraw its reservations and ter-
minate this procedure.
Italy
2.1 .51. In December 1983 the Italian
Government notified the Commission of its
intention to grant aid under Act No 575 to
a fibre manufacturer for the restructuring
of a viscose filament yarn production faci-
lity in Rieti. The aid was to take the form
of a LIT 20 800 million loan at 4.2o/o interest
with a 12.6o/o interest rebate for seven years
on a commercial loan of LIT 13 900 million.
On the basis of its own scrutiny and the
findings of an outside expert who examined
the scheme, the Commission felt that it
should be regarded as a far-reaching and
promising restructuring measure in keep-
ing with the views and objectives concer-
ning restructuring of the industry which it
has put forward on several occasions.
Similarly, the scheme satisfies the criteria
defined by the Commission in its 1971 and
1977 approaches on aids to the textile and
clothing industry. Furthermore, the aid en-
visaged complies with the conditions laid
down for application of Act No 575.
In view of the highly capital-intensive pro-
duction process to be employed, the propo-
sed assistance must be considered necessary
and appropriate to induce the prospective
recipient to undertake the restructuring in
question, secure 325 jobs in an area of high
unemployment and thus adopt a course of
action contributing to attainment of one
of the objectives set out in Article 92(3).
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Moreover, the new product is not yet manu-
factured in the Community and, given the
markets at which it is aimed, the aid is not
likely to affect trade to an extent contrary
to the common interest.
The Commission has therefore decided that
this scheme can be exempted under Article
92(3)(c) from the rules on incompatibility
of aids with the common market.
Steel
2.1.51a. In March the Commission appro-
ved the payment by the Belgian Government
of assistance to Cockerill-Sambre. r
Fi nancial institutions
and taxation
Financia! institutions
lnsurance
2.1.52. On 13 April Parliament endorsed 4
a proposal for a Decision on the conclusion
of the Agreement between the Swiss Con-
federation and the Community concerninp
direct insurance other than life assurance,'
and a proposal for a Council Directive on
the implementation of the Agreement in the
Member States. It entered the proviso that
a more satisfactory solution was needed to
the problems posed by the maintenance of
Switzerland's extensive powers to control
policy conditions and the level of premiums
and by certain provisions relating to com-
pany capital which, while they might allow
Swiss insurers operating in the Community
considerable freedom of manoeuvre, might
make for only a very limited improvement
in the position of Community insurers es-
tablished in Switzerland.
I Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.68.2 Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.52.3 Poinr 2.1.21.1 oJ c ln, H.s.1984.5 0J c 154, 13.6.1983; Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.1.41.
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Employment, education and social policy
Taxation
lndirect taxes
Tax-free allowances
Small consignffients
2.1.53. On 10 April Parliament endorsed I
the proposal for a-fourth Directive 2 amend-
ingTor-the third time3 the Directive of 19
December t9744 (to introduce a multian-
nual programme of increases in the relief
allowed on the importation of goods in
small consignments of a non-commercial
character into one Member State from
another). However, Parliament asked that
the amount of relief should be higher than
proposed by the Commission.
Trauellers
2.1.54. On 30 April the Council adopted
a Directive 5 bringing in the first stage of
the multiannual programme of increases in
the tax-free allowance for persons travelling
within the Community, proposed by the
Commission in April 1983.6 This will put
the allowance up to 280 ECU from 1 July.
The Council would consider other propos-
als made by the Commission at a later date.
The Directive also orovides for a further
extension 7 of the derogation authorizing
Ireland to exclude from the allowance, as
long as it remains at 280 ECU, goods whose
unit value exceeds 77 ECU.
The Directive allows Greece to defer any
change and then to effect a two-stage in-
crease in the allowance (210 ECLI until 31
December 1984 and thereafter 250 ECU un-
til 30 June 1985).
Lastly, it replaces and repeals with effect
from 31 December 1984 the Directive of 30
December 79828 authorizing Denmark to
apply to Danish residents returning to the
country more restrictive quantitative limits
than those provided for under the Com-
munity arrangements for tax-free allowan-
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ces for travellers. The new provisions
amend the timetable for those measures,
phasing them out by the end of 1989.
2.1.55. On 10 April Parliament endorsed I
the proposal for a Directive prolonging the
derogation accorded to Ireland relating to
the rules governing turnover tax and excise
duty applicable in international travel, e but
opposed the derogation being maintained
in the long term: it should be terminated on
1 January 1989.
Excise duties
2.1.56. On 10 April the Council extended
once again, until 31 December 1985,10 the
second stage of harmonization of excise du-
ties which affect the consumption of manu-
factured tobacco.ll
2.1.57. On 13 April Parliament adopted
resolutions on the taxation of wine and on
the harmonization of taxation of alcoholic
drinks.l2
Employment, education and
social policy
1983 Social Report
2.1.58. On 9 April the Commission adop-
ted the Report on Social Developments for
198313 with a view to its presentation to the
Council and the other Community institu-
I oJ c 127,14.s.1984.2 oJ c 3,6.1.1984; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.58.3 oJ t- 366,28.12.1978; Bull. EC t2-1978, point 2.1.54.4 oJ L 3s4,30.12.1979-5 oJ L 117, 3.s.1984.6 oJ c 114,28.4.1983; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.60.7 oJ L 370,31.12.1983; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.59.8 oJ L 12,14.1.1983; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.52.
e oJ c 17,14.1.1984; Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.60.
ro oJ L lM,12.4.1984.
rr oJ c 348,L3.12.1983i Bull. EC 12-1983,point2.1.62.
12 Point 2.4; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.
13 coM(84) 199.
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tions and bodies. As in previous years' 1
the Report describes the situation in the 10
Member States and reviews the action taken
by the Commission in the social field.
In 1983 the unemployment rate remained at
around 10.3o/o of the working population
owing to the fact that the level of growth
in gross domestic product and industrial
production (0.8% as against 0.6o/" in 1982)
was insufficient to prevent a further worsen-
ing of the employment situation. Young
people continued to be disproportionately
hard-hit by unemployment-of the 12 mil-
lion unemployed 4.7 million were under 25
years of age and nearly a quarter of these
young people had been unemployed for
more than a year. Both national and Com-
munity authorities having acknowledged
that 'unemployment remains the principal
problem facing the Community', z the
Commission argued that specific and imme-
diate measures were needed to tackle youth
unemployment 3 and put forward-in its
communication on the promotion of em-
ployment for young peopleLa pro-
gramme of special measures aimed in par-
iicular at combating long-terin unemploy-
ment.
The Commission also stressed the import-
ance of the contribution to be made by local
employment initiatives 5 and the problem
of technological change and social adjust-
ment.6 In its June 1983 resolution concern-
ing vocational training policies in the
1980s,7 the Council acknowledged that
training has a key role to play in the fight
againsr unemployment and in efforts to ad-
just workers' knowledge and skills to tech-
nological change.
The Commission intends to use the new
rules for the operation of the European
Social Funds and the increased resources
allocated to the Fund in such a way as to
ensure the continuation of efforts to assist
young people and encourage training activi-
ties assbciited with the introduction of new
technologies, thus integrating its activities
in the social field into the Community's
industrial strategy.
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Employment and the labour market
Reorganization of working time
2.1.59. On 6 April the Commission put
before the Couniil an amended versioh 9
of its April 1982 proposal for a Directive
.on..rrring the supply of workers by tem-
porary employment businesses and-fixed-
duration contiacts of emplovment.l0 Tak-
ing account of the opinions of Parliamentll
an? the Economic aird Social Committee,12
the amended version is directed towards the
same aims as the initial proposal but differs
in regard to the following main points:
o the conditions governing recourse to
temporary employment businesses and
fixed-duration tontracts have been eased
and made more flexible; this is possible
thanks to the imposition of stricter condi-
tions for the establishment of temporary
employment businesses;
. supervision of temporary employment
businesses' cross-frontier activities is rein-
forced;
. workers must be informed at the work-
place of the measures introduced to give
effect to the Directive.
Financial instruments
European Social Fund
2.1.60. On 27 April the Commission de-
cided that the guidelines for the manage-
I Bull. EC7/8-1983, point 2.1.51.2 
'The economic and social siruation in the Community'
(Communication from the Commission to the Athens Euro-
pean Council). COM(83) 722 final.3 
'Coping with the shortage of iobs in the 1980s'-
COM(83) 148 final.4 0J c 149,8.6.1983; EC 4-1983, points 1.1.11 to 1.1.21.
r oJ c 70, 12.3.1984; Bull. EC 11-1983, points 1.2.1 er
seq,6 Bull. EC 1-1984, points 1.3.1 et se4.7 oJ c 193,20.7.1983l' Bull.6-1983, point 2.1.80.8 oJ L 289,22.10.1983i Bull. EC 10-1983, points 1.3.1 er
seq.
e OJ C 133,21.5.1984; COM(84) 159 final.
r0 0J c 728, 19.5.7982; Bull. EC 4-1982, points 1.2.1 to
1.2.8.
r1 0J c 242,12.9.198\ Bull. EC 718-1983, point 2.1.55.
12 oJ c 126,4.7.1983.
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ment of the European Social Fund in the
financial years 1984-85, originally adopted
on 2l December 19831 and endorsed by
Parliament on 30 March,2 should continue
to apply for the years 1985-87.
Measures for ECSC workers
Redeployment aids
2.1.61. In April, acting under Article
56(2)(b) of the ECSC Treaty, the Commis-
sion decided to contribute 6256750 ECU
towards redeployment expenses for 3756
workers affected by the final closure of a
coalmine and a steel plant in the Federal
Republic of Germany.
Education and vocational training
Education and training of migrants
2.1.62. On 25 April the Commission ap-
proved a report to the Council on pilot
schemes relating to the education of migrant
workers' children. This report undertakes a
comparative evaluation of the various pilot
schemes with a view to identifying examples
of good practice, conclusions and guidelines
which will enrich debate at both national
and Community level and contribute to the
development of a joint education policy in
favour of immigrants from Member States
and other countries.
2.1.63. On 13 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the use of languages in the
Community.3
Transition from school
to working life
Linked utork and training
for young people
2.1.54. On 26 April the Commission pre-
sented a communication to the Council a
concerning the implementation of the
Council resolution of 18 December 1979
on the linked work and training of young
34
people in the European Communities,s re-
viewing the number and range of develop-
ments which have taken place in the Mem-
ber States. This communication also consti-
tutes a report on the implementation of
the Commission recommendation of 5 July
7977 on vocational preparation for young
people who are unemployed or threatened
with unemployment.5
Living and working conditions
and social protection
Equality between men and women
2.1.65. On 77 April the Commission put
before the Council a communication and a
draft recommendation on the promotion of
positive action for women in the Member
States. T These follow on from the new
Community action programme on the pro-
motion of equal opportunities for women
(1982-85) 8 and cover one facet of the cam-
paign to make equality of opportunity a
reality. The proposals formulated in these
documents are intended to complement the
various measures which the Commission
has already proposed to the Council with a
view to eliminating discrimination againsr
women in the legislation of Member States
and translating into practice the principle
of equal treatment laid down in the Trealy.
The draft recommendation outlines a range
of measures in the field of positive action
which would promote the employment of
women in both public and private sectors,
the acquisition of vocational qualifications,
the recruitment of women in sectors where
they are under-represented, the implemen-
tation of specific measures at workplace
level, etc.
t OJ C 5, 10.1.1984; Bull. EC t2-t9li, point 2.1.66.2 OJ c 117,30.4.1984; Bull. EC 3-1984, point 2.1.56.I Point 2.4.9;OJ C 127, 14.5.1984.4 CoM(84) 132 frnal.5 oJ c 1,3.1.1980.
, oJ L 1Bo,2o7.Dn.7 cotr,t(s+) 234 final.8 OJ C 22, 29.7.1982; Supplement t/82 
- 
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OJ C 185, 21.7.1982; Bull. EC 5-1982, point 2.1.48.
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2.L.66. On 72 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the participation of the Com-
munity in the UN conference to be held in
Nairobi in 1985 to mark the end of the
Decade for'Women.l
2.1.67. The Advisory Committee on Equal
Opportunities for'Women and Men held its
sevinth meeting on 3 and 4 April.2 Of the
many reports submitted to the Committee,
two received particular attention owing to
the importance of their implications.
A comparative analysis of the arrangements
for legal redress in the Member States aimed
at ensuring compliance with Article 719 of
the Treaty, the Directive of 10 February
7975 on equal pay,3 the Directive of 9
February 1976 on equal treatment as regards
access to employment, vocational traininp
and promotion, and working conditions'
and the Directive of 19 December 1978 on
eoual treatment in matters of social secur-
ity 5 showed, among other things, the desir-
ability firstly of sensitizing the iudiciary to
problems arising in connection with the ap-
plication of laws on equal treatment for
men and women and secondly of establish-
ing arrangements for informing both male
and female workers systematically as to
ways and means of obtaining legal redress
in the event of infringements.
A study of public day care facilities and
services for children under the age of three
reached the conclusion that further research
was required and a conference of European
Ministers for Health and Labour should be
organized.
The Committee also considered the ques-
tion of preparatory work for the world con-
ference to be held in Nairobi to mark the
end of the United Nations Decade for
Women and the action to be taken in re-
sponse to Parliament's resolution of 17 Jan-
uary on the situation of women in Europe. 6
Paul Finet Foundation
2.1.68. At its 59th meeting on 13 April
the Executive Committee of the Paul Finet
Foundation examined 424 applications for
Bull. EC 4-1984
financial aid for children of ECSC workers
who had died as a result of an industrial
accident or occupational disease and
granted assistance, totalling BFR 5.3 mil-
lion, in 328 cases.
Health and safety
Health and safety (Euratom)
2.1.69. On26 April the Commission con-
vened the group of technical experts on
dosimetry and radiation protection; with
due regard for the work performed in the
past and for current requirements, the
group examined the activities that it would
be possible to undertake and. adopted a
programme concerning, in particular, dosi-
metry in the environment, dosimetry of the
extremities, beta-dosimetry and the filing of
the data. Working parties were set up for
the detailed definition of this work.
On the initiative of the Commission, it was
also requested that the technical recommen-
dations for the monitoring of persons expo-
sed to external radiation, which were drawn
up in 1975 (EUR Report 5287), be brought
up to date. In addition, the experts.reported
on the technical advances in dosimetry
achieved in their respective countries and
on developments as regards legislation on
radiation protection.
2.1.70. Acting under Article 37 of the Eur-
atom Treaty, the Commission expressed a
favourable opinion on the plan for the dis-
charge of radioactive effluents from the
Hamm-Uentrop nuclear power station in
the Federal Republic of Germany.
2.1.71. In Aoril Parliament endorsedT the
proposal s foi an amendment to the Direc-
I Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.2 Bull. EC 12-1983, point 2.1.82.3 oJ L 4s,19.2.197s.4 oJ L 39,14.2.1976.5 oJ L 6,10.1.1979.5 oJ c 46,20.2.7984;Bull. EC l-1984,point2.4.7.7 oJ c 127,14.s.1984.8 0J c 286, 24.70.7983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.1.73.
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tive of 15 July 1980 concerning the basic
safety standards for the health protection
of the general public and workers against
the dangers of ionizing radiation. I
*
2.1.72. On 12 April Parliament adopted
a resolution on the need for Community
measures to promote population growth in
Europe.2 '
Culture
2.1.73. On 26 April the Commission, as
part of its drive to protect and conserve the
Community architectural heritage, and in
response to the wishes expressed by Parlia-
ment in the resolution passed last Novem-
ber,3 published a call for proposals for
pilot prolects in this field. a ln 1984 it plans
to support up to 12 projects for a total of
4O0 000 ECU. The provision of Community
financial support will be subject to the ap-
plicant's receiving a subsidy from another
public organization at least equivalent to
the Commission grant and guaranteeing
that the public will have access to the monu-
ment or site concerned.
Regional policy
Coordination and programmes
2.1.74. On 13 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the strengthening of trans-
frontier cooperation. 3
Regional Policy Committee
2.1.75. At its 47th meeting, held on 3
April, the Committee re-elected Mr Bernard
Attali Chairman and Mrs Kite Andreasen
Vice-Chairman for a two-year term. The
Committee adopted a statement on the
Commission's second periodic report on the
social and economic situation and develoo-
ment of the regions of the Community.5 'It
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delivered a favourable opinion on a number
of infrastructure projects submitted to the
ERDF for assistance and considered the re-
cent changes to the United Kingdom's regio-
nal.policy.
Financial instruments
European Regional Development Fund
Revision of ERDF Regulation
2.1.76. On 13 April Parliament endorsed 6
the proposalT to recast the Regulation of
18 March 1975 establishing_a European Re-
gional Development Fund. E It appealed for
greater transparency and comparability and
more consultation of the Regional Policy
Committee and the regional and local auth-
orities. Applications for interest-rate subsi-
dies should normally be given priority over
other forms of assistance.
ERDF grants
Quota section
2.1.77. On 4 April the ERDF Committee
delivered its opinion on the draft grant deci-
sions under the first 1984 allocation from
the quota section of the Fund.
2.1.78. On 13 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the outcome of the Confe-
rence of the Regions and another on the
regional problems of Greece.2
1 oJ L 246, 17.9.1980.2 Point 2.4.9; Ol C ln, A.5.1984.3 OJ C 342,79.12.1984; Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.1.93.1 oJ c 111,26.4.1994.
s Bull. EC 3-1984, point 2.1.89.6 oJ c 127,14.s.1984.7 OJ C 360,31.12.1983; Bull. EC 1t-1983, points 1.1.1 to
1.1.8.8 oJ L 2i,21.3.192s.
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Environment and consumers
Environment
Protection of the Mediterranean
2.1.79. On24 April the Commission sent
the Council a communication on the protec-
tion of the environment in the Mediterra-
nean basin proposing a series of measures
and calling for ihe requisite resources to be
released. 1 In the short term it would then
be possible to carry through the specific
meisures identified in the Commission's
preliminary studies carried out earlier. In
ihe long term these would be followed by
moves io formulate a strategy and plan of
action for the protection of the environment
in the Mediterranean region.
Water quality and supply, waste manage-
ment, ralional use of land, and international
cooperation are the main areas for action in
the short term. In practice, the Community
plan of action will consist of a package
of dovetailing measures designed to create
conditions favouring the harmonious deve-
lopment of social and economic activities
throughout the Mediterranean region.
The plan is for the Commission to be assis-
ted by an advisory committee of highly qua-
lified experts appointed to ensure close liai-
son with the Member States concerned
(France, Greece and Italy) before any speci-
fic measures are decided.
Prevention a nd reduction
of pollution and nuisances
Freshwater and marine pollution
Barcelona Conuention
2.1.80. Representatives of the Communityjoined delegates from 15 Mediterranean
countries at a special meeting of the contrac-
ting parties to the 1976 Barcelona Conven-
tion on the Protection of the Mediterranean
Sea against Pollution in Athens on 10-13
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April to review the progress achieved under
tht Convention and the protocols thereto.
The delegates decided to move on to the
second phase of the Blue Plan and strength-
ened thi organizational arrangements made
for the Plan.2 Secondly, to help monitor
pollution in the Mediterranean Sea, they
produced draft recommendations setting
out the criteria to apply to bathing water'
to water for shellfish farming and to shell-
fish for human consumption and to check-
ing mercury levels in fish. Finally, the dele-
gaies reviewed the 1984-85 budget and rea-
ihed a final decision on how the resources
were to be deployed.
As the Community proposed, the Ministers
concerned will attend the next regular
meeting of the contracting parties, to be
held in Genoa in September 1985 to mark
the 10th annir ersary-of the Action Plan for
the Mediterranean.
2.1.81. At its eprit O"r,-session Parlia-
ment gave its opinion on two proposals for
measures to combat pollution of the aquatic
environment3----ons on the reduction of
oollution bv waste from the titanium
iioxide industry, a the other on discharges
of hexachlorocyclohexane. s
It also endorsed3 the extension of certain
provisions of the 1959 Bonn Agreement for
Cooperation in Dealing with Pollution of
the North Sea by Oil.6
Noise
2.1.82. The Council approved a series of
Directives to limit noise emissions from
construction plant and equipment and from
lawnmowers on 10 April. /
t OJ C 133,21.5.1984; COM(84) 206 final.2 Bull. Ec 10-1979, poim 2.7.67.3 oJ c 127,14.s.1984.4 OJ C 138,26.5.1983; Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.82.5 0J c 215, 11.8.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.86.6 0J c 40, 15.2.198\ Bull. EC 1-1984, poinr 2.1.58.7 Point 2.1.11.
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Environment and consumers
2.1.83. On24 April the Commission sent
the Council a communication proposing
that the Community should norify the US
authorities of its disappointment with their
position concerning the rules on aircraft
operating noise limits, which violate the
recommendations made by the Internatio-
nal Civil Aviation Organization.l This is
the Community's response ro the US auth-
orities' refusal to change their position and
rejection of the main objections raised in
the C-ommunity's latest proresr in August
tg83.2
Chemicals
D ange rous prep arations
2.1.84. On 18 April the Commission adap-
ted to technical progress the Directive of.26
June 1978 on the approximation of the laws
of the Member States relating to the classifi-
cation, packaging and labelling of dange-
rous preparations (pesticides). r The main
purpose was to establish a list of acive
substances along with their lethal dose
(LDso) and lethal concentration (LC5s) va-
lues plus a list of active substances divided
into classes and subclasses. As a result it will
now be possible to apply the classification
formulae set out the 1978 Directive to these
lists.
Dangerous substances
2.1.85. On 25 April the Commission adap-
ted to technical progress for the sixth time
the Council Directive of 27 lune 1967 on
the approximation of the laws, regulations
and administrative provisions relating to
th-e classification, packaging and labelling
of dangerous substances. a The new mea-
sure adds descriptions of the methods for
the determination of the physico-chemical
properties, toxicity and ecotoxicity of dan-
gerous substances and preparations to An-
nex V to the Council Directive of 18 Septem-
ber 1979 amending for the sixth time the
1957 Directive. s
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Protection and ratio na I
use of land, the environment
and natural resources
Land
2.1 .86. Commission representatives atten-
ded the Fourth European Ministerial Confe-
rence on the Environment in Athens on 25-
27 April. The Conference's main theme was
'Coastal areas, river banks and lake shores:
their planning and management in compati-
bility with the ecological balance'.
Although no one any longer disputes that
development and. environmental conserva-
tion have many interests in common, all too
often the decisions finally raken are a trade-
off between economic and environmental
interests. The resolutions and guidelines
adopted by Ministers brought out rhe need
for an integrated preventive policy, closer
coordination and a smoother flow of infor-
mation to all parties with an interest in
regional planning in order to keep such
trade-offs to a minimum. Ministers stressed
that their work tied in with and complemen-
ted that of the Conference of Eirropean
Ministers responsible for Regional Planning
and stressed the importance of the Euro-
pean Charter 
-of Spatial/Regional Planningin particular.6
Natural resources
2.1.87. In response to the opinions eiven
by ParliamentT and the Econ^omic ani So-
cial Committee, s on 26 April the Commis-
sion decided to send the Council amend-
ments 9 to the proposal for a Directive on
the use of sewage sludge in agriculture pre-
sented in Seprember 1982.10 The amended
I coM(84) 209 final.2 Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.1.87.
, oJ L 2M,29.7.1929.4 oJ L 96, 16.8.7967.5 oJ L zs9, ts.to.tgzg.6 Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.88.
1 OJ C 77,19.3.1984; Bull. EC 2-1984, point 2.1.91.
, oJ c 90,5.4.1983.e CoM(84) 240 final.
r0 OJ C 264,8.10.1982; Bull. EC 9-1982, point 2.1.50.
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version tightens up a number of points in
the original proposal to give greater Protec-
tion to farmers and consumers alike without
jeopardizing the prospects of putting the
Directive into practice.
2.1.88. On 11 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on the treatment of waste in the
Community.l
2.1.89. Finally, the Waste Management
Committee held a further meeting in Brus-
sels on 3 and 4 April, the main item on the
agenda being to examine the preliminary
draft of a Commission communication to
the Council on a Community waste man-
agement policy.
Agriculture
2.1.90. In accordance with the mandate
received from the Council in March, the
Commission notified GATT in April that it
intended to open^negotiations on certain
cereal substitutes. z
2.1.91. On 18 April the Commission asked
the Council for authority to initiate consul-
tations in GATT on imports of hybrid
maize for sowing.3
Economic aspects of the
common ag ricultural PolicY
Agri-monetary measures
2.1.92. On 18 April the Commission re-
pealed a Regulation (EEC) No 926180, thetequity' Rigulation, s which allowed
exemption, subject to certain conditions,
from monetary compensatory amounts on
imports or exports covered by contracts
concluded prior to the increase or introduc-
tion of the MCAs.
The Commission took its decision follow-
ing a survey it had carried out among the
Member States in 1983, which had shown
that many difficulties hampered the proper
application of the Regulation.
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2.1.93. The Commission decided to in-
crease the 'neutral margin' not covered by
monetary compensatory amounts in the
wine sector to five percentage points. The
Council had left room for this adiustment
when it fixed the 7984/85 agricultural prices
in March.6
Market organizations
Adiustment of basic regulations
Wine
2.1.94. On 27 April the Council adop-
ted,7 on the basis of a Commission propo-
sal presented last November,8 an amend-
ment of the basic wine regulation which
will enter into force on 1 September 1984.
The changes concern structural measures
and the intervention arrangements.
New plantings of table and wine grape
vines, including those for quality wines pro-
duced in specified regions (p.s.r.)r will be
prohibited until the beginning of the 1990/
91 marketing year, except for individual
derogations granted under Commission su-
Pervlsron.
tWith regard to intervention, the following
measures were adopted:
o the activating price is to be 92o/o of the
guide price for all types of wine;
o the price of wine for preventive distilla-
tion is to be 650/o of the respective guide
price, whether there is to be compulsory
distillation or not;
o xcc€SS to support distillation can be
confirmed to those growers who took part
I Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.2 Buu. EC 3-1984, point 2.1.115.3 coM(84) 224 finel.1 oJ L to6, 19.4.1984.5 oJ L 99,17.4.1980.6 Bull. Ec 3-1984, point 2.1.118.7 oJ L 115, r.5.1984.8 oJ c 338, 1s.12.1983; oJ c 62, 5.3.1984; Bull. EC
1 1 -1 983, point 2.7.772.
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in preventive distillation at the beginning of
the marketing year;
. compulsory distillation will reduce end-
of-year stocks to five months' normal utili-
zation (and not between five and six mon-
ths');
o to pt€v€nt, on distillation, an undue ad-
vantage for wine part of the alcohol of
which has been obtained cheaply through
chaptalization or enrichment with aid-sup-
ported musts, the distillation price will be
reduced to a degree corresponding to the
advantage the wines have enjoyed;
o aids to short-term (three monrhs) pri-
vate storage of table wines and musts are
to be discontinued (however, the aid for
short-term private storage of wine can be
granted from the Member States' budgets).
The Commission's proposals concerning
oenological practices and a policy on qual-
ity will be considered later, with a view to
establishing a set of measures the effect of
which will be to guide production towards
better quality and to discourage the planting
of vines in areas not suited for quality pro-
duction.
These proposals concern a ban on chaptali-
zation from 1990 onwards, the abolition of
aid to enriching on the same date and its
adjustment in the meantime, an increase in
the minimum alcoholic strength, a reduc-
tion in maximum SO2 content, less stringent
requirements with regard to acidification,
adjustment of the compulsory distillation
of the by-products of wine making, and
an adjustment of the definition of certain
products and certain oenological practices.
2.1.95. Parliament had adopted an opi-
nion on the Commission's proposal on 13
April.l
Market situation
Sugar
2.1.96. On the world market, sugar prices
are at present low, mainly because stocks
built up during previous marketing years to
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reach 37.9 million tonnes by the end of
August 1983, i.e. 39.6Yo of consumption
(25% is regarded as'normal').
The price situation is further aggravated by
fluctuations in the value of the dollar, due
to the upward interest rate movement in the
United States.
After reaching 100 million tonnes in l98l/
82 and 1982183, world production of sugar
is now put at between 96 and 97 million
tonnes, while world consumption has appa-
rently grown only slowly, to reach a iotal
of about 96 million tonnes.
'With 
regard to the situation in the Commu-
nity, sugar production (including cane sugar
from the French overseas departments) is
expected to reach 11 million tonnes in 1983/
84 (comparing with 13.93 million tonnes for
1982/83). No increase in consumption-
about 9.5 million tonnes-is expected. The
quantity of white sugar exported in 1983 is
estimated at 4.2 million tonnes. For 79841
85, beet sowings were generally carried out
in normal conditions (except in Greece and
in northern Italy), and the area sown in the
Community is 1.72 million hectares (com-
paring with 1.57 million hectares for 7983/
84).
Prices and specific measures
Milk and milk products
2.1.97. Following the Council decisions
on the 1984/85 agricultural prices,2 the
Commission adopted a series of Regula-
tions on milk and milk products, concerning
technical adiustments to refunds3 and free-
at-frontier prices for certain cheeses 3 and
fixing new amounts of aid for special sales
of butter,3 liquid skimmed milk- and skim-
med-milk powder4 and the revised Com-
t oJ c 1zz,t4.s.t9}4.
, oJ L 9o, 1.4.1984; oJ L 103, 16.4.1984; oJ L I07,
19.4.1,984; OJ L 113,28.4.1984; Bull. EC 3-1984, points 1.2.2
and 2.1,114.3 oJ L 91, 1.4.1994.4 oJ L 99,11.4.1994.
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munity contribution towards the financing
of the school milk programme. I
2.1.98. The Commission sent a proposal
for a Regulation to the Council on 3 April
on the designations used in the marketing
of milk and milk products.2 The purpose
of the proposal is to offer milk products
better protection against competition from
imitations. As it is often possible for manu-
facturers to present imitation products in a
way likely to mislead the consumer, it was
felt that Community rules should be laid
down defining more precisely the composi-
tion and quality of traditional milk pro-
ducts.
2.1.99. On 25 April the Commission adop-
ted a Regulation tightening up the quality
criteria for the admission of skimmed-milk
powder to intervention. 3
2.1.100. It also adopted a Regulation re-
laxing the rules on granting aids for liquid
skimmed milk for use as animal feed. a
Since milk production fluctuates seasonally,
to assure livestock farmers of liquid skim-
med milk supplies during the period of the
year when there is a production shortfall,
the Regulation lays down that the aid may
be granted-subject to certain limits-for
skimmed-milk powder manufactured and
placed in store during a period of surplus
and then reconstituted and used in accor-
dance with the conditions in force.
2.1.101. Lastly, the Commission proposed
to the Council that the derogation from
observance of the free-at-frontier value al-
Iowed for Cheddar from Australia and New
Zealand be extended until 30 June as these
two countries were still having difficulties
in using up the export quotas allocated to
them by the Community.
Structures
New measures and
adiustment of Directives
2.1.102. On 13 April Parliament endor-
sed,s with a few reiervations,6 the Com-
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mission's proposals, made in September, on
improving the efficiency of agricultural
structures. The purpose of the proposals is
to replace the three 1982 Directives concer-
ning the modernization of farms (Directive
72/159), socio-economic guidance and vo-
cational training for persons engaged in
agriculture (Directive 72/t6L) and the cessa-
tion of farming by elderly farmers (Directive
72/160).
Parliament believes that the Community
should concentrate on a few measures of
broad scope, these being mainly:
(i) incentives for investment in agricultu-
ral holdings,
(ii) measures to aid agriculture in the less-
favoured regions and other problem re-
glons,
(iii) measures above the single farm level.
It wlecomed several points made by the
Commission, including the proposal that
smaller farms as well should qualify for
investment aid, without having to submit
development plans with specific income ob-
jectives, the new rule that one of the main
criteria for receiving aid will simply be the
presentation of a holding improvement
plan, the proposal that action taken by indi-
vidual farms in the field of environmental
protection should be taken into account
for the purposes of structural aid, and the
substantial improvement in the aid to young
persons starting farming.
Parliament also felt that the Council, and
not the Commission, should determine
which surplus products should not qualify
for aid, that there should not be a total ban
on aids to eggs and poultry farming, that
aids to secondary-and/or auxiliary-in-
come farms should not be confined to a
given percentage of the aid granted to hol-
dings providing the main source of income,
, oJ L ttz,z&.4.19$4.2 oJ c 111,26.4.1984.3 oJ L 109,26.4.1984.1 oJ L 120, s.5.1984.5 oJ c 127,74.s.t994.6 OJ C a47, 22.12.1983;Bull. EC 9-1983, points 1.2.6 and
1.2.7.
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and that the reimbursement procedure
should be simplified so that the reimburse-
ment can be made to the Member State in
a single payment.
Agricultura! leg islation
Veterinary and animal
husbandry legislation
2.1.103. On 13 April Parliament endor-
sed I the proposal put forward by the Com-
mission in January z to amend the Directive
of 22 January 1980 introducing Community
measures for the control of classical swine
fever.3
Competition
2.1.104. Under Articles 92 to 94 of the
Treaty the Commission decided to make no
comment on the introduction of the draft
measures notified by:
Italy
Friuli-Venezia Giulia: Regional Act No 75
of 25 August 1983 on assistance for agricul-
ture, in particular:
o cofirpensatory allowances for holdings
in disadvantaged mountain areas;
o aids for the wine industry;
o aids for the expansion of livestock hol-
dings;
o subsidies for farming cooperatives.
Luxembourg
Compensation for damage to agriculture
caused by the particularly heavy and pro-
longed rain in the spring and the drought
which followed during summer 1983.
Greece
A 15-point programme for the livestock sec-
tor for 1984, the main measures being:
o aid to livestock farmers for improving
animal health following various diseases;
o aid for the organization of slaughter-
houses;
o aid to cooperatives or groups of oyster-
growers;
r aid for the construction of cleansing
ponds for molluscs;
o aid for veterinary research.
Germany
Baden-Wiirttemberg: aids to encourage
land consolidation, including measures for
the protection of the countryside.
United Kingdom
Isle of Man: aid for beef production (aid
accepted for 1984/85 only).
2.1.105. The Commission decided to ini-
tiate the Article 93(2) procedure in respect
of the following aid:
Germany
Bauaria: special aid for the extension of a
dairy.
2.1.106. It also decided to terminate the
procedure in respect of Sicilian Act No 129l
82 concerning in particular:
r the financing of a programme for the
disposal of 'ltalia' grapes;
o a subsidy for nurserymen per vine plant
certified and marketed.
European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund
Guarantee Section
2.1.107. Parliament adopted a resolution
on 10 April on the clearance of the Guaran-
tee Section accounts.4
oJ c ln, A.s.1984.
OJ C 19, 26.1.1984; Bull. EC l-1984,poinr2.1.79.
OJ L 47,21.2.1980; Bull. EC 1-1980, point 2.1.46.
Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.
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Fisheries
Fisheries
Resources
lnternal aspects
Community measures
2.1.108. On the basis of information from
the Danish authorities concerning the ex-
haustion of their quora of northern deep-
water prawn (in ICES Division Va and Sub-
area XIV), the Commission, in a Regulation
dated 5 April,l prohibited vessels flying the
flag of Denmark from fishing for the spicies
in the areas concerned. Information- from
the German authorities concerning their cod
quota in ICES Division III led to the adop-
tion of a similar Regulation on 18 April. z
National measures which are
stricter than Community rules
2.1.109. The Commission took note of the
following national measures, srating that it
mlght review at any time rhe compatibility
of such measures with Community law and
the common fisheries policy:
Ireland
Measure extending from 29 February to
30 March 1984 the validity of a national
measure approved by the Commission in
May 1983 r prohibiting Irish vessels exceed-
ing 55 feet in length from fishing for mack-
erel unless duly licensed.
Denmark
Order regulating fisheries in the North-east
Atlantic for the first quarter of 1984: the
Commission found that rhe quantitative
and technical measures introduied by this
Order as regards fishing for cod, haddock,
saithe, mackerel and herring were consistent
with Article 5(2) of Regulation (EEC) No
170/834 or Article 20(1) of Regulation(EEC) No 171183,4 while reminding the
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Danish authorities that they must manase
their fisheries in accordancl with RegulT-
tion (EEC) No 320/84.5
Measures implementing
Community legislation
2.1.110. The Commission took note of the
following national measures, srating that it
might review at any time their comparibility
with Community law and with the common
fisheries policy:
Ireland
Draft regulation's to give effect to Article
6(2) of and Annex I to Regulation (EEC)
No 1701834 within the Irish twelve-mile
zone.
Draft order to give effect to Regulation(EEC) No 171183. Since Article 3 of the
draft does not take account of the fact that
Community regulations are directly appli-
cable in waters under the jurisdiction- of
Member States, the Commission requested
the Irish authorities to reword this Article.
External aspects
Bilateral relations
Faroe Islands
2.1.111. The periods for herring fishing in
the Skaggerak having been altered when
provisional TACs were fixed for 1984,6 the
Council adopted on 15 April, after consulta-
tion with the Faroese authorities, a Regula-
tionT changing the periods in which vessels
registered in the Faroe Islands can fish for
herring and making such fishing subject to
I oJ L 97,7.4.1994.2 oJ L 1M,19.4.1984.
r Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.7.1291 oJ L 24,n.1.1983
r oJ L 32,9.2.19845 oJ L 37,8.2.1984i Bull. EC 1-1984, points 2.1.85 and
2.1.86.7 oJ L tM, 17.4.1984.
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Transport
a licence issued by the Commission being
held on board.
Senegal
2.1.112. On 13 April Parliament endor-
sed 1 the proposal for a Council Decision
on the conclusion of the Fisheries Agree-
ment with Senegal, which had been initial-
led in January. z
Markets and structures
Structures
Competition
2.1.113. The Commission took note of a
Danish bill to amend the basis of tax as-
sessment (tax treatment of certain subsidies
for fisheries). It took the view that the bill
should not be considered a national aid
within the meaning of Articles 92 and 93 of
the EEC Treaty.
2.1.114. The Contmission decided to ter-
minate the Article 93(2) procedure in respect
of a temporary subsidy granted by France
to undertakings in the fisheries sector to
encourage the continued operation of fish-
ing vessels, but stated that iny extension of
the aid in 1984 would have to be notified
to the Commission.
Transport
lnland transport
lnfrastructure
Infrastructure costs
2.1.115. The Inland Waterways Working
Party met on 3 April to pave the way for
the adoption of a method of calculating
the marginal cost of using inland waterway
infrastructure.
4
It reached agreement in principle on the
three methods proposed and on how to
classify the costs and to allocate them to
the different categories of vessel concerned.
Approximation of structures
Reorganization of the railways
2.1.116. On 9 April the Commission sent
the Council its fifth (1981) report on the
transposed annual accounts of the railway
undeitakings in the Community.3
Technical aspects
Community driu ing licence
2.1.117. On 12 April the Commission con-
vened a further meeting of the Committee
on the Community Driving Licence a to dis-
cuss some of the problems which have emer-
sed as the first Council Directive of 4 De-
E mber 1980 on the introduction of ,a Com-
munity driving licence 5 has been put into
practice, the main difficulties being to har-
monize the vehicle categories, to define
'normal residence' and to agree arrange-
ments for exchanging licences issued by the
UK armed forces in the Federal Republic of
Germany. At the same time the Committee
set up a group of experts on driving tests.
Operation of the market
Access to the market
Hired uehicles
2.1.118. On 9 April the Commission sent
the Council an amendment 6 to its original
proposal for a Directive on the use of hired
I oJ c 127,14.5.19842 0J c 48,21.2.1984; Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.1.933 coM(84) 188 final.1 Bull. EC 12-1983, poinr 2.1.195.5 0J L 375, i1.12.1980; Bull. EC 12-1980, point 2.1.117.6 oJ c 111,26.4.1984; coM(84) 222final.
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vehicles for the carriage of goods by road. 1
The Commission had decided ro accepr Par-
liament's suggestion that the MembeiStates
be allowed more time (two years) to bring
their legislation into line with the Direc-
tive.2
Air transport
2.1.119. Parliament adopted a resolurion
on the safety of air transport in Europe on
13 April.3
Energy
Specific problems
Solid fuels
2.1.120. On 13 April Parliament adopted
a resolution on the energy solidarity plan
to promote the use of European coal. 3 -
Oil and gas
Natural gas
2.1.121. On 13 April, conrinuing its series
of reports dealing with aspects ofthe Mem-
ber States' energy policies, a the Commis-
sion sent the Council a communication on
natural gas in which it examines the pattern
of supply and demand in the Community
over the last ten years and looks ahead
to the year 1990 and the year 2000 with
particular emphasis on securitv of suo-
plies.s This report is a followlup ,o ,fr.
Research and development
Development of the common policy
International cooperation
COST projects
2.1.123. On 2 April the Council adopted a
decision on a Community concerted-action
project on the use of Iignocellulose-contain-
ing by-products and other plant residues for
animal feeding (COST 84 bis).7 This four-
year project complements the subprog-
ramme on the recycling of urban, induitriil
and agricultural waste included in the Com-
munity's raw materials R&D programme. s
The aim is to coordinate resiarch done in
the Member States on the use of substrates
(lignocellulose and starch subsrrares, some
soluble carbohydrates) and the use of prod-
ucts converted into animal feed (nutritional
evaluation and toxicological tests).
On 20 Iebruary the Council had already
adopted a decision authorizing the Com-
mission to negotiate an agreement on this
project between the Community and the
non-member countries taking part in Euro-
pean cooperation in the field of scientific
and technical research (COST). e
The research will call for a financial ourlay
of around 20 million ECU in the participat-
ing Member States, while the coordinaiion
cost paid from the Community budget is
estimated at 650 000 ECU for 7984-87.
2.1.124. A memorandum of understand-
ing on a European telecommunications re-
search project concerning man-machine
I OJ C 155, 14.5.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.145.
, oJ c 10,15.1.1984.3 Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127, 14.5.1984.a Bull. EC2-1984, point 2.1.153.5 coM(84) 120 final.6 Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.121; Bull. EC il-1982, point
2.1.135.
1 ol t- 103,16.4.1984; Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.1.182.
, oJ L 774,21.6.1982; oJ L 3s7, 21.12.1983; Bull. EC 12-
1983, point 1.2)28.e Bull. EC2-l984,point 2.1.158.
resented to the - Councilcommunlcatlon p e c
in October 7982,6 which dealt with the1982-,
member States' ability to work together in
coping with a major disruption of supplies.
2.1.122. On 13 April Parliament adopted
a resolution on the introduction of a Com-
munity energy tax and its possible effects
on energy pollcy. J
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communication by means of speech signals
(COST 209) was signed on 4 April by Den-
mark, France, the United Kingdom, Finland
and Sweden.
z.t.izs. On 13 April Parliament endor-
sed 1 the proposal for a Community concer-
ted-action project on the effect of processing
and distribution on the quality and nutritive
value of food.2
Scientific and
technical objectives
Promoting industrial
competitiveness
Technical steel research
2.1.126. On 3 April, after receiving the
assent of the Couniil and the opinion of the
ECSC Consultative Committee, the Com-
mission adopted the decision granting fin-
ancial aid to six steel pilot/demonstration
projects 3 under Article 55 of the ECSC
Treaty. The proiects concern the develop-
ment'of coniinuous casting methods, the
improvement of rail production ?nd
straightening, an experimental electroplat-
ing plant and the uie of steel-based prod-
ucis. Th.se projects are to be granted aid
of.7 572100 ECU from the ECSC operating
budget.
Biomole cul ar engineering
2.1.127. The 1983 annual report on the
biomolecular engineering research and
training programme has iust been pub-
lished.4 11 reviews the work already done
by the 50 or so contracting laboratories
involved in the initial stage (April
1982-December 1983) of the programme. 5
The papers by contractors contained in this
repoit give a good idea of the progress made
in-biomolecular engineering in Europe, thus
opening up future prospects for the use of
biotechnology.
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Improving the management
of energy resources
Thermonuclear fusion:
inauguration of JET
2.1.128. The largest experimental fusion
device in Europe, the Joint European Torus
[ET), was officially inaugurated on 9-April
,i Culh"-, Oxfordshire, in the United Kin-
gdom.6 JEt is the cornerstone of the Com-
munity's fusion research programme to
demonstrate the feasibility of nuclear fusion
as a new source of energy.
Nuclear fission energy
2.1.129. On 3 May the Commission sent
the Council a proposal for a third shared-
cost research programme (1985-89) on the
management and storage of radioactive
waste.T The new programme, which is in
line with the aims of the relevant Commun-
ity action plan (1980-92)B and forms an inte-
gral part of the research action programme
on the develooment of nuclear fission en-
erey (1984-84;e will allow the current pro-
grimmelo due to end on 31 December to be
continued.
It is divided into two parts, one designed to
exploit and supplement the results already
obiained in the Member States while the
other covers experimental underground
storage facilities in geological formations.
The imount required for the programme is
estimated at 92 million ECU for the period
1985-89.
The treatment, conditioning and storage of
radioactive waste under conditions of maxi-
mum safety are vital to the development of
peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Priority
t oJ c 127 , 14.5.1984.2 0J c 260,29.9.1983; Bull. EC 7t8-l983,point2.7-799.3 Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.1.195.4 Report EUR 8967. Office for Official Publications,
Luxembourg.5 0J I- 375,30.12.1981l' Bull. EC 12-1981, point 2.1.166.6 Point 7.4.1. et seq.7 coM(84) 231 final.8 oJ c s1,29.2.1980.e oJ c 164,L3.6.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983,poinr2.1.263.
ro oJ L 78,25.3.1980.
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1ngs.t bs.Siven-ro Community action in thisfield. Through the coordination and en-
couragement of work in all Member Stares
and the Euratom Joint Research Centre,progress has been -made over the trrr- f O
years that musr now be validated.
Improving living and
working conditions
Radiation protection
2.1.130. Medical radiodiagnosis is the
largest source of exposure to"ionizing radi-
atlon atter natural exposure. The Commis_
sion therefore participates in studies on dose
reduction 
. 
duri,ng radiological examin-
ations within the Communlty,s radiation
protection programme. I
A seminar on criteria and methods for oual-ity assurance in medical X-ray diaenosis
was organized jointly by the Commlssion
and the Centro de Ricerca Applicata e Doc-
umentazione in Udine. Some-100 scientists
from 18 countries and various international
organizations attended the seminar and
evaluated the quality assurance activities
already undertaken. Discussion centred on
ways and means of ensuring the best quality
assurance practices for equipment peiform_
ance and working proceduies with a view
to obtaining at low cost an optimum dias-
nostic imagi with the lowesr p.rriUt. J.r?.
Participants agreed on the need for more
detailed. analysis of image quality and for
the establlshement of organ-specific radio_
diagnostic requirementrl thfv r.ou.rt.d
more data for training radioloeical p.rror,-
nel and wider informition .*.E"ng.r.
2.1.131. The contamination of the en-
vironment by man-made radionuclides has
received considerable aftention because of
its potential harmful effects on living organ-isms, including man. However, "dei ite
these efforts, the behaviour of the'radiohu-
clides is not yet completely understood. es-
pecially in the biological portion of the tio-
geochemical cycle.
The Commission therefore organized a
workshop in Brussels from 25 t6 27 Aprtl
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on the role of microorganisms in the behavi-
our of radionuclides in aquatic and rerres-
trial 
. 
systems_ and their transfer to man,jointly with the International Union of Ra-
dioecologists and the Institut roval des ici-
ences naturelles. The workshop helped ro
compile detailed information on the ofren
disregarded but important role of bacteria
and other microorganisms on the behaviour
of radionuclides in the aquatic (marine. es_
tuarine and freshwater) and teriestrial Lco-
systems in humans as well as animals.
Improving the efficacy of
the Community's scientific
and technical potential
2.1.132. Following the Council,s endorse-
ment 
-last February of the broad lines of itspl"l:' the Commission put forward on 15
{Rril a proposal for a D-ecision adopring aplan to stimulate European cooperatiron ; d
scientific and technicil interchange (19g5-
88).3
Under the proposed plan, which is desienedto strengthen rhe Community's scieritific
competitiveness, a network of icientific and
technical cooperarion and interchange (lab-
orato_ry twinning, operations contraits. re_
search grants) will gradually be set up. The
scientific and technical fieids covered in-
clude all the exacr and natural sciences that
are of importance to the future of the Com-
munity. The participants in the Member
S.tates.may bc public-or private bodies, and
the stimulation plan miy be extendid to
non-Community European countries with
appropriate arrangements for their contri-
bution to the costs. The amount required
for thg first phase (1985-85) is estimaieJ at
40 million ECU.
2.1.133. The fifth meering4 of the Com-
mittee for the European Development of
Science and Technolbgy was held^ in Brus-
sels on 11 April undeiihe chairmanship of
I
2
3
4
oJ L78,25.3.1980.
Bull. EC 2-1984, points 2.1.163 and 2.1.164.
COM(84) 215 final.
Bull. EC 2-1984, point 2.1.165.
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Enlargement and bilateral relations with applicant countries
Mr Colombo. There was discussion of the
implications of the recent Council Decision
on Esprit. I
It was reported that in resPonse to the call
for oroposals last .fanuary 2 nearly 400 ap-
"fllii.i,. had been received for the second;;;;4,h. experimental phase of the stimul-
ation action J and that following an exam-
i;;ti;; ;i their eligibilitv bv. members of
the Committee these proposals were to be
sent to a network of anonymous referees
for detailed assessment.
The Committee also gave its support to the
Commission propotrl for a plan to stimul-
ate Europeantooperation and scientific and
i.it ni."i interchinge (1985-88). 4
Horizontal activities
Research eualuation
2.1.134. The panel of external and inde-
p.tJ.n, exPert; set uP to evaluate the res-
'riii-.f tr,.'remote sinsing programme 
-of
the Joint Research Centre met in Ispra for
Enlargement and bilateral relations
with applicant countries
Portugal
Accession negotiations
2.2,1. The 29th deputy-level meetingl of
the negotiations was held in Brussels on 13
April.
The Community presented a statement on
agriculture whiih^contained a specific pro-
the first time on 3 and 4 April' Remote
sensing is the first of the JRC progr,ammes
to undergo evaluation accordtng to the pro-
.id,r.., Lid do*n in the plan of action on
the evaluation of Community R&D pro-
grammes.5
The panel was invited to appraise the scien-
tific ind technical contribution of the pro-
;;;;;;, including the qualitY of the work
Ind the results achieved, to determine- the
oractical contribution of the results of the
'rronr^rnrn. to Community oblectives' to
lu"iu"t. the programme implementation
methodology ind to make recommenda-
;i;;;;;;;is of exploiting research results
and on the future orientation of the pro-
nir.-.. The panel will hold several more
fr.itingt befoie submitting its findings to
the Coirmission next October'
2. Enlargement and external relations
1 0l L 67,9.3.1983 Bull. EC 2-1984, point 7.3.1 et seq'2 0J c 29,4.2.1984; Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2'l'1.18'- 
- 
-
, ol I fil,6l.1983i oJ c 182, 8.7.1983; Bull' EC 6-
1983, point 2.1.159.4 Poinr 2.1.132.5 0J C 213, 9.8.1983; Butl. EC 6-1983, point 2'1'258'
sramme for the improvement of agricultural
Itru.tur.t in Portugal, for-which an estima-
ted 700 million ECU would come trom the
f,ACCf over a period of ten years following
accession. The- rate of Community finan-
cine would be similar to that for operations
to li.lp less-favoured regions in the Commu-
nity.
Portugal presented two statements-giving
its gen'erai reaction to the Community posi-
I Bull. Ec2-1984,point2.2.2.
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tion on agriculture and a specific reply on
taxation (VAT, zero-rating). While expres-
sing agreement with the general transitional
arrangements proposed, it wanted to see
improved access for Portuguese products to
the Community market, stiffer measures to
defend Portuguese markets against Com-
munity competition and the application in
Portugal of Community disciplines during
the period needed to carry out projects
aimed at restructuring Portuguese igricul-
ture.
As regards taxation, Portugal presented its
proposal to zero-rate some food products
and a number of agricultural inputs for
VAT purposes. It also submitted a progress
report on measures aimed at introducing
VAT from 1985.
Spain
Accession negotiations
2.2.2. The 20th ministerial meeting I of
the negotiations for Spain's accession to the
Community was held in Luxembourg on 10
April under the chairmanship of Mr Cheys-
son, French Minister of External Relations;
the Spanish delegation was headed by Mr
Fernandc Mordn, the Foreign Minister.
The Community presented statements on
external relations covering the application
by Spain of the Community's pieferential
trade agreements with Mediterranean coun-
tries and the ACP States, and the Commu-
nity scheme under the generalized system of
preferences.
The Spanish statements were on the ECSC
(reorganization of the Spanish iron and steel
industry) and patents.
The Conference was successful in reaching
an agreement on patents and on external
relations (adoption of the GSP and the pre-
ferential arrangements with the Meditelra-
nean countries, the ACP and the OCT).
Only minor points still remain open in the
product list concerning the application by
Spain of the Community's preferential trade
agreements.
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Owing to the settlement of the patenrs issue,
the Spanish reservation on right of estab-
lishment was withdrawn, and this part of
the negotiations is now also concludLd.
Mr Lorenzo Natali described the ourcome
of the meeting as 'a remarkable step for-
ward in the negotiations made possible by
the spirit of cooperation shown by the two
sides, which enables us to be optimistic
about the coming stages and the successful
conclusion of the accession negotiations on
schedule'.
Commercia! policy
lmplementing the common
commercial policy
Commercial policy instruments
New instrument
2.2.3. On 9 April the Council, acting on a
Commission proposal, z settled a key issue:
the decision-making machinery to be adop-
ted in relation to protection against illiCit
commercial practices. The main problem
still standing in the way of the establishment
of a new common commercial policy instru-
ment 3 had concerned the acceptance of uni-
Iateral undertakings by non-member coun-
tries and the need or otherwise for a Council
decision in accordance with Article 113 of
the EEC Treaty. The instrument was there-
fore adopted in principle, and the Council
released the following statement:
'On the basis of a Commission proposal, the Coun-
cil adopted, in substance, the Regulation on the
strengthening of the common commercial policy,
with regard in parricular to protecrion against
illicit commercial practices.
The new commercial policy instrument establishes
procedures enabling the Community, with due res-
I Brll. EC2-1984,point2.2.4. .
, OJ C 83,26.3.198i; Bull. EC 2-1983, points 1.3.1 to
1.3.8.3 Bull. Ec 2-1984, point 2.2.5.
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pect for existing international obligations and pro-
cedures, to:
o respond to any illicit commercial practice with
a view to removing the iniury resulting therefrom;
. ensure full exercise of the Community's rights
with regard to the commercial practices of third
countries.
The principal features of this Regulation are, apart
from referial to the Commission by the Member
States, the granting to Community producers of a
right to submit complaints where they consider
thit they have suffered injury as a result of illicit
commercial practice, formalized examination pro-
ceedings to be conducted by the Commission and
decision-making machinery enabling the Commu-
nity to react swiftly.'
2.2.4. Two courses of action are envisaged
by this instrument, the first to respond to
any illicit commercial practice with the ob-ject of removing the resulting iniury, and
the second to ensure full exercise of the
Community's rights with regard to the com-
mercial practices of non-member countries.
It is the first course of action which is of
special significance; it defines illicit com-
mercial practices as any practices attributa-
ble to non-member countries which are in-
compatible with international law or com-
monly accepted rules of international com-
merce.
Through this first course of action, the new
commercial policy instrument should pro-
vide a way of dealing with a series of illicit
practices on the part of non-member coun-
iries, including many not covered by the
specific instruments already existing, such
as restrictive administrative practices
contrary to international rules, restrictions
on imports of raw materials and certain
other restrictions on imports.
What is more, unlike the arrangements un-
der the existing instruments, the new com-
mercial policy instrument will make it pos-
sible to identify and remove any injury suf-
fered by the Community on its export
markets. Hence, the instrument not only
covers the Community markets but is also
aimed at improving access for Community
firms to non-member countries' markets.
In this connection it should be noted that
50
the American experience with section 301,
which is in some respects similar to the new
commercial policy instrument, has shown
that 85% of cases covered ended with unila-
teral undertakings being offered by other
countries: hence the importance attached by
the Commission to this issue in the decision-
making machinery as adopted.
On the decision-making plane, the first
course of action is made up of two consecu-
tive stages:
(i) a consultative stage, where the Com-
munity follows formal international proce-
dures for consultation or settling diffe-
rences; during this stage any decisions to
initiate, conduct or terminate proceedings
are taken using the machinery of the 'safe-
guards' Committee (a decision is taken by
the Commission after consultation with an
Advisory Committe*'in the case of re-
course to the Council by a Member State a
decision is reached by qualified majority
within 30 days-and becomes applicable
after this period if the Council has not de-
cided otherwise);
(ii) a decision-making stage, when, after
an international procedure, the Community
has to decide to take action: the Council
acts in accordance with Article 113, but
no later than 30 days after receipt of the
Commission proposal.
For the second course of action, the deci-
sion-making machinery is that laid down
by Article 113 giving the Council a period
of 30 days in which to act.
Easing of restrictive measures
2.2.5. Under the Council Regulation of 14
November 1983 on import arrangements for
products originating in State-trading coun-
iries, not liberalized at Community level,l
the Commission took decisions opening
quotas for the following:
It aly-Hungary : Aluminous cementl 2
I oJ L 345, 8.12.1983.2 oJ c 94, s.4.1984.
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Italy-People's Republic of China; ladies'
hand-embroidered flax woven night-
dresses; 1
Italf-Hungaryl Souiet Union: aluminium
alloyed waste recast into ing-ots, containing
less than 975% aluminium;2
Italy-Romania: synthetic textile discon-
tinuous fibres of polyamides.3
Under the same Regulation,3 the Commis-
sion changed the quotas for the following:
Table 2
Benelux-Gertndn Democratic Republic:
textile products.4
Trade protection
2.2.5. The trade protection measures ta-
ken in April are shown in Table 2.
t oJ c to8, 19.4.1984.
, oJ c t13,n.4.t9B4.3 oJ c il8,2.s.1984.4 oJ c 96,7.4.1984.
Commission
Anti-dumping proceedings
Anti-dumping duty on imports of:
certain angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel, originating in
the German Democratic Republic
oJ L 109, 26.4.1984
(initiation of proceedings: OJ C 13,19.1.1984)
Notice of reopening of an anti-dumping proceeding concerning im-
ports of:
certain ball and tapered roller bearings originating in Japan
oJ c 101, 13.4.1984
(acceptance of undertaking: OJ L 752, ll.6.198l)
certain sodium carbonate originating in the United States of America
oJ c 101, 13.4.1984
(definitive anti-dumping duty: OJ L 54, 10.3.1983)
Accepting undertakings giuen in connection with the anti-dumping
p ro ce e dings con cerning imp or t s of :
standardized multiphase electric motors having an output of 0.75 kW
but not more than 75 k\U, originating in the Soviet Union
oJ L 95, 5.4.1984.
(definitive anti-dumping duty: OJ L 220, 29.7.7982)
propan-l-ol (propyl alcohol) originating in the United States of
America and termination of that proceeding
oJ L 105, 19.4.1984(initiation of proceeding: OJ C 275, 14.10.1983) choline chloride
originating in the German Democratic Republic and Romania and
termination of that proceeding
oJ L 117,3.5.1984
(provisional anti-dumping duty: OJ L 356,20.12.1983)
Protectiue measures in respect of:
certain electronic pi6zo electric quartz watches with digital display
imported in France
oJ L 105, 19.4.1984
(initiation of proceeding: OJ C 285,22.10.1983)
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Export credits
2.2.7. At the meeting held in Paris from 9
to 12 April, participants in the consensus
were unible to reach an agreement on tied
aid credits, as major differences persist
within the OECD group and also among
the Member States.
Progress was made in discussions concern-
ing an agreement on nuclear power stations,
though no final agreement was reached.
Sectoral commercial policy
measures
lron and steel products
Arrangements with non-member countries
2.2.8. On 18 April the Permanent Repre-
sentatives Committee approved the 1984 ar-
rangement with Norway, which means that
the Commission has now concluded the
renewal of the ECSC iron and steel arrange-
ments with the 15 partner countries: Aus-
tria, Finland, Norway, Sweden, South
Africa, Australia, Brazil (signed 3 April and
only for pig iron), South Korea, Spain, Ja-
pan, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Romania
and Czechoslovalia.
2.2.9. On 6 April the Commission decided
to extend until3l December 1984 the prohi-
bition of alignment on offers of iron and
steel products originating in certain non-
member countries. 1
2.2.10. On 1,2 April Parliament adopted a
resolution on trade relations between the
Communitv and the United States in the
steel sector.2
Autonomous measures
J z.z.lt. On 2 April3 the Commission
amended its recommendation of 20 Jan-
uary4 extending the Decision of 7 March
1980 on the retrospective surveillance of
imports of iron and steel products,5 in or-
der to bring it into line with the surveillance
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of imports of certain ECSC products origi-
nating in Spain.
Textile products
Agreements and arrangements
with non-member countries
2.2.12. On 13 Aprilthe Commission adop-
ted a Regulation opening supplementary
quotas for imports into the Community of
certain products originating in certain non-
membei countries participating in the 1984
Berlin Trade Fairs.5
MFA countries
2.2.13. On 29 March and 11, 12 and 26
April the Commission sent to the Council
five proposals for Regulations concluding
agreCments between the Community and
Mexico, Uruguay, Peru, Guatemala and
Haiti on textile trade. The Commission
conducted negotiations with these countries
in accordance with a brief given by the
Council on 25 February 1982./
2.2.14. on 12 eprillrairment adopted a
resolution 2 on the price of newsprint.
Relations with industrialized
countries
United States
Wine
2.2.15. The American Grape Growers Al-
liance for Fair Trade appealed to the US
Court of International Trade on 20 April
1 oJ I- 97,7.4.1984.2 Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127, 14.5.1984.3 oJ L 93,3.4.1994.4 oJ L 19,24.1.1984; Bull. EC 1-7984,point2.2.11.5 oJ L 65, 11.3.1980; Bull. EC 3-1980, point 2.2.15.5 oJ L 7O2, 14.4.1984.7 oJ L 83,29.3.1982;Bull. EC 2-1982,poinr2.2.8.
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against the International Trade Commis-
sion's decision on 5 March I to reiect peti-
tions filed on27 Januaryz f.or countervail-ing and anti-dumping duties on certain
Community table wines.
Footwear
2.2.16. The Commission made formal re-
presentations to the US authorities in de-
fence of the European footwear industry
following a petition filed on 23 January byboth sides of the US industry-under thL
escape clause section of the Trade Act of
1974 with a view to obtaining import relief.
Cereals
2.2.17. In accordance with the mandare
given by the Council in March,3 the Com-
mission notified GATT in April of its inten-
tion of entering into negotiaiions on cerrain
cereal substitutes.
2.2.18. On 12 April Parliament adopted
three resolutions on relations between the
Community and the United States-<ne on
political aspects, another on economic and
commercial relations, the third on trade in
steel.4
Japan
2.2.19. A new list of requests aimed at
further opening up the Japanese marker was
transmitted by the Commission ro Japan's
Ambassador to the Communities on 2 April.
This list updates the one drawn up in Nov-
ember, ) which itself revised and enlareed
the December 1981 list.6 The Communily's
main reqqests are that Japan increase its
imports of manufactured goods.
Commission officials went on a mission to
Japan from 15 to 20 April to explain rhe
requests contained in the updated list and
underline the degree of the Community's
concern regarding trade in goods and servi-
ces with Japan.
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On 27 April, in response ro rhe Communi-
ty's wishes and those other countries (in-
cluding the United States), Japan announ-
ced a new series of external economic meas-
ures to open up its market (including the
high-technology sector) and to promore im-
ports and investment. These measures are
an expression of Japan's opening up ro the
outside world, but their slope is fiirly Ii-
mited and they do not seem of a nature to
make any significant improvement in the
trade imbalance between the Community
and Japan as the tariff measures announced
cover only a tiny percentage of the Commu-
nity's exports to Japan. But one of the Com-
munity's principal demands-thar a policy
for actively stimulating imports be imple-
mented-has not yer elicited any Japanese
resPonse.
European Free Trade Association
EEC-EFT A mini st e r i al me et ing
2.2.20. The Foreign Ministers of the seven
EFTA-countries aid the ten Community
countries met on 9 April for the first time
in the- history of Community-EFTA rela-
tlons. /
The Ministers undertook ro consolidate
and strengthen relations both within and
outside the framework of the free-trade
agreements. The areas in which they agreed
to cooperate were specified in a final joint
statement.
2.2.21. Parliament adopted rwo resolu-
tions-one on economic and trade relations
between the Community and the Nordic
countries.8
1 Bull. EC 3-1984, poinr 2.2.19.2 Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.2.21; Bull. EC 2-1984, point
2.2.19.3 Bull. EC 3-1984, point 2.1.115.4 Point 2.4.7; OJ C ln, A.5.1984.5 Bull. 1l-1982,point2.2.62.6 Bull. EC 12-1981, point2.2.43.7 Point 1.2.1 et seq.8 Point 2.4.9; Ol C ln,74.5.1984.
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Relations with other countries and regions
Relations with other
countries and regions
Mediterranean countries
Overall Mediterranean policY
2.2.22. On 9 and 10 April Council made a
preliminary examination I of the proposals
iransmitted by the Commission in Mirch 2
aimed at maintaining and strengthening rel-
ations between the enlarged Community
and the Mediterranean countries. The
Council noted that in the next few weeks the
Commission would be submitting further
documents concerning the technical aspects
and would be continuing its exploratory
talks with the Mediterranean countries and
the applicant countries.
Egypt
Cooperation Council
2.2.23. The third meeting of the EEC-
Egypt Cooperation Council at ministerial
levei was hEld in Luxembourg on 10 April
with Dr Butros Ghali, Egypt's Minister of
State for Foreign Affairs, in the chair. r The
Community delegation was led bY Mr
Cheysson, President of the Council and
France's Minister of External Relations.
The Cooperation Council took stock of rel-
ations beiween the Community and Egypt
as covered by the provisions of the 7977
Coooeration Aqreement.a It welcomed the
p.og...t made -so far in implementing the
Financial Protocols 5 and stressed the need
to continue moving forward rapidly and
effectively in this area. It underlined the
importance it attached to the progress of
triingular cooperation in Africa.
The Cooperation Council noted the persist-
ence of Egypt's trade deficit with the Com-
munity and, in the light of its discussions,
hoped that further efforts would be made
to help in reducing this. The export cover
of Egypt's imports from the Community
increased from 42o/o in 1977 to 620/o in 7982,
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and the value of the goods traded more than
trebled during that period.
The Council discussed in depth the Egyp-
tion delegation's request for the initiation
of the Cooperation Agreement review pro-
cedure undir Article 46 and noted that there
was mutual readiness to proceed with the
review, in due course, once both parties had
so agreed.
The Council understood the Egyptian dele-
gation's concern about the possible reper-
iussions of the Community's enlargement
on Egypt's trade with the Community, and
confiimed the desirability of continuing the
exploratory talks between two sides in pa-r-
allbl with the negotiations with the appli-
cant countries, pointing out that once these
negotiations were concluded it would be
poisible to start discussions on adiusting
ihe Cooperation Agreement to take account
of enlargement.
Countries of the Gulf and
the Arabian Peninsula
Gulf Cooperation Council
2.2.24. From 29 to 31 March Dr Abdulla
El-Kuwaize, Assistant Secretary-General
(Economic Affairs) of the Gulf Cooperation
Council, was received at the Commission
by Mr Haferkamp and Mr Davignon. Dis-
cussions were held, following on from the
talks in Riyadh in March 1983,6 which
resulted in agreement on a continued and
expanded programme of technical cooPera-
tion between the GCC Secretariat and the
Commission.
I Point 2.4.12.2 Bull. Ec 3-1984, point 2.2.28.3 Bull. EC 5-1982, point 2.2.49.4 oJ L 266,28.9.1978.5 The second Financial Protocol covers the period from
1 January 1981 to 3t October 1986 (OJ L3237,29.11.1982).5 Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.2.38.
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Asia
Association of
South-East Asian Nations
2.2.25. Three seminars aimed at inform-
ing European businessmen (about 100 per
week) on investment opporrunities for small
firms in ASEAN countlies were organized
by the ASEAN-EEC Business Council in
London, Paris and Bonn ar the end of
March and the beginning of April. This was
the first event organized by-the Business
Council since it was set up. I
Commission officials visited Manila and
Kuala Lumpur in April to take parr in semi-
nars on the generalized preferences scheme.
Latin America
Strengthening of relations
between the Community
and Latin America
2.2.26. On 77 April the Commission
transmitted to the Council 'Guidelines for
the strengthening of relations between the
Community and Latin America'.2 In the
light of the discussions to be held over rhe
next months, it will make practical propos-
a-ls covering the various settoral aspectt of
these relations.
Andean Pact
2.2.27. On 13 April Parliamenr endorsed 3
the proposal for the conclusion of a frame-
work agreement for cooperation between
the European Economic Community and
the Pact countries, a which the Commission
had placed before the Council in Nov-
ember.5
State-trad i ng cou ntries
China
2.2.28. On 13 April Parliament adopred
a resolution on economic and commeicial
Bull. EC 4-1984
relations between the Community and
China.5
2.2.29. The Community Youth Orchesrra
g?ve ? series of eighr concerts in Peking,
Shanghai and Canton. This tour (the CYOts
first in China) was one of a number of
contacts aimed at forging closer economic
and cultural links between China and the
Community.
Development
North-South relations
2.2.30. The 28th regular session and the
13th special session of the Trade and Devel-
opment Board of UNCTAD 7 ended at rhe
beginning of April with a satisfactory out-
come. Agreement was reached on all the
main items of business:
o adoption of a work programme on pro-
tectionism and structural adjustment;
. examination of detailed features relating
to the debt and problems of developing
countries, especially the leasr developed;
. convening of. a meeting between LDC
experts and representatives of multilateral
and bilateral aid institutions ro prepare,
inter alia, the mid-term review of the -1980
Substantial New Programme of Action;
o establishment of a consultative commir-
tee under the Chairman of the Board to
study the possibility of a session at minis-
terial level, the details to be decided at the
29th session of the Board;
o adoption of a composite text on the
contribution of UNCTAD to the Interna-
tional Developmenr Srrategy which will in-
clude proposals from the gioups.
I Bull. EC 12-1983, point2.2.47.2 Point 1,3.1 et seq.; COM(84) 105 final, with Anncx.
, oJ c 127,14.s.1984.4 Countries party to the Cartagena Agreement: Bolivia,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.5 OJ C 29.11.1983; Bull. EC 11-1983, poinr2,2.40.5 Point 2.4.9; Ol C 127,14.5.1984.7 Point 2.2.45.
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Development
The improved atmosphere at UNCTAD
was certainly helped by the positions adop-
ted by the Community; the spirit of cooper-
ation which prevailed throughout these
meetings meant that one year after Bel-
grade 1 the resolutions adopted by the Sixth
Conference could be folowed up in a num-
ber of important fields.
2.2.31. Preparation of the Community
oosition at the Fourth General Conference
ff uNloo-one of the main events in the
North-South Dialogue in 7984 (Vienna, 2-
18 August)-was the subject of a communi-
catiorsent by the Commission to the Coun-
cil on 17 April. 
,$
2.2.32. At its April part-session Parlia-
ment adopted a resolution on urbanization
in the Third World and the consequent
growth of shanty towns.2 A resolution was
ilso adopted on the political and economic
situation in Zimbabwe.2
General ized preferences
Information seminars on the GSP
2.2.33. In April the seminars were organi-
zed in the Philippines and Malaysia, the
first attracting Come 70 participants, the
second over 90. The participants were
mainly businessmen-manufacturers and
exporters and representatives of the associ-
ated service industries-though officials of
government departments concerned with
irade policy, trlde promotion and certifi-
cates of origin also attended. Participants
also came [o both seminars from other
ASEAN countries.3
The same programme was followed on both
occasions. Tht Commission, after explain-
ing the basic principles of the GSP, went on
to-present in detail the rules and specific
provisions currently applicable and, in
question-and-answer sessions, sought to
make clear how the substantial opportuni-
ties for preferential exports to the Commun-
ity, which are not always as yet fully util-
ized, could be most effectively taken up.
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Food aid
Annual programmes
2.2.34. On 13 April Parliament gave its
opinion 4 on the Commission's January
pioposal laying down the overall quantities
of food aid products for 1984 and listing
the countries eligible.5 It endorsed the pro-
posal, with the reservation that the referen-
les to the Council Regulation of 3 Decem-
ber 19836-which in its view was preju-
dicial to Parliament's powers-should be
withdrawn. It duly repeated its appeal to
the Commission to draw up a proposal for
a new basic Regulation on food aid policy
and management. During the debate, the
Commission made it clear that it did not
plan to do so this stage.
Parliament also noted that the total quanti-
ties of aid proposed would be covered by
budget funds for 7984 and expressed satis-
faction at the fact that these multiannual
operations could be implemented this year.
Operations in place of food aid
2.2.35. In an opinion given on 13 Aprila
on the Commission proposal relating to
alternative operations in place of food aid,7
Parliament reiterated its opposition to the
1982 Regulation 6 being cited as the legal
basis for these operations.
Parliament expressed satisfaction at the fact
that, in additiron to incorporating food aid
in development proiects, the Commission
orooosed- that financial assistance be
lrrnted for agricultural and food develop-
I Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points 2.2.51 to 2.2.64.2 Point 2.4.9; OJ C 127,14.5.7984.I The ASEAN countries are: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Phi-
lippines, Singapore and Thailand.1 oJ c t2z, 14.5.19845 Buu. EC 1-1984, poinr2.2.32.6 oJ L 3s2, 14.12.1982.7 oJ c 340, 17.12.1983; Bull. EC 11-1983, point 2.2.48.
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Development
ment projects and for projects upstream or
downstream of production.
Emergency op€rations
2.2.36. In April the Commission approved
the following emergency food aid oper-
ations (Article 927 of the Treaty):
West and southern Africa. Subject to the
Council's adopting the Regulation 1 laying
down the implementing rules for 1984 in
respect of the 1982 Regulation on food aid
policy and management, the Commission
approved, on 25 April, the allocation of
59000 tonnes of cereals from the quantity
available for food aid in respect of 1984.
The amount is to be divided up as follows:
o West Africa-the following countries
faced with severe drought and where the
food shortage has now reached catastrophic
proportions:
7.60
. Soutbern Africa-two countries where
the effects of the drought have made the
food shortage problem particularly acute.
In Mozambique the situation has been fur-
ther exacerbated by the effects of cyclone
Domoina and recent flooding, which has
made tens of thousands of people destitute.
In addition an estimated 60 000 people have
fled from Mozambique to Zimbabwe to
escape the effects of the famine. The follow-
ing emergency aid has therefore been ap-
proved:
. Madagascat<nl5 Ap-il it was decided
that Madagascar should get 5 000 tonnes of
cereals from the available food aid reserves
for 1983 to help the country deal with its
considerable cereal shortfall caused by the
damage to crops from the cyclones. The
estimated value of this aid is 1 300 000 ECU.
Trade promotion
Trade missions
2.2.37. In April the Commission arranged
a Uruguayan trade mission to Japan, a Ban-
gladesh mission to Europe and a Papua
New Guinea mission to California.
ACP Protocols
Sugar
2.2.38. On 27 April the Council approved
the restoration of an agreed quantity of
preferential sugar for India, and also fixed
the guaranteed prices for this sugar for the
1983/84 delivery period. 2
Financial and technical
cooperation
ACP States and OCT
2.2.39. In April the Commission took de-
cisions involving the allocation of fourth
and fifth EDF resources totalling 43736932
ECU to finance projects, programmes and
emergency aid operations administered by
it in the following sectors:
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
Mauritania
Senegal
Togo
Upper Volta
Budgct cstimete
at world priccs(million ECU)
0.25
2.1,0
0.52
1.30
2.10
0.52
0.80
I
2
Point 2.2.34; Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.2.32.
oJ L 120, s.s.1984.
1 000
8 000
2W0
5 000
8 000
2 000
3 000
Budgct cstimatc
at world priccs
(mrlhon ECU)
15 000
15 000
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Development
Economic and social
infrastructure
Road infrastructure
Port infrastructure
Social development
Rural production
Fisheries
Training
Trade promotion
Other
Emergency aid
ECU
s7s2932
1 000000
3 300 000
4 500 000
3 784 000
2000 000
1100000
220000
3 130000
18 950 000
43736932
2.2.40. Cyclone Kamizi hit the north-west
coast of Madagascar with exceptional force
between 9 and 14 April. The effects were
devastating: 82 dead, many injured, 40000
homeless; damage to infrastructure esti-
mated at USD 250 million. A number of
towns were partially destroyed. The Com-
mission decided to contribute to the emerg-
ency aid effort under Article 137 of the
second Lom6 Convention I by sending
milk, tents and equipment for a total value
of 350000 ECU in addition to the emerg-
ency food aid.2
Non-associated developing countries
2.2.41. On 16 April, the Committee on
aid to non-associated developing countries
having delivered a favourable opinion, the
Commission took decisions to finance the
following projects out of the 1983 appropri-
ations for Article 930 of the Community
budget:
Bangladesh.' improvement of grain storage
(autonomous project)-total cost 7 million
ECU; Community contribution 7 million
ECU.
Sri Lanka: integrated rural development of
system b (zones 2 and 3) of the accelerated
Mahaweli development programme (paral-
lel cofinancing with the Saudi Fund)-total
cost 73 million ECU; Community contribu-
tion 20 million ECU.
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Angola: permanent resettlement of former
refugees in Uige province (parallel cofinanc-
ing: grant)-total cost 2.5 million ECU;
Community contribution 2.0 million ECU.
Mozambique.' post-disaster reconstruction
in Moamba district (autonomous pro-ject)-total cost4.4 million ECU; Commun-
ity contribution 2.5 million ECU.
Non-associated developing countries and
bodies eligible for EEC financial and techni-
cal assistance: Services of expatriate experts
(autonomous project)-total cost 4 million
ECU; Community contribution 4 million
ECU.
Relations with NGOs
2.2.42. The Annual General Assembly of
Community non-governmental organiza-
tions active in the development aid field was
held in Brussels from 10 to 12 April, with
about 75 national NGOs represented. Also
present were about 30 observers represent-
ing intergovernmental organizations, inter-
national NGOs and development coopera-
tion departments of the Member States.
Eight years of cooperation (1976-83) have
resulted in 7327 projects being cofinanced
with 205 NGOs. Joint investment totalled
255 million ECU, 40o/o of which has been
contributed by the Community. Some 145
projects specifically concerned with devel-
opment education were also cofinanced.
A number of issues relating to cooperation
between NGOs and the Commission were
discussed, with the NGOs as a whole
strongly advocating an increase in Com-
munity aid in the following fields: cofinanc-
ing of development qrojects. and public
awareness campaigns, food aid, emergency
aid and use of volunteers.
2.2.43. A far as cofinancing of proiects in
developing countries was concerned, a total
of 5.8 million ECU was committed by the
Commission for the period 1 January-30
I See point 2.2.39.2 See point 2.2.36.
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lnternational organizations and conferences
April 1984, to finance 49 projects presented
by 39 NGOs.
The Commission also contributed 0.8 mil-
lion ECU to 19 European public awareness
camPargns.
I nternational organ izations
and conferences
United Nations
2.2.44. On 12 April Parliament adopted a
resolution I on the need for the Community
to participate in the UN conference to be
held in Nairobi in 1985 at the end of the
Decade for Women.2
Economic and Social Council
Economic Commission for Europe
2.2.45. The 38th session of the Economic
Commission for Europe was held in Geneva
from 3 to 14 April.3
Despite Western delegates' determination,
expressed even before the start of the meet-
ing, that the annual session should be con-
structive and free of any confrontation, the
general statements by delegates from East-
ern-bloc countries during the first week
were, almost without exception, a clear at-
tempt to politicize the meeting. In connec-
tion with the deployment of American mis-
siles in Europe, they referred to the threat
of nuclear war and the 'militarization' of
Western economies.
The atmosphere of the session worsened
after these speeches, and this in turn had
repercussions in the Contact Group, where
the Western and Eastern 'caucuses' met.
Discussions in this group in the session's
second week were particularly difficult and
protracted. As a result it was not possible
to agree on a further meeting of the Senior
Advisers on Energy to ECE Governments,
Bull. EC 4-1984
a point of particular interest to the Eastern
bloc.
By adopting a firm and united stand, how-
ever, delegates from the market economy
countries emerged from the difficult negoti-
ations with a fair number of their proposals
accepted, particularly in the areas of the
environment (air and water pollution, the
Munich conference, cooperation in the
Mediterranean) and the organization's
working methods ('concentration and inte-
gration'). They also managed for the second
year running to keep any political references
out of the general resolution, apart from a
mention, on a Western proposal, of the
importance, for the ECE's future work, of
the concluding document of the CSCE's
Madrid meeting.4
United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development
Trade and Deuelopment Board
2.2.46. UNCTAD's Trade and Develop-
ment Board held its 28th regular and 13th
special session in Geneva from 26 March to
6 April. It was generally agreed (explicitly
or implicitly) that the outcome was satisfac-
tory. J
UNIDO
2.2.47. On 77 April the Commission sent
a communication to the Council setting out
general political guidelines for the position
to be adopted by the Community at the
Fourth General Conference of the United
Nations Industrial Development Organiza-
tion, to be held in Vienna from 2 to 18
August.6
UNIDO IV will be one of the main events
in the North-South Dialogue in 1984 and
will be the most significant international
I Point 2.4.9; Ol C ln, M.5.1984.2 Bull. Ec 3-1984, point 2.2.54.3 Bull. EC 4-1983, point 2.2.53.
'f Bull. EC 9-1983, points 2.2.50 and2.2.61.5 Point 2.2.30.6 CoM(84) 205 final.
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lnternational organizations and conferences
conference of_this type since UNCTAD VI
in June 1983.1
United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea
2.2.48. The Preparatory Commission for
the International Sea-Bed Authority and the
International Tribunal for the Law of the
Sea held the first part of its second session
in Kingston, Jamaica, from 19 March to
13 April. z Discussions were confined to
technical matters such as the rules and pro-
cedures for the registration of pioneer inves-
tors in activities related to sea-bed explora-
tion in the international zone, the pri6rities
for the work of the Special Commission for
the Enterprise and the programme of work
for the Special Commission preparing the
sea-bed mining code.
International Monetary Fund
and World Bank
2.2.49. The Interim Committee of the IMF
Board of Governors and the World Bank/
IMF Development Committee met in \fash-
ington on 12 and 13 April.3
Genera! Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade
April under the chairmanship of Mr Hen-
riksen (Sweden).4 The discussions centred
on the renegotiation and improvement of
the Government Procurement Code and on
service contracts.
Vith regard to improvement of the Codeil *r' ;;;;i-,h;i1n. cair si.'.i,.iri
would prepare a consolidated list of propos-
als to form the basis for discussioni at the
Committee's next meeting in June.
\Where services were concerned, it was
agreed that the Secretariat would initiate
pilot studies on service contracts in the areas
of insurance and consulting engineering.
Council of Europe
2.2.51. The Commission took part in the
Fourth European Ministerial Conference on
the Environment held in Athens from 25 to
27 April.s
Bull. EC 7/8-1983, points 2.2.61 to 2.2.64.
Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.56.
Points 2,1.1 to 2.1.3.
Bull. EC 2-1984, poinrs 2.2.53 and 2.2.54.
Point 2.1.86.
Government Procurement Committee
2.2.50. The Government Procurement
Committee met in Geneva from 10 to 12
fi Bull. EC 4-1984
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3. Financing Community activities
Budgets
General budget
1984
2.3.1. As a result of the exhaustion of own
resources, the inadequacy of the appropria-
tions in the general budget for 1984 and
the shortfall in the outturn of resources
compared to estimates, on 18 April the
Commission sent the Council a proposal
for a Regulation providing for the Member
States to make available to the Community
a loan of 2300 million ECU bearing interest
at market rates to be repaid from 1985.I
1985
2.3.2. In accordance with Article 203(9) of
the EEC Treaty the Commission stated on
17 April, after consulting the Economic Pol-
icy Committee on 19 March, that the maxi-
mum rate of increase for non-compulsory
expenditure in 1985 would be 8.5olo. This
is the arithmetical average of the increase
in GDP in the Community in 1983 (8.4%)
and the increase in the budgets of the Mem-
ber States (8.7'/o).
2.3.3. At its April part-session Parliament
adopted a resolution on the guidelines for
budgetary policy f.or 1985.2
Own resources
V AT own resources base
2.3.4. On 13 Aoril the Commission dec-
ided 3 to extend'or amend from 1983 to
1985 the authorizations granted to certain
Member States in 19824 concerning the cal-
culation of their VAT own resources bases,
as provided for in Regulation No 2892/77
of i9 December 1977.1
Budget discharge
2.3.5. During its April part-session Parlia-
ment adopted a number of discharge deci-
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sions concerning implementation of the
budgets for 1982. It granted a discharge to
the Commission in respect of the ECSC
accounts and the activities of the second,
third, fourth and fifth European Develop-
ment Funds; it also granted a discharge to
the Administrative Board of the European
Foundation for the Improvement of Living
and Working Conditions in Dublin and to
the Management Board of the European
Centre for the Development of Vocational
Training in Berlin for the implementation
of their budgets. These discharges were ac-
companied by comments.6 However, Par-
liament decided to defer granting a dis-
charge in respect of implementation of the
general budget for 1982 and invited the
Commission to formulate detailed replies
to its criticisms and submit proposals for
remedying these deficiencies by the end of
September.
2.3.6. Following its resolution of last Sep-
tember, T on 10 April Parliament adopted a
further resolution urging the Commission
to continue its review of ways of rationaliz-
ing the operations of its advisory commit-
teJs and g.oupr ofexperts.2 It also adopted
resolutions on frauds against the Commun-
ity budget and the clearance of the EAGGF
Guarantee Section accounts.
Financial operations
ECSC
Loans raised
2.3.7. During April the Commission made
a number of private placings in German
I Point 7.7.1 et seq.; COM(84) 250 final.2 Point 2.4.9; Ol C 127,14.5.1984.3 oJ L 13s,22.s.1,984.4 OJ L 320, 17.11.1982; OJ L 343' 4.12.1982.5 oJ I- 336,27.12.1972.6 Point 2.4.10; OJ C 127,14.5.1984.7 oJ c 2n, 0.10.1983; Bull. EC 9-7983, point 2.4.12i
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Financial operations
marks, Swiss francs and sterling for the
equivalent of.48.7 million ECU.
Loans paid out
2.3.8. Acting under Articles 54 and 55 of
the ECSC Treaty, the Commission made
industrial, conversion and subsidized hous-
ing loans totalling 115.9 million ECU in
April.
lndustrial loans
2.3.9. Industrial loans (Article 54) total-
ling 51.68 million ECU were granted for the
following purposes:
Francc
Electricit6 de France, Paris: construction of
two coal-fired power stations.
United Kingdom
Investors in Industry Group plc, London:
promotion of consumption of Community
coal.
Subsidized housing
2.3.10. Loans for the building of subsidi-
zed housing totalled 1.54 million ECU, of
which 950 000 ECU was for steelworkers
and 590 000 ECU was for mineworkers.
Conuersion loans
2.3.11. Conversion loans (Article 55) tot-
alling 52.97 million ECU were granted to
the following undertakings:
United Kingdom
Clwyd Cooperative'Wholesale Society, Ltd,
Deeside Industrial Park, Shotton; South
Glamorgan Condial Communication Sys-
tems Ltd, Cardiff.
Supraregional loans for small businesses:
Bank of Scotland, Edinburgh; Barclays
Bank, London; Clydesdale Bank, Glasgow;
Investors in Industry, London; National
'Westminister Bank, London; Royal Bank of
Scotland, Edinburgh; Welsh Development
Agency, Pontypridd.
Denmark
Supraregional loan for small businesses:
Finansieringsinstituttet for Industri og
handvark a/s, Copenhagen.
Italy
Supraregional loan for small businesses:
Mediocredito Piemontese, Turin.
EEC-NCI
Loans raised
2.3.12. In April the Commission issued a
public bond loan of HFL 200 million carry-
ing a coupon of. 8.750/" and priced at
100.5%. The bonds are for 10 years and
will be repayable in five equal instalments
from 1990.
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4. Political and institutional matters
Political cooperation
2.4.1. The Foreign Ministers met in Lux-
embourg on 9 April. They issued the follow-
ing statement on Chile:
'The Ten have been disturbed to learn of the tragic
incidents which marked the eighth day of prorest
organized in Chile by all the opposition move-
ments and which caused at least five deaths, all
civilian. They deplore the suppression of rhese
demonstrations, which provide the Chilean people
under present circumstances with the only effective
means of expressing their democratic aspirations.
They regret the prosecution of political leaders,
including Mr Almeyda, the chairman of the MDP,
the continuing restrictions on the press and the
accelerating cycle of repression and violence in
Chile.
The Ten wish to see a resumption of the dialogue
between the authorities and the democratic forces
in Chile with a view to the early restoration of civil
liberties following the formation of a governmenr
based on free elecrions.'
It was also decided that the Ten would
make a formal approach to the Chilean
authorities concerning the extradition of
Walter Rauff, in accordance with the wishes
of Parliament. I
The Ministers also discussed East-West rel-
ations and the situation in the Middle East,
including the question of exports of chemi-
cals to Iraq and Iran. They took note of
national arrangements and decided to com-
pare procedures and the products covered.
The Permanent Representatives Committee
was asked to consider this question, notably
with regard to the Community aspects.
2.4.2. On 5 April a meeting was held at
ministerial level in Paris, on the troika pat-
tern, with the Chinese Foreign Minister, Mr
rffu Xueqian. The Commission was repre-
sented by Mr Wilhelm Haferkamp. It was
the first meeting with China at ministerial
level, previous contacts having been be-
tween officials (China's ambassador in the
capital of the country holding the presi-
dency).
The participants held an exchange of views
on the major issues of international policy
(East-rWest relations, the Middle East).
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They highlighted the exemplary nature of
the meeting, the first contact between China
and the Ten at political level.
2.4.3. During its April part-session Parlia-
ment passed a number of resolutions on the
following political cooperation and human
rights topics: shared European interests,
risks and requirements in the security field,
the situation in Chile, Lebanon, the Horn
of Africa and Zimbabwe, the granting of
exit visas to two East German nationals on
humanitarian grounds, the right of associ-
ation for members of the armed forces, the
transfer of sentenced prisoners, application
of the Geneva Convention on the Status
of Refugees, creation of a framework for
dialogue to foster observance of interna-
tionally accepted standards of human rights
in the Community and in those countries
with which it has close ties.
European policy and relations
between the institutions
European policy
Preparations for
Fontainebleau European Council
2.4.4. The Council meeting of Foreign
Ministers on 9 and 10 April2 again consid-
ered the issue of correcting the budgetary
imbalances 2 and found thit there wis stiil
some disagreement.
While retaining political responsibility for
this matter, the Foreign Ministers asked
the Ministers of Economic and Financial
Affairs to enlarge upon the opinion they
had prepared at the Council meeting on
2 Aprilr concerning the technical features
(method of calculating VAT, rate of ex-
change, threshold and rate of correction,
OJ Cn, D.3.1984; Bull. 2-1984, point 2.4.14.
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Parliament
etc.) and to spell out how budgetary disci-
pline was to operate.
Greek memorandum
2.4.5. In a statement issued on 10 April
the Council confirmed the Community's re-
solve to give due consideration to the special
problems of the Greek economy on the basis
of the analysis made by the Greek authori-
ties in March 7982.1 Some of Greece's re-
quests had already been met in the Regula-
tions adopted by the Council in March. z
'The Council confirms that it is possible in the
Community context to find solutions enabling
Greece to become fully integrated into the Com-
munity system in a harmonious and mutually ad-
vantageous manner.
The Council notes that although some important
steps have been taken towards meeting the requests
in the Greek memorandum it is necessary to con-
tinue Community efforts and action in order to
cope with the economic and social problems of
Greece and gradually close the gap between its
level of development and that of the other Member
States.
To that end, the Council will examine the Commis-
sion proposals outstanding and those to be submit-
ted as soon as possible.
The Council asks the Commission to examine the
investment programmes which will be put to it by
the Greek Government. Recognizing the import-
ance of the integrated Mediterranean programmes
in meeting the requests in the Greek memorandum,
the Council will adopt the necessary decisions as
soon as possible in the context of the discussions
at the last European Council.'
lnstitutions and organs
of the Communities
Parliament 3
Strasbourg: I to 13 Aptil
2.4.5. The April part-session heard some
major debates on political issues such as
toxic and dangerous waste, the discharge to
the Commission for the financial year 1982,
@
the internal market, the population decline
in Europe and the Mediterranean dimension
of regional policy.
The Community's external. relations also
came in for contrasting ippraisals, particu-
larly as regards the possible introduction of
a European security policy and relations
with China. But it was the stormy relations
with the United States that led to the most
heated exchanges and liveliest debates.
Redefining Community relations
with the United States
2.4.7. Relations between the Community
and the United States are deteriorating in
the wake of America's mounting budget
deficit and the resulting high interest rates.
Protectionist tendencies on the part of the
United States and the difficulties they are
creating in Europe are also steadily widen-
ing the political divide between the Com-
munity and the United States. This diag-
nosis came from Mr Klaus Hinsch (Socld),
who said that though the Americans had
helped Europe in the past and might pres-
ume upon their strength to 'point the way'
they still had no right to give orders to
Europe. Regarding economic and trade rela-
tions, Mr Helmut Rieger (SOC/D) said that
while the Community must ioin with the
United States to tackle the economic and
commercial problems and institutionalize
1 Bull. EC 3-1982, point 2.4.1; Bull. EC 3-1983, points
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the dialogue, it must none the less defend
its legitimate interests. He warned the
Americans against the economic and politi-
cal repercussions of their decisions, particu-
larly on interest rates and trade relations
Mr Tom Spencer (EDIUK) looked at rela-
tions on steel and explained that the steel
crisis was due not only to world overcapac-
ity but also to the soaring value of the
dollar, following the rise in American in-
terest rates, and to the impact of currency
fluctuations on the pattern of trade. After
reviewing all the Community's efforts to
iron out the difficulties, particularly the
voluntary restraint agreement on steel sup-
plies to the American market made on 8
August 19821 and concluded in October
7982,2 Mr Spencer endorsed the Commis-
sion's position on special steels of declining
further voluntary restraint agreements and
seeking a settlement within GATT.3
Mr Karl von Wogau (EPP/D) called for the
development of the EMS, the only possible
counterweight to the swings of the dollar,
and hoped that the United States would
honour the agreement on steel. Turning to
agriculture, he insisted on stabilizing im-
ports of cereal substitutes but was against
introducing a tax on imported oils and fats.
For the Committee on Agriculture, Mr Giu-
seppe Vitale (Com/l) said that the Ameri-
cans had turned aggressive just as the Com-
munity was beginning to adapt the common
agricultural policy to changed conditions.
Rebutting American allegations that the
Community was breaking the GATT rules,
he reminded the House that the difficulties
besetting American agriculture were not due
to the CAP but to an overvalued dollar,
competition from new producer countries
and a decline since 1981 in farm production.
Pointing out that American subsidies to ag-
riculture were far higher than their Euro-
pean counterparts and that the Community
held only 1.4o/o of the world market, Mr
Vitale proposed that an agreement be con-
cluded with the United States based on three
principles: the removal of barriers to the
growth of demand for agricultural produce;
adjustment of supply to market conditions;
and a common strategy for food aid.
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Mr Hans Joachim Seeler (SoclD) wanted to
see a truly equal partnership; he was furious
that the Americans were laying down the
law in Europe's internal affairs as, for ex-
ample, with the embargo on material and
equipment for the European gas pipeline
directed not so much at the Soviet Union as
at European export policy. a To stand up
to the United States, he said, the Member
States must be willing to relinquish a bit of
nationalsovereignty and give the Commun-
ity the powers to act.
Mr Otto Habsburg (EPP/D) saw this de-
pendence on America as the price Europe
had to pay for failing to devise and mount
its own defence and even concluded by say-
ing that they must show some understand-
ing towards their friends. Noting that
America 'has gone over to a dangerous
megaphone diplomacy among the super-
powers' and made 'a totally unacceptable
extension of its extraterritorial jurisdic-
tion', s Sir Fred Catherwood (EDIUK)
maintained that as long as Europe could
not do without American nuclear aid it
must not allow economic relations to impair
political relations with the United States.
The idea of the global approach was advo-
cated by Mrs Heidemarie Wieczorek-Zeul
(SoclD), who hoped that the Community
would get out of the present situation, in
which Member States had defence agree-
ments with a partner whose economic pol-
icy was designed to weaken the Community
so that it could win back its leading place
on the world markets. Mr Francis Wuertz
(Com/F) believed that the Community's fut-
ure lay in Iess dependence on the United
States, as evidenced by the proliferating and
I Bull. EC7/8-1982, points 1.1.2, 7.7.3 and 2.2.52.
, OJ L 307,1.11.7982i Bull. EC lO-1982, points 1.3.1 to
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worsening disputes over steel, cars, wine,
cereal substitutes, agricultural policy, and
so on. They must therefore make use of
instruments to hand and equip the Com-
munity with new means in order to prevent
it becoming a mere free-trade area at the
mercy of the economic threat of the United
States, rejoined Mr Pierre-Bernard Coust6
(EPD/F), who, as an answer to the present
pre-eminence of the dollar, recommended a
stronger role for the ECU. The next
speaker, Mr G6rard Isradl (EPDIP) condem-
ned the inconsistency of the United States,
which wanted to see Europe make an effec-
tive contribution to the defence of the west
and yet was waging a ruthless economic
war, thus actually weakening Europe's ca-
pacity and resolve for defence. Mr Roger
Gauthier (EPD/F), in contrast, found
American policy to be crystal clear: reduce
European exporters' share of the American
market for the benefit of other suppliers,
so that the United States-free traders in
theory and protectionists in practice--could
protect its market and impose new GATT
negotiations to the disadvantage of the
Community alone.
Speaking for the Commission, Mr Hafer-
kimp tried to play down the extent of exist-
ing disputes, describing the American deci-
sion on special steels I as an uhfortunate
incident. He was glad the US Administra-
tion had managed to resist the protectionist
lobbies at work in America and welcomed
the creation by the Council of a new com-
mercial policy instrument,2 which, he said,
would not be used by the Community as a
protectionist device.
At the end of the debate the resolution on
political relations with the United States,
moved by Mr Klaus Hinsch (SoclD) and
carrying several amendments by Lady Di-
ana Elles (EDIUK) stressing in particular
the growing importance of the Pacific area
countries for the United States, was adopted
by a large majority. Earlier, Mr Jacques
Denis (CoralF) had announced that the
French Communists could not vote for a
text that would have Europe take its cues
from America on security.
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The resolution on economic and commer-
cial relations, moved by Mr Helmut Rieger
(SoclD), was also passed, with amendments
by Mr Erik Blumenfeld (EPPID) affirming
that security issues should not serve as an
argument for exerting economic or political
pressure on one of the partners, and by Mr
Tom Spencer (EDIUK) regarding as danger-
ous any retaliatory measures against Ameri-
can machinations and condemning the pro-
tectionist measures in certain bills before
Congress (Wine Equity Act, Export Admin-
istration Act, Foreign Sales Corporation
Act, etc.) and the system of unitary tax-
ation 3 applied by certain American states.
The resolution on commercial relations on
steel, moved by Mr Tom Spencer (ED/UK),
was passed as it stood. Mr Guy Fernandez
(Com/F) announced that the French Com-
munists, whose proposed amendments were
rejected, would abstain.
2.4.8. Parliament gave opinions on a num-
ber of Commission proposals, including:
(i) a Regulation determining the persons
liable for payment of a customs debt; a
(ii) a Decision on the conclusion of the
Agreement between the Swiss Confedera-
tion and the Community concerning direct
insurance other than life assurance, and a
Directive implementing the Agreement; 5
(iii) an amendment to the Directive of 19
December 7974 on the tax reliefs to be
allowed on the importation of goods in
small consignments of a non-commercial
character within the Community;6
(iv) a Directive prolonging the derogation
accorded to Ireland relating to the rules
governing turnover tax and excise duty ap-
plicable in international travel;7
I Bull. EC7/8-1983, points 2.2.38 to 2.2.4o.2 Points 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.3 Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.2.18; Bull. EC 11-1983, point
2.2.21.4 Poinr 2.1.30.5 Point 2.1.52.6 Poinr 2.1.53.7 Point 2.1.55.
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(v) an amendment to the Euratom Direc-
tive of 15 July 1980 concerning the basic
safety standards for the health protection
of the general public and workels against
the dangers of ionizing radiation; I -
(vi) an amendment ro the Regulation of
18 March 1975 establishing a European Re-
gional Development Fund;2 -
(vii) a Decision concerning the conclusion
of the Agreement for Cooperation in Deal-
ing with Pollution of the North Sea by Oil
and Other Harmful Substances;3
(viii) a Directive on procedures for har-
monizing the programmes for the reduction
and eventual elimination of pollution caus-
ed by waste from the titanium dioxide indu-
stry;3 a Directive on discharges of hexa-
chlorocyclo hexame;3
(ix) three amendments to the 1.972 socio-
cultural Directives on agriculture;4
(x) an amendment to the Directive of 22
January 1980 introducing Community
measures for the control of classical swine
fever;5
5(xi) an amendment to the basic Regula-
tion on the common organization of the
market in wine;5
(xii) a Decision concerning the conclusion
of the Agreement with Senegal on fishing;7
(xiii) a Decision adopting a concerted-ac-
tion research project on the effects of pro-
cessing and distribution on the quality and
nutritive value of food;E
(xiv) a Regulation on the conclusion of a
framework agreement for cooperation be-
tween the Community and the countries
party to the Cartagena Agreement (Bolivia,
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela);e
(xv) a Regulation on the implementation
of alternative operations in place of food
aid;lo
(xvi) a Regulation laying down imple-
menting rules for the Regulation of 3 De-
cember 1982 on food aid policy and food
aid management.ll
2.4.9. The House also passed resolutions
on:
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(i) travel restrictions on holidaymakers in
the Community: having restated the import-
ance of the right to free movement of per-
sons, Parliament welcomed the fact that
France had eased the unlawful currency re-
strictions on its nationals and urged that
measures be adopted forthwith to liberalize
capital movements in keeping with the
guidelines set out in its resolution of 17
February 7984;12
(ii) the need to implement the internal
European market: taking the view that a
revival of the process of unifying national
markets into a Community market was an
essential precondition for any attempt to
restore European firms to lasting competi-
tiveness, Parliament made numerous propo-
sals for ensuring the free movement of
goods, persons and services and for estab-
lishing conditions in which a genuine Euro-
pean internal market could be achieved and
free competition made to operate;
(iii) the seat of the European Trade Mark
Office, the European Development Organ-
ization and a European Centre for Small
and Medium-Sized Undertakings and
Trades: concerning the European Trade
Mark Office, Parliament referied to the
Commission's 1980 proposalsl3 on which it
gave an opinion in October 1983,14 asking
that the choice of seat for this Office nor
be decided on language considerations; con-
cerning the European Development Organ-
ization, the House regretted that the Com-
mission had not followed its February 1982
recommendations to establish such an Or-
ganization as part of the Mediterranean
I Poinr 2.1.71.2 Point 2.1.76.3 Point 2.1.81.4 Point 2.1.102.5 Point 2.1.103.6 Point 2.1.95.7 Poinr 2.1.112.8 Point 2.1.125.
e Point 2.2.27.
ro Poinr 2.2.35.ll Point 2.2.34.
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Plan it was then proposing;1 for the Euro-
pean Centre for Small and Medium-Sized
Undertakings and Trades, the House, recal-
Iing its previous resolutions on the situation
and problems of such businesses in the
Community,2 reiterated its wish to see this
Centre established, which should be a priv-
ate law body, independent and representa-
tive;
(iv) the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to the distribution
of veterinary medicines: aware of the im-
portance to public health of unacceptable
residue levels in animals and the lowered
resistance to drugs that can appear in man
as a result of the use of certain veterinary
products, Parliament urged that their distri-
bution be solely on prescription for the most
toxic products and called for common rules
and standards and an adequate number of
slaughterhouse inspectors;
(v) sport in the Community: asking the
Member States to coordinate their sports
policies and the Commission to consider
holding'Community games', Parliament
welcomed the adoption on 19 December
1983 3 of the Regulation introducing ar-
rangements for movement within the Com-
munity of goods sent from one Member
State for temporary use in one or more
Member States but protested vigorously at
the exclusion from these arrangements of
sports equipment accompanying sports
teams, even though it was expressly in-
cluded in the Commission's proposal;a
(vi) broadcast communication in the
Community: aware of the threat to diversity
of opinion posed by the commercialization
of new media, Parliament made various
proposals concerning new broadcasting
technologies, citizens' band and local radio
and suggested the setting up of a European
news film agency;
(vii) the consequences for Lorraine of the
decisions to restructure the French iron and
steel industry: regretting that the Communi-
ty's steel policy with regard to imports and
exports was singularly lacking in vigour,
the House hoped that, in the field of the
Community's trade relations with the rest
68
of the world, the problems of the steel indu-
stry would be tackled firmly, and called for
more suitable regional development pro-
grammes;
(viii) professional secrecy (lawyers): the
House asked the Commission initially to
consider, with the Consultative Committee
of Bar Associations of the EEC Member
Countries, the fundamental problems which
arise, in connection with the protection of
legal professional secrecy, for lawyers prac-
tising in a Member State other than their
own;
(ix) the taxation of wine: reiterating the
request made in its November 1983 resolu-
ton on harmonization of taxation in the
Community,5 the House called on certain
Member States to eliminate any discrimina-
tion against wine so that taxation systems
did not unduly encourage the consumption
of beer;
(x) harmonization of taxation of alcoholic
drinks: Parliament wanted to see a Directive
adopted that would harmonize the struc-
tures of excise duties in the first stage and
then align Member States' rates; it should
cover all alcoholic drinks and provide para-
meters for an equitable tax relationship be-
tween them;
(xi) Community participation in the UN
conference to be held in Nairobi in 1985 to
mark the end of the Decade for Women:
the House felt that the Community should
produce a document of its own stating the
progress achieved during the last decade on
questions coming within the Community's
sphere of interest;
(xii) the need for Community measures
to promote population growth in Europe:
seiously disturbed by the rapid decline in
the birth rate in the Community, which fell
from 2.79 in 7964 to 1.58 in 1982, and
the declining proportion of the Community
I oJ c 66,15.3.1982; Bull. EC 2-1982, point 2.4.15.2 oJ C 63, 73.3.1978; Bull. EC 2-7978, point 2.3.73l'
OJ C 66, 16.3.1982; Bull. EC 2-1982, point 2.4.15.3 OJ L 2, 4.1.1984; Bull. EC 72-7983, point 2.1.25.1 OJ C 227,8.9.19811' Bull. EC 7/8-1981, point 2.1.29.5 oJ c 342,19.12.1983;Bull. EC 11-1983, point2.4.72.
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population in the world, which, after being
8.8% in 1950, would account for only 4.5%
of world population in the year 2000 and
only 2.3o/o by 2025, Parliament considered
that population trends would determine Eu-
rope's development and the role it would
play in the world in future decades; the
House called for political and social meas-
ures at Community level;
(xiii) the use of languages in the Commun-
ity: Parliament made a number of proposals
concerning teaching, cultural exchanges,
twinning of towns, promotion of audiovid-
ual media and use of new communication
techniques, with the aim of encouraging
language-learning and the spread of Com-
munity languages;
(xiv) strengthening of transfrontier co-
operation: recalling the Commission's rec-
ommendations concerning transfrontier co-
operation on regional development, I Par-
liament called upon the Commission to
draw up proposals for a Directive obliging
the Member States to make the necessary
arrangements for an exchange of informa-
tion and to ensure reciprocal consultation
on administrative measures in frontier re-
gions having a direct or indirect effect on the
frontier regions of neighbouring countries;
(xv) the regional problems of Greece: tak-
ing as its context the Commission's an-
swers 2 to the Greek memorandum of
March 79823 and the proposals concerning
the ERDF a and the integrated Mediter-
ranean programmes, S Parliament urged the
Commission to make use of integrated
operations in Greece as these would be par-
ticularly suitable for tackling the need to
restore balance and develop whole regions:
(xvi) the role of the regions in the con-
struction of a democratic Europe and the
outcome of the Conference of the Regions:
reiterating its call for greater participation
by the regional and local authorities in the
socio-economic development of their re-
gions,5 Parliament recommended the Com-
mission to embark on direct talks with the
regions on matters which affected them di-
rectly, while respecting the powers of the
Member States;
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(xvii) treatment of waste: concluding the
work of the Committee of Inquiry into the
Treatment of Toxic and Dangerous Waste
(set up at the time of the disappearance of
drums of dioxin from the Seveso disaster),
the House found that the Council's Direc-
tive of 20 March 19787 on toxic and dang-
erous waste had not been fully and properly
implemented and incorporated into
national legislation by the Member States;
the Commission was criticized for failing
to perform fully and properly its role of
guardian of the Treaties, as was the Coun-
cil, which had failed to respond appropriat-
ely to specific challenges such a-s the
transfrontier shipment of waste; E the
House asked the Commission to present
proposals by the end of the year for a Euro-
pean policy on waste;
(xviii) clearance of EAGGF Guarantee
Section accounts: referring to the Court of
Auditors' report 9 in response to the conclu-
sions of the European Council of June
1983,10 Parliament made a number of pro-
posals concerning the role of the clearance
of accounts and ways to eliminate delays
on clearance and asked the Commission io
report on the feasibility of implementing the
suggestions made by the Court of Auditors;
(xix) the safety of air transport in Europe:
further to its resolution on the safety of
civil aviation and the consequences of the
shooting down of a South Korean airliner
by Soviet military aircraft,ll Parliament
made various proposals for the organization
and management of air traffic;
t oJ L 321, 10.11.1981.2 Bull. EC 6-1983, point 1.2.4; Bull. EC 3-1983, point
1.4.4.3 Bull. EC 3-1983, point 2.4.1.4 oJ c 336,23.12.1981; Bull. EC 10-1981, points 1.2.1 to
1.2.9; Bull. EC7/8-1983, points 1.1.13 to 1.1.20; Bull. EC-
Supplement 3/83; OJ C 360,31.12.1983; Bull. EC 11-1983,
points 1.1.1 to 1.18.5 Bull. EC 3-1983, points 1.3.1 ro 1.3.13 and 3.4.1 ro 3.4.3;
OJ C 251, 19.9.1983; Bull. EC 7/8-1983, point 2.1.78; Bull.
EC 10-1983, poinr 2.1.76.6 oJ c 125, 17.5.1982; Bull. EC 4-1982, point 2.1.37.7 oJ L 84,31.3.1978; Bull. EC 3-1978,point2.1.47.8 oJ c 53,2J.2.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.55.
e oJ c 287,24.10.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, point 2.4.40.
r0 Bull. EC 5-1983, points 1.5,5 and 1.5.7.
rr OJ C 277,77.10.1983; Bull. EC 9-1983, point 2.4.13.
Parliament
(xx) a Community energy tax on the con-
sumption of hydrocarbons: to be able to
assess the impact of such a tax on energy
consumption and on the international com-
petitiveness of European firms, Parliament
asked the Commission to clarify its propo-
sal to introduce an energy tax I and describe
its effects;
(xxi) the energy solidarity plan to pro-
mote the use of coal: referring to the Com-
mission's communication 2 and a Council
recommendation 3 on the use of solid fuels,
the House believed that the ECSC budget
should assist in financing incentives to pro-
mote greater use of Community coal;
(xxii) the price of newsprint: the House
called for the Council to authorize the Com-
mission to negotiate an agreement with
Canada within GATT whereby a zero-duty
tariff quota for unwatermarked newsprint
was set at as high a level as possible and
increased annually so as to meet all the
needs of newspaper publishers for news-
print from non-member countries without
any customs discrimination;
(xxiii) relations with the countries of Nor-
thern Europe: stressing the shared political
and economic interests that existed with
these countries, the House felt that the
Community should take more account of
the interests of the Northern European
countries and step up contacts with them;
(xxiv) economic and trade relations with
the EFTA countries: the House wanted to
see all the countries of Western Europe tak-
ing a united stand at international conferen-
ces and some form of solidarity and support
established between the EMS and the cur-
rencies of the EFTA countries;
(xxv) economic and commercial relations
with the People's Republic of China: wel-
coming the growing cooperation in several
areas between the Community and China,
the House asked the Commission to exam-
ine ways of extending the Community's
trade with the People's Republic;
(xxvi) the problem of urbanization in the
Third \0(/orld: considering that urbanization
had caused the spread of shanty towns in
the Third World, Parliament advocated a
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development policy that would try to halt
the depopulation of the countryside by gua-
ranteeing local food production;
(xxvii) the guidelines for Community
budgetary policy in 1985: the House re-
stated the budgetary guidelines that it had
adopted in 1983 and 1984 for the fight
against unemployment and stressed that the
Commission's preliminary draft budget
should be accompanied, on the revenue
side, by the information used by the Com-
mission in its calculations and should take
account of all the Community's foreseeable
expenditure and financial operations;
(xxviii) frauds against the Community
budget: Parliament believed that the Court
of Auditors should be consulted systemati-
cally when legislation concerning the vari-
ous financial mechanisms was being adop-
ted so that greater account would be taken
of monitoring aspects;
(xxix) the rationalization of the oper-
ations of management, advisory and con-
sultative committees, groups of experts and
similar bodies: Parliament considered that,
as the Community budget was financing a
growing number of committees and work-
ing groups, the Commission must try to
merge as many of these bodies as possible
and investigate how far meetings could be
dispensed with and replaced by consulta-
tions using modern communications tech-
nlques.
2.4.10. Under its budgetary powers, on
10 April Parliament adopted a package of
decisions a and resolutions 5 -ompleting
discharges for Community institutions and
organs for the financial year 7982. It de-
cided, however, to defer its discharge in re-
spect of implementation of the Community
budget for 7982, because of inadequacies in
the Commission's management and proced-
ures: failure to take full account of Parlia-
ment's rejection of draft supplementary and
I Bull. EC 6-1983, points 1.2.4, 7.2.5 and 1.2.20.2 Bull. EC 6-1983, points 1.2.16 and 1.2.17.3 oJ L 1.{0,31.5.1983; Bull. EC 5-1983, point 2.1.149.4 Point 2.3.5.
r oJ c 727,t4.s.1984.
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Parliament
amending budget No 1 for 1982; the deci-
sion to overrule its Financial Controller's
withholding of approval; failure to try out
a new instrument recommended by Parlia-
ment; faults in implementing food aid polic-
ies; low rates of utilization of appropria-
tions for demonstration projects in the en-
ergy and industry sectors; flaws in the
Commission's management, monitoring,
appraisal, assessment and financial infor-
mation systems, and unsatisfactory imple-
mentation of the budget. The House also
blamed the Council for delays in implemen-
ting the budget and for the inadequate re-
sources for combating fraud.
2.4.11. In the field of political cooperation
and human rights Parliament passed resolu-
tions on:
(i) application of the Geneva Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees: concerned
over the harsh or inhuman treatment infli-
cted in certain countries on women who are
considered to have transgressed the social
mores of the society in which they live, the
House called upon States to apply the 1951
United Nations Convention and the 7967
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees;
(ii) creation of a framework for dialogue
to foster observance on internationally ac-
cepted standards of human rights: Parlia-
ment asked the Commission to submit pro-
posals for creating such a framework,
whose object would be to ensure respect for
human rights in the Community and, on a
consultative basis, in those countries with
which it has close ties;
(iii) shared European interests, risks and
requirements in the security field: aligning
its comments on its earlier resolutions on
European cooperation in the matter of arms
supply,l European political cooperation
and European security, Z arms procurement
within a common industrial policy 3 and the
protection of shipping routes for supplies of
energy and strategic materials, a Parliament
called on the Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation to produce a thorough
analysis of Member States' shared interests,
risks and requirements in the security field
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with a view to establishing a European se-
curity concept;
(iv) the situation in Lebanon: Parliament
urged the Governments of the Member
States and the Commission to assist the
. i.
civilian victims of the conflict, especially
through the provision of medical teams and
equipment;
(v) exit visas: the House called upon the
government of the German Democratic Re-
public to grant exit visas on humanitarian
and medical grounds for the Samuel family
to enable it to go to the Federal Republic
of Germany;
(vi) the right of association for members
of the armed forces: whereas strikes could
not be considered a means of solving the
social problems facing servicemen, Parlia-
ment asked the Member States to grant
their servicement the right, in peacetime, to
establish professional associations to pro-
tect their social interests;
(vii) the political and economic situation
in Zimbabwe: after expressing its concern
over the detention without trial of many
individuals in Zimbabwe, the House asked
the Council and Commission to help in-
crease Zimbabwe's exports;
(viii) The Horn of Africa: disturbed at the
tension between Ethiopia and her neigh-
bours-notably due to the presence of
troops from the Soviet Union and Cuba,
Ethiopia's refusal to recognize the auton-
omy of Eritrea requested by the UN General
Assembly on 2 December 1950 and the tri-
partite agreement between Ethiopia, Libya
and South Yemen, and the revolts fomented
in Sudan-Parliament asked the Foreign
Ministers to bring pressure to bear on the
Soviet Union and its allies to withdraw their
troops from Ethiopia and urged the Ethiop-
ian Government to recognize the identity of
the Eritrean people;
t oJ c 163, 10.7.1978; Bull. EC 6-1978,point2.3.17.2 oJ c 42,14.2.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.4.7.3 oJ c 322,28.11.1983; Bull. EC 10-1983, points 1.4.10
and 2.4.19.4 OJ C 327,14.12.1981; Bull. EC 11-1981, point 2.3.8.
Council
(ix) the situation in Chile: the House
urged the Chilean Government to release
immediately all political prisoners and de-
tainees, and to provide information on the
fate of those who had disappeared; the
Community and the Member States were
urged to provided material assistance for
exiled Chilean families to return to Chile;(x) the transfer of sentenced prisoners: in
order to facilitate the social reintegration
of detainees, the House asked the Member
States to ratify the Council of Europe Con-
vention on the Transfer of Sentenced Pris-
oners opened for signature on 2l March
1983.
Council
2.4.12. The Council held two meetings in
April. The table below lists the number,
place and date of each meeting, the names
of the Council President and Commission
representatives and the main items of busi-
ness. A more detailed account of specific
items can be found in the sections of the
Bulletin referred to in the footnotes.
Table 3 
- 
Council meetings in April 1984
Numbcr, placc
and datc of
mccting
Subicct Presidcnt Qommission Main itcms of busincss
923rd
Luxembourg
2 April
924th
Luxembourg
9 and 10 April
Economic
and
financial
affairs
Foreign
affairs
Mr Delors
Mr Cheysson
Mr Ortoli
Mr Tugendhat
Mr Thorn
Mr Haferkamp
Mr Natali
Mr Davignon
Mr Tugendhat
Mr Burke
Mr Pisani
IMF: forthcoming meetings of In-
terim Committee and Development
Committeel
Discussion on Commission commu-
nication entitled'Financial integra-
tion'
Community financing of innovation
in small firms
Tax exemptions for travellers2
Budgetary imbalances3
Egypta
Spanish accessionS
Portuguese accession
Mediterranean policy for enlarged
Communitya
Follow-up to European Council3
Relations with ACP States 
- 
Pre-
oaration for third ministerial ses-
'sion of Conference
New 
- 
commercial policy initru-
ment6
Removal of technical barriers to
tradeT
Tunisia 
- 
olive oil
Council statement on Greek mem-
orandum3
Economic and monetary poLcy.
Financial institutions and taxation.
Europcan pohcy and rclations bctwen the institutions.
Mcdrtcrrancan countrics.
Enlargcmcnt and brlateral rclations with applicant countric.
Commercial pohcy.
Intcrnal marlict and industrial affairs.
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Commission
Commission
Activities
2.4.13. The Commission held three meet-
ings in April, a major part of which was
devoted to budgetary matters.
D ec isi o ns, com m u ni cati o ns
and proposals
2.4.14. In implementing the 1984 budget
the Commission is faced with a shortfall in
appropriations. To deal with this situa-
tion, 1 it has decided that payments for non-
agricultural expenditure for 1984 should be
reduced by 250 million ECU, called in re-
maining potential VAT own resources for
1984 (43 million ECU) and asked for a
special contribution from Member States of
2300 million ECU in loans. The relevant
proposal, based on Article 235, has been
laid before the Council and Parliament.
As a complement to all the measures put to
the Council designed to eliminate discrimin-
ation against women in Member States'
legal systems, the Commission sent the
Council a draft recommendation on the
promotion of positive action for women.
It also transmitted to the Council an amend-
ment to its April 1982 proposal on tempor-
ary work and fixed-duration contracts of
employment.2
In a communication to the Council the
Commission studied the security of the
Community's natural gas supplies for the
years to come and outlined a number of
recommendations on steps to be taken to
maintain the present degree of security until
the end of the century.
The Commission approved two major re-
search programmes: one is aimed at organi-
zing cooperation between Member States in
the field of biotechnology; the other is the
third five-year programme on radioactive
wastes, continuing work started in 1975.
The Commission also sent the Council a
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communication on the first plan for stimu-
lating European scientific and technical
cooperation and interchange (1985-88).
Lastly, the Commission adopted a report to
the Council on the strengthening of
relations between the Community and Latin
America.3
Discussions, policy debates
and work in hand
2.4.15. The Commission started prepara-
tions on the preliminary draft budget for
1985 with a view to submitting it by the end
of May as scheduled.
It also started discussions on the problems
of eliminating lead in petrol and restricting
pollution by exhaust gases, which are of
vital importance for the inhabitants of ur-
ban areas and for the environment at large.
Relations with workers' and
employers' organizations
2.4.15. The Commission was represented
by Mr Thorn, Mr Davignon, Mr Richard
and Mr Andriessen at the conference on
employment held in Strasbourg on 5 and 6
April under auspices of the European Trade
Union Confederation. Representatives of 14
European governments,34 trade union con-
federations, employers' organizations and
Community institutions attended.
The Commission representatives stated
their views on the ETUC proposals for
stimulating growth by concerted action to
boost demand in selected areas, through
public investment programmes and an
across-the-board reduction in working
hours.
I Point l.l.l et seq.2 oJ c 128,19.5.1982.3 Point 1.3.1 et seq.
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Court of Justice
Court of Justice 1
Analysis of judgments
delivered between
1 January and 31 March 1984
Free movement of goods
2.4.17. On the subject of the free move-
ment of goods, two judgments were deliv-
ered, on 7 February and 13 March.
In its judgment of 7 February2 the Court
again had occasion to rule on the compati-
bility with Community law of certain
national measures designed to combat rising
social security costs.
The Court acknowledged that certain ex-
pensive medicinal preparations may be ex-
Lluded under a compulsory national sick-
ness insurance scheme on condition that the
determination of the medicinal preparations
excluded did not involve any discrimination
regarding the origin of the products and
was carried out on the basis of objective
and verifiable criteria. The Court also con-
firmed that Article 35 of the EEC Treaty
cannot justify a measure intended to achieve
a budgetary objective.
In its judgment of 13 March 3 the Court
interpreted Article 30 of the Treaty as mean-
ing that national legislation permitting a
shape of bottle to be used only by certain
national producers when the use of that
shape or a similar shape of bottle is consist-
ent with a fair and traditional practice in
another Member State constitutes a meas-
ure having an effect equivalent to a quantit-
ative restriction on imports. This iudgment
means that Germany cannot prohibit the
importation of Italian wines traditionally
sold in bottles resembling the Bocksbeutel
bottle, which in Germany is reserved for
Franconian wine.
Competition
2.4.18. In Joined Cases 228 and 229/824
the Court declared void the Commission
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Decision of 18 August 1982 imposing in-
terim measures on Ford. The basis of the
Court's decision was that interim measures'
since they are based on Article 3 of Regula-
tion No 1.7, 'must come within the frame-
work of the final decision which may be
adopted by virtue of Article 3'. Since, in its
final decision, the Commission could not
have ordered Ford to resume supplies of
right-hand-drive cars, concerned as it was
with the question of the exemptability of
Ford's German dealer agreement, the Com-
mission had therefore exceeded its com-
petence in doing so by way of interim meas-
ures.
2.4.19. Case 84/825 establishes the abso-
lute nature of the requirement (resulting
from Article 93(3) of the EEC Treaty) that
the Commission open the procedure envis-
aged by Article 93(2) once it establishes that
there are serious doubts about the compati-
bility with the common market of a propo-
sed scheme of state aids. The Commission's
failure to do so in this case resulted in
the Court's annulment of the Commission's
decision of 18 November 1981 authorizing a
restructuring scheme for the Belgian textile
industry.
2.4.20. The decision in Joined Cases 29
and 30/83 6 is of interest for the pronouce-
ment by the Court on the ineffectiveness of a
change of the formal identity of a company
made to avoid Article 85 liability; the irrele-
vance to the applicability of Article 85 of
which party to an agreement wishes the
restrictive clause to be inserted, and of the
alleged purpose of the clause; and the illega-
I For more detailed information, sec the material pub-
lished by the Court of Justice in the Official Journal and
the European Court Reports, and the publications of its
Informations Offrce (e.g. the annual synopsis of the work
of the Court or the information quarterly).2 Case ?38/82 Dupbar BV u The Netherlands Srale; see
also Case 781182 Roussel Laboratoria BV u The Nether-
lands, Bull. EC I - 1984, poinr 2.4.17.3 Case 16/83 Criminal proceedings against Karl Prantl.
a Ford of Europe Inc. and FordVerke AG u Commission.
s Federal Republic of Germany u Commission.6 1. Compagnie royale asturienne des mines; 2. Rbeinzink
GmbH u Commission.
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Court of Justice
lity of a mutual supply agreement producers
(in the event of a shortfall in production).
Free movement of persons
and movement of capital
2.4.21. On 31 January the Court delivered
a very important judgment in response to
two references for a preliminary ruling
made by the Genoa District Court.l The
cases concerned a dispute between two
Italian residents, Graziana Luisi and Giu-
seppe Carbone, and the Ministry of the
Treasury following the exportation of for-
eign currency far in excess of the maximum
permitted per person and per year under
Italian exchange legislation (at the material
time-7974/7 s-LlT 500 000). Heavy fines
corresponding to the difference between the
amounts exported and the amounts permit-
ted were imposed on both residents. They
informed the national court hearing the ac-
tion for a declaration of nullity of the meas-
ures imposing the fines that they has used
the foreign currency in question for the
purposes of tourism and medical treatment
in the Federal Republic of Germany and
France. They pleaded that the resrricrions
imposed by the Italian exchange legislation
were incompatible with Community law,
and in particular with Article 105 of the
EEC Treaty.
The outstanding feature of the judgment
delivered by the Court of Justice is thit, for
the first time, the Court explicity acknow-
ledges that freedom to provide services
within the meaning of Article 59 of the
Treaty includes the freedom for persons
receiving services to visit another Member
State in order to receive a service there
without being sublect to any restricions
whatever.
Once the major obstacle of interpreting Art-
icle 59 was overcome, the Court had no
difficulty in finding that, by virrue of Article
105(1) of the Treaty, transfers of money
made by recipients of services such as tour-
ists, persons receiving medical treatment
and persons travelling for the purpose of
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education or business are automatically lib-
eralized from the end of the transitional
period in the same way as the services to
which they relate.
Such transfers constitute payments for servi-
ces and not movements of capital (which
are still subject to restrictions 2 ), even where
they are effected by means of the physical
transfer of banknotes.
The Court was careful to point out rhat, in
so far as it might be used for unauthorized
movements of capital, the liberalization of
payments relating to trade in services re-
mains subject to the power of the Member
States to impose controls on the nature and
reality of transactions.
Such controls must, however, be neither
disproportionate nor arbitrary in the sense
that they may not have the effect of limiting
payments and transfers in connection with
the provision of services to a specific am-
ount for each transaction or for a given
period, or of rendering illusory the freedoms
recognized by the Treaty or of subjecting
the exercise thereof ro rhe discretion of the
administrative authorities.
Equal treatment for men and women
2.4.22. In Joined Cases 75 and ll7l82 Raz-
zouk and Beydoun u Commission the Court
held that Article 79 of the Staff Regulations,
according to which only widows of decea-
sed officials are entitled to survivor's pen-
sion, is illegal: in the view of the Court
this difference represents a breach of the
principle of equal treatment between the
sexes which the Court has previously held
to form part of those fundamental rights of
which it has a duty to ensure the observ-
ance.
I Joined Cases 286/82 Luisi u Ministero del Tesoro and
26/83 Cabone u Ministero del Tesoro.2 As the Courr held in Case 203/80 Casalr [1981] ECR
2595, Article 57 of the EEC Treaty is not directly applicable.
Court of Justice
Commercial policy
2.4.23. In Joined Cases 239182 and 275/
82 1 the Court held that producers and ex-
porters in a non-member country may in
certain circumstances have the right to chal-
lenge the validity of a Community regula-
tion imposing an anti-dumping duty on
goods eiported by them to the Community.
The Coult said that they have this right if
they are identified in the acts adopted_ by
the'Commission or the Council, or if they
were involved in the anti-dumping investi-
gations. The Court had already ruled 2 that
i complainant may challenge the Commis-
sion's rejection of an anti-dumping com-
plaint.
Common agricultural policy
2.4.24. In Case 337/823 the Court ruled
that Article 46 of. the EEC Treaty may be
applicable even after the expiry of the tran-
silional period. It held that a countervailing
charge (-fixed by a Commission regulation)
on imports of French ethyl alcohol of agri-
culturil origin into four other Member
States (Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg
and the Federal Republic of Germany) can-
not be called in question simply because the
regulation introducing it is based on Article
45-. That article may therefore be applied
after the expiry of the transitional period,
but only to products which are not- yet
subject to a iommon organization of the
market.
2.4.25. In its judgment in Case 237/824
the Court examined the distinction between
Community powers and the residual powers
of the Member States'in the fields covered
by a common organization of the market(in the case in point, the market in milk
and milk products). The Community may
exercise eiclusive powers only where Com-
munity rules cover the matter in question. In
the absence of Community rules, Member
States retain the power to adopt rules them-
selves, provided they are compatible with
the common organization of the market
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concerned. In the absence of Community
rules on cheese, a Member State may unilat-
erally adopt, for the purpose of promoting
sales of cheese and cheese products, rules
concerning the quality of cheeses produced
on its territory, including a ban on produc-
ing cheeses other than those exhaustively
lisied. Under certain conditions a Member
State may also adopt, in respect of domestic
products,. rules on the mandatory use of
names, signs or control documents, pro-
vided that no distinction is made according
to whether the cheese is intended for the
domestic market or for export. Cheese pro-
ducers may be required to belong to a super-
visory agency provided that the objectives
of the agency are consistent with Commun-
ity law and that the marketing, resale, im-
port, export or sale for export of cheese
productJare not exclusively reserved to per-
sons belonging to the agency.
2.4.25. The judgment delivered in Joined
Cases 47 and 48/83 5 is along much the
same lines. In contrast to the Regulation on
the common organization of the market
in poultrymeat (2777/75) expressly provides
foi Community powers, but no specific
measures had been adopted in exercise of
those powers. The Court held that, in a
situation characterized by the absence of
implementing measures provided for by
Regulation No 2777 /7 5, national provisions
laying down marketing and quality stand-
ards for slaughtered poultry, which must
be observed upon penalty of disciplinary
sanctions, are compatible with that Regula-
tion provided they are in keeping with the
aim bf the common organization of the
market and applied in a way which does
not restrict the importation of poultrymeat
I Allied Corporation, Michel Leuy-Morelle, Transconti-
nental Fertilizer Company, Kaiser Aluminium and Chemical
Corporation u Commission.2 Case l9l/82 EEC Seedcrushers' and Oil Processors'
Federation (Fediol) u Commission; Bull. EC 1-1984, point
2.4.30.3 Sr NiAo/arrs Brennerei u HZA Krefeld.
a Jongeneel Kaas BV and Othets u State of the Nether-
lands and Stichting Centraal Orgaan Zuiuelcontrole.5 Pluimueeslachterii Midden-Nederland BV and Pluim-
ueeslachterij V an Miert.
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Court of Justice
lawfully produced and marketed in accord-
ance with the marketing and quality stand-
ards in force in the other Member States.
Transport
2.4.27. The decision given in Case 90/83r
provided an important clarification of an
exemption in Council Regulation (EEC) No
543/69 of 25 March 1969 on the harmoniza-
tion of certain social legislation to road
transport, which has effect also in relation
to Council Regulation (EEC) No 7463/70
of 20 July t970 onthe introduction of recor-
ding equipment in road transport. The
Court held that the expression 'transport of
animal carcases and waste not intended for
human consumption' employed in Article
l4a (2)(c) of the former Regulation envis-
aged carcases which were not intended for
human consumption and waste which was
not intended for oral human consumption.
The exempted operations envisaged were
limited to cases where the exempted prod-
ucts alone were carried. The decision will
assist in ensuring a more uniform applica-
tion of the Regulations by Member States.
ECSC
2.4.28. In December 1983, in order to cope
more effectively with the crisis on the steel
market, the Commission introduced a sys-
tem of production certificates and accom-
panying documents for deliveries of certain
steel products with a view to drawing up
reliable statistics. z
Next, it inserted in the current quota rules
drawn up in January of this year an Article
15B authorizing Member States to complain
to it if they establish that deliveries have
been altered to a significant extent compa-
red with traditional deliveries, and empow-
ering itself to reduce the delivery quota of
the undertaking in question to correct the
imbalance in traditional deliveries. s The
European Independent Steelworks Associ-
ation applied for the suspension of both
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measures, a arguing that the Commission
had thus implemented a policy of freezing
the flow of traditional trade between Mem-
ber States.
The Court dismissed the first application,
finding that a measure relating merely to
statistics and documentation was not likely
to be prejudicial to the applicants' interests.
It likewise dismissed the application in the
second case, but only after taking note of
the undertaking given by the Commission
that Article 15B would be applied only
where alterations in traditional deliveries
were due to infringements of Community
law and that, in the case of infringements
of the Community rules on prices, competi-
tion or aids, it would apply first and fore-
most the sanctions laid down for such in-
fringements.
2.4.29. In its judgments of 21 February in
Thyssen and Walatahls the Court for the
first time annulled one of the substantive
rules adopted by the Commission in the
context of the system of quotas provided in
Article 58. The Commission had, on the
basis of the powers which the general deci-
sion establishing the quota system vested in
it in certain cases, made changes to the
system in order to bring about a general
increase in the quotas for a whole group
of undertakings. The Court held that the
system was based on the application of uni-
form abatement rates for all undertaking,
and that the changes in question could
therefore be made only in accordance with
the procedure laid down in Article 58 (con-
sultations with the ECSC Consultative
Committee and assent of the Council).
2.4.30. In a number of judgments6 relat-
ing to fines for exceeding quotas, the Court
1 M. Paterson u Vt. Weddel and Co. Ltd.2 oJ L 373,31.12.1983 (3717/83/ECsc).3 oJ L29, 1.2.1984 (234l84/Ecsc).
a Joined Cases 37184 R and 45184 R European lndepen-
dent Steelwork Association (EISA) u Commission.5 loined Cases 140/82 'Walutahluereinigung u Commis-
sion and Joined Cases 227182 aod 226182 Thyssen AG u
Commission.5 Case 2/83 Alfer SA u Commissioz; Case 76/83 Usincs
Gustaue BoEl u Commission,' Case l0l8i Metalgoi u Com-
mission; Case 348/82 lndustrie Riunite Odolesi SpA u Com-
mission.
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reaffirmed that, in proceedings instituted
for- the annulment of a fine, neither the
earlier individual-decision, fixing the quotas
which had not been challenged, nor the
provisions of a general decision not consti-
tuting the basis for the contested decision
imposing the fine, could be questioned. It
2.4.31. New cases
ECSC 
- 
Steel
102/84 
- 
Dillinger Hiittenwerke
AG v Commissionr
Free movement of goods
73/84 
- 
Denkavit Futtermittel
GmbH v Land Nordrhein-
'Westfalen, represented by the
Minister for Food, Agriculture
and Forestry
80/84 
- 
Procureur de la R6publi-
que v J. L. Remy
Customs union
8l/84 
- 
Deutsche Forschungs-
und Versuchsanstalt fi.ir Luft- und
Raumfahrt eV v HZA Stuttgart-
West
Approximation of laws
96/84 
- 
Vereniging Slachtpluim-
vee-export eV v Rewe-Zentral-
Aktiengesellschaft
also held for the first time that the Commis-
sion may impose on an undertaking which
exceeds both its production quota and its
delivery quota two fines to be calculated
separately, and that in so doing it does not
impose a dual penalty.I
I Case 270/82 F-stel NV u Commission.
Article 33 ECSC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Commission Decision of 27 February 7984 re-
iecting the applicant's claim for the allocation
of its own quota and Commission Decision of
T7 February 1984 notifying Sacilor SA of the
production quotas allocated for the first quarte
of. 1984 in so far as certain quotas were allo-
cated to that firm and not to the applicant
Interpretation of Articles 30 and 35 of the EEC
Treaty and of DirectiveTg/373|EEC with refer-
ence to making the importation of compound
feedingstuffs from other Member States condi-
tional on production of an import licence is-
sued by the veterinary authorities or of a certifi-
cate issued by the veterinary authorities of the
exPorting state
Is a national law imposing minimum prices for
motor fuels contrary to Community Law ?
Validity of Decision 82/932/EEC finding that
the apparatus described as 'Hewlett Packard-
Digital signal analyzer, model 5420 A'cannot
be imported free of CCT duties and, in the
affirmative, interpretation of Article 1 thereof
Interpretation of Directives 76/2ll|EEC on the
approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to the making-up by weight or
by volume of certain prepackaged products,
and
78/891/EEC adapting to technical progress the
Annexes to Council Directives 75/106/EEC and
76/2ll/EEC on prepackaging, with reference
to the right to affix an 'e' sign to products and
direct applicability of Directive 76/2ll/EEC
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Court of Justice
Agriculture
69/84 
- 
R. Padovani and Others,
heirs of the late O. Mantovani
v Amministrazione delle Finanze
dello Stato
89/84 
- 
F6d. Nat. des Prod. de
vins de table et vins de pays, Conf.
des ass. vitic. de France and
Others vP. Ramel
Fisheries
85 and 87/84 
- 
Officier van Ju-
stitie v. L Bout. en Zonen BV
Transport
9l/84 
- 
Director of Public Prose-
cutions v Sidney Hackett Ltd and
Roy Thomas Weston
92/84 
- 
Raymond C. Tetlow
Perman Georges Dovey
Administrative questions
113/84 N.G. Foden and
Othersz v 1. Commission; 2.
Council
Infringements
93/84- Commission v France3
97/84- Commission v France
Basis
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Article 177 EEC
Articles 148 and 188
EAEC and Article
215 EEC
Second subpara-graph of Article
93(2)EEC
Article 159 EEC
Interpretation of Artlcle 23(1) of Regulation
No 120167/EEC with reference to size of the
reduction of the levy on cereals imported into
Italy by sea and of Article 1(3)(a) of Regulation
(EEC) \o 542/69 with reference to the applica-bility of the internal Community transit proce-
dure
Lawfulness of the coupage in a Member State
of red and ros6 wines originating in the Com-
munity and of the markering thereof under
the designation 'vin rouge DPCE' or 'vin ros6
DPCE'
How is the tonnage of fishing vessels to be
determined for the purposes of Regulation
(EEC) No 17l/8j layingdown certain technical
measures for the conservation of fishery re-
sources?
Interpretation of the term 'local markers' con-
tained in Article l4a(2)(c) of Regulation (EEC)
No 543/59 on the harmonization of certain
social legislation relating to road rransport, as
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2827/77
Interpretation of the term 'local markets' con-
tained in Article 14a(2)(c) of Regulation (EEC)
No 543/59 on the harmonization of certain
social legislation relating to road transporr, as
amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2828/77
Application for compensation for the loss suf-
fered by the applicants by reason of the unlaw-
ful recruitment procedures applied to them and
proceedings for failure to act against the Com-
mission for having omitted ro granr them the
status of temporary staff of the European Com-
munities
Commission Decision of 8 February 1983 con-
cerning aid to maintain maritime employment
Council Decision 74/393/EEC of 22 July 1974
establishing a consultation procedure for co-
operation agreements, as regards the agreement
concluded with Poland, Mexico and South
Korea
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Court of Justice
98/84 
- 
Commission v France
99184 
- 
Commission v France
rc0/84 
- 
Commission v United
Kingdoma
l0l/84 
- 
Commission Italy
lO3/84_ Commission v Italys
106/84 
- 
Commission v Den-
markl
107/84 
- 
Commission v FR Ger-
many
Disputes between thc Community and its staff
v Court of Auditors: 108/84
Article 169 EEC
Article 159 EEC
Article 159 EEC
Article 159 EEC
Article 159 EEC
Article 169 EEC
Article 169 EEC
First paragraph of Article 95 of the EEC Treaty
- 
different taxation of national products and
products imported from other Member States
in relation to fees for carrying out health checks
on oysters, mussels and shellfish
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty 
- 
preferential
rates for investments in national equipment 
-preparation of state aids application files
Regulation (EEC) No 802/68 on the origin of
goods 
- 
joint fishing operations
Directive 78/546/EEC on statistical returns in
respect of carriage of goods by road, as part
of regional statistics
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty 
- 
State aids
reserved for the purchase of nationally produ-
ced industrial vehicles (Act No 308 of 29 May
1982)
Article 95 of the EEC Treaty 
- 
Tax discrimi-
nation between wines made from grapes and
wines made from fruit other than grapes
Articles 2 and 13 of the Sixth VAT Directive
(common basis of assessment)
oJ c 129, 16.5.1984.
oJ c 139, 25.5.1984.
oJ c 123,8.5.1984.
oJ c 135, 23.5.t984.
oJ c 137, 24.s.198+.
2.4.32. Judgments
Datc and casc
Customs union
5.4.7984,298/82 
- 
Gustav Schickedanz KG v Oberfi-
nanzdirektion Frankfurt/Mainl
Competition
5.4.1984, 777 and 178/82 
- 
Criminal proceedings
against Jan van de Haar and Kaveka de Meernl
Classification of sports shoes
heading 64.02 B
The relationship between the
Article 30 et seq. and Article
under CCT sub-
interpretation of
85(1) of the EEC
Treaty, particularly with regard to the concept
of affecting trade between Member States
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Court of Justice
Datc and casc Hcld
Social policy
10.4.1984, 14/83 
- 
Sabine von Colson and Elisabeth
Kamann v Land Nordrhein-\Westfalen2
10.4.1984, 79/83 
- 
Dorit Harz v Deutsche Tradax
GmbH2
Agriculture
12.4.1984, 345/82 
- 
Wiinsche Handelsgesellschaft
GmbH & Co. v FR Germany, represented by the Bun-
desamt fur Ernihrung und Forstwirtschaftl
12.4.1984, 281182 
- 
Unifrex v Commission and
Council
Administrative and institutional questions
10.4.1984, 108/83 
- 
Luxembourg v European Parlia-
mentl
Infringements
10.4.1984, 324/82- Commission v Belgium2
Orders for removal from the Court Register
28.3.1984,56/84 
- 
C. von Gallera v G. Maitre
11.4.1984,292/83 
- 
Glengrove Ltd v Commission
As regards sanctions for any discrimination
which may occur, Directive 76/207/EEC does
not include any unconditional and sufficiently
precise obligation which may be relied on before
national courts
Although Directive 76/207/EEC, for the purpose
of imposing a sanction for the breach of the
prohibition of discrimination, leaves the Member
States free to choose between different solutions,
it nevertheless requires, in order to ensure that
it is effective and that it has a deterrent effect,
that compensation must be adequate in relation
to the damage sustained and must therefore am-
ount to more than purely nominal compensation
such as the reimbursement only of the costs
incurred in submitting the application
Consideration of the question referred to the
Court has disclosed no factor of such a kind as
to affect the validity of Commission Regulation
(EEC) No 3429/80
Application dismissed (loss suffered as a result
of the application of Regulation (EEC) No 801/
81 to transactions in progress at the time of its
adoption)
The resolution of the European Parliament on
the consequences to be drawn from the European
Parliameni's adoption, on 7 July 1981, ol the
Zagari Report is annulled
By retaining the catalogue price as the taxable
amount for charging VAT on cars, as a special
measure for derogation from Article 11 of the
Sixth Directive, when the requirements laid
down in Article 27(5) of the Directive are not
met, the Kingdom of Belgium has failed to fulfil
its obligations under the EEC Treaty
I oJ c 128,15.5.1984.2 oJ c 129, r5.5.1984.
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European lnvestment Bank
Court of Auditors
2.4.33. On 5 April the Court adopted an
opinion on the proposal for a Council Deci-
sion empowering the Commission to help
finance innovation within the Com-
munity.l
European lnvestment Bank
Operations in April
2.4.34. In April the European Investment
Bank announced loans for investments
within the Community totalling 433.3 mil-
lion ECU.2 The breakdown was a follows:
318 million ECU for investments in ltaly,
46.5 million in lreland,22.4 million in Ger-
many, 17.1 million in Denmark, 15.9 million
in Greece and 72.3 million in the United
Kingdom. In this total 115.8 million ECU
was provided from the resources of the new
Community borrowing and lending instru-
ment (NCI). r Outside the Community the
Bank lent 10 million ECU for small and
medium-sized investment in Portugal.
Community
Italy
2.4.35. LIT 441000 million was lent in
Italy, including 145000 million from NCI
resources, mainly (LIT 285000 million) for
small and medium-sized ventures in indus-
try and tourism. LIT 120000 million was
for the modernization and expansion of
telecommunications and 35 000 million for
the rationalization of energy use and the
exploitation of national resources in ac-
cordance with Community objectives. LIT
251000 million went to investment in the
Mezzogiorno.
In industry, six global loans for LIT 275000
million were granted to help set up, expand
and modernize small and medium-sized
ventures in the Mezzogiorno and in Central
and Northern Italy: LIT 90000 million
82
(75000 million through ISVEIMER and
15000 million through Banco di Sicilia) go
towards financing ventures in the industrial,
hotel and services sectors in the Mezzo-
giorno; part of the funds will be directed
towards firms' energy saving investment.
LIT 185000 million will go to ventures in
Central and Northern Italy: LIT 50000 mil-
lion drawn from the EIB's own resources,
through IMI (lstituto Mobiliare Italiano)
and, from NCI resources, LIT 70000 million
through Mediocredito Centrale, LIT 35000
million through Centrobanca and LIT
20000 million through Interbanca.
Two loans were made for larger-scale pro-
jects: LIT 5000 million to Villaggio di va-
canze Metaponto through ISVEIMER to
help finance the construction of a family
holiday resort in Basilicata, with the cooper-
ation of French Club M6diterran6e and IN-
SUD, and LIT 5000 million to Gruppo Fin-
anziario Tessile SpA via IMI towards the
modernization of factories manufacturing
clothing in Piedmont. The project, which
will make for increased productivity
through the introduction of new technolog-
ies and a more systematic computer utiliz-
ation in inventory management, will help
restructuring in one of the Community's
crisis sectors.
LIT 120000 million was lent to SIP (Societi
Italiana per I'Esercizio Telefonico) through
Banco di Napoli and IRI (lstituto per la
Ricostruzione Industriale) towards the
expansion of the telephone network in
Southern Italy. The project involves the im-
provement of existing automatic exchanges
and the installation of new ones, as well as
the extension of urban and trunk networks
(about 120000 new lines are to be installed),
in the Abruzzi, Molise and Southern Lazio.
Loans of LIT 35000 million were granted
for energy: LIT 20000 million to ENEL
1 OJ C 178,5.7.1983; Bull. EC 6-1983, point 2.1.44; Ol
C4O,15.2.1984; Bull. EC 1-1984, point 2.1.25.2 The conversion rates at 30 March 1984 used by the EIB
in statistics for the sccond quarter of 1984 were 1 ECU :
BFR 4s.53, DKR 8.18, DM 2.23, DR 88.69, FF 6.86, HFL
2.51, IRL 0.73, LIT 1 386, LFR 4s.53, UKL 0.60, USD 0.85.3 OJ L 298,20.10.1978; Bull. EC t}-ty71, point 2.1.10.
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(Ente Nazionale per I'Energia Elettrica)
from NCI resources to finance the installa-
tion of solar panels in residential and service
sector buildings in the Mezzogiorno and in
Northern and Central Italy; the project's
interest Iies in its innovative characteristics
as well as in its economic advantages, which
is an increase in the use of renewable sour-
ces of energy as an alternative to hydrocar-
bons; and LIT 15000 million to API (Anon-
ima petroli ltalia SpA) through the Banca
Nazionale del Lavoro to help finance energy
saving and environmental protection in-
vestments at the company's Falconara Ma-
rittima refinery near Ancona.
lreland
2.4.36. IRL 34 million was granted to the
State for extensive afforestation and associ-
ated investment by the Forest and Wildlife
Service of the Department of Fisheries and
Forestry.
The development is costed at IRL 70 million
and should safeguard direct employment
for over 2500 people, while indirectly in-
creasing the potential for employment in the
timber processing industry, private forest
harvesting ventures and sawmills.
Germany
2.4.37. DM 50 million was lent for the
construction of the Emsland nuclear power
station in Lower Saxony. Equipped with a
pressurized water reactor, the power station
will have a net capacity of 1240 MW and
is scheduled for completion in 1988. Output
from the station, once fully operational,
should represent savings equivalent ot some
1.8 million tonnes of oil equivalent per an-
num, which puts the project in line with
the Community's objective of reducing EEC
dependence on imported oil. Emsland nu-
clear power station will be fitted out with
all requisite environmental protection
equipment and installations.
Denmarh
2.4.38. DKR 140 million, including 100
million from NCI resources, was lent in the
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form of two global loans for the setting-up,
expansion, or modernization of small and
medium-sized undertakings: DKR 40 mil-
lion from the EIB's own resources goes to
the State and will be on-lent by the Regional
Development Council (Egnsudviklingsraa-
det) to help finance small and medium-
scale industrial and tourist ventures in the
regional development areas of the country.
DKR 100 million was granted from NCI
resources to Finansieringsinstituttet for In-
dustri og Handvaerk (FIH) to help finance
productive investment by small and medi-
um-sized enterprises in the manufacturing,
construction and craft sectors in all regions.
Greece
2.4.39. DR 1500 million was lent in the
form of a global loan to the Investment
Bank to support small and medium-sized
industrial and tourism investments, es-
pecially those creating new activities in de-
velopment areas. Since 1981, the Investment
Bank has already drawn two global loans
totalling DR 1520 million, from the EIB.
These previous loans have gone towards
financing 35 small and medium-sized indus-
trial ventures in a variety of sectors
amics, glass, paper, fur, cotton, tourism 
-and have involved the creation of an esti-
mated 500 jobs.
United Kingdom
2.4.40. UKL 7 million was lent for infra-
structure projects: UKL 4 million towards
financing major improvements to the New-
port 
- 
Abertillery section of the Newport
io Brynmawr road scheme, which should
help improve conditions for regenerating-
industriil activity in the rVestern Valleys of
Gwent. UKL 3 million went to Lancashire
County Council to support industrial devel-
opment, waste disposal and road communi-
citions; UKL 500000 of this amount will be
on-lent to Rossendale Borough Council for
industrial estates, prefabricated factory
units and road improvements in the Rossen-
dale Valley.
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Outside the Community
2.4.41. The EIB lent 10 million ECU for
small and medium-scale industrial, tourism
and services ventures in Portugal. The glo-
bal loan was made to the Sociedade Portu-
guesa de Investimentos (SPI), a private in-
vestment company established in Oporto
in 1981 to provide medium and long-term
finance mainly for the private sector in in-
dustry, agro-industry, mining and tourism.
This loan comes under an extension of the
Community agreement to provide financing
aid to Portugal, for economic development
in the country in the period before accession
to the Community.
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1. ECU
Values in national currencies of one ECU
30 Aprrl 1984r
Representative rates ('green' rates)
Conuersion rates into national currencies
for the ECU used in connection with
tbe common agricultural policy
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (convertible)
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (financial)
German mark
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
Danish krone
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
Greek drachma
United States dollar
Swiss franc
Spanish peseta
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Canadian dollar
Portuguese escudo
Austrian schilling
Finnish mark
Japanese yen
Australian dollar
New Zealand dollar
I oJ c 118,2.5.1984.
NB. Exolanatorv notes on the ECU and'ereen'rates can be
found iir Bull. EC 7/8-1982, points 3.1.1 r-o 3.1.3.
46.41186
44.90087
8.414996
8.234007
2.656601
2.528752
2.542733
2.514577
71.5619r
90.52816
77.24797
6.19554r
6.937%3
6.772974
6.86866s
5.492117
0.7 501106
0.7256907
1432.006
I 341.007
2.81318 r
2.721492
2.7$273
2.709817
0.518555
I For seeds,I For cercals.I For mrlk and mrlk products.4 For prgmcat and winc,5 For beef and veal, sheepmcat and goatmeat'6 For beef and veal, sheipmeat and goatmeat, and mrlk and mrlk
oroducts.7 For other products.
45.6255
46.4537
2.23789
2.52058
0.589558
8.21074
5.85515
1 382.67
0.729953
88.3309
0.823752
. 
1.84757
125.812
6.58095
6.36884
1.05505
tt3.266
15.7419
4.74440
186.786
0.896151
1.25821
National currency
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc
Danish krone
German mark
Greek drachma
French franc
Irish pound
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
April 1984
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2. Additional references in the Official Journal
3.2.1. This section lists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community institutions or
organs which have appeared in the Official Journal
since the last Bulletin was published but relating
to items appearing in earlier issues of the Bulletin;
the references were not available when the Bulletin
went to press.
The number of the Bulletin and the point to which
this additional information refers is followed by
the title shown on the cover of the Official Journal,
the number of the issue and the date of publication.
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Point 2.1.126
Commission Decisions of 8 February 1984 on the
clearance of accounts in respect of the European
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, Guar-
antee Section, expenditure for 7978 and 1979
oJ L 110, 26.4.1984
3. lnfringementprocedures
3.3.1. In response to a request made in a resolu-
tion passed in February 1983 1 the Commission
recently sent to Parliament its first annual report
on monitoring the application of Community
law.2 The report analyses the infringement proce-
dures initiated and pursued since 1978; ir includes
statistics by sector, Member State and legal basis
and also a list of the cases referred to the Court
of Justice and judgments delivered since 1978.
3.3.2. In April the Commission sent letters of
formal notice to seven Member States concerning
their failure to incorporate nine directives into
national law (the Commission not having been
informed of national implementing measures) in
the following cases:
Internal market and industrial affairs
(i) Council Directive of 30 June 19813 amending
for the second time the Council Directive of 17
November 1975 on the approximation of the laws
of the Member States concerning fruit iuices and
Points 2.4.29 to 2.4.31
Opinions adopted by the Economic and Social
Committee during its session of 29 February and
1 March 1984
oJ c 103, 16.4.1984
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Point 2.L.28
Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the
coordination of the actions of the Member States
and the Commission related to the implementation
of a long-term programme for the use of telematics
for Community information systems concerned
with imports/exports and the management and
financial control of agricultural market organiza-
tions
oJ c 112, 26.4.1984
certain similar products 4 lFrance, Ireland, Luxem-
bourg, Netherlands);
Environment, consumer protection and
nuclear safety
(ii) Council Directive of 15 June 1975 concerning
the quality required of surface water intended for
the abstraction of drinking water in the Member
States 5 (Belgium);
(iii) Council Directive of 8 December 1975 con-
cerning the quality of bathing water6 (Belgium);
(iv) Council Directive of 20 February 1978 on
waste from the titanium dioxide industryT (Bel-
gium);
OJ C 68, 14.3.1983; Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.4.15.
COM(84) 18l final.
oJ L 189, t1.7.1981.
oJ L 311, r.12.t975.
oJ L r9{, U.7.1975.
ol L 31, 5.2.te75.
ol L 54,2s.2.t978.
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I nf ringement procedures
(v) Council Directive of 15 June 1975 on the
disposal of waste oils I (Belgium);
(ri) Council Directive of 15 July 1975 on waste(Belgium) 1;
(vii) Council Directive of 5 April 1976 on the
disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls and poly-
chlorinated terphenylsz (Belgium);
(viii) Council Directive of. 27 July 1975 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
riliring to cosmetic products3 (Italy);
(ix) Council Directive of 15 July 1980 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to the exploitation and marketing of natu-
ral mineral waters4 (Germany).
Reasoned opinions
3.3.3. In April the Commission delivered nine
reasoned opinions concerning six Member States
in the following cases:
Customs union
(i) I0flithdrawal of simplified customs clearance
procedures for certain steel products falling within
the ECSC Treaty (Germany);
Agriculture
(ii) Obligation to obtain an import licence for
pigmeat (Greece);
Employment, social affairs and education
(iii) Non-conformity of national measures to give
effect to the Council Directive of.9 February 1976
on the implementation of the principle of equal
treatment for men and women as regards access
to employment, vocational training and promo-
tion, and working conditionsr (Luxembourg);
Environment, consumer protection and
nuclear safety
(iv) Failure to inform the Commission of
national measures to give effect to the Council
Directive of 17 December 7979 on the protection
of groundwater against pollution caused by certain
dangerous substances 6 (France, Netherlands);
(v) Failure to inform the Commission of national
measures to sive effect to the Council Directive of
17 February-19817 amending Section 2 of Annex
II to the Council Directive of 17 July 1972 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to certain methods for the quantitative
analysis of binary textile fibre mixtures 8 lUnited
Kingdom);
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Taxation and financial institutions
(vi) Incorrect application of the Council Direc-
tive of 17 May 7977 on the harmonization of the
laws of the Member States relating to turnover
taxes-Common system of value added tax: uni-
form basis of assesiment 9 and the Council Direc-
tive of 19 December 1972 on taxes other than
turnover taxes which affect the consumption of
manufactured tobaccolo (France);
(vii) Non-conformity of national measures to
give effect to the Council Directive of 30 May
1978 on the coordination of laws, regulations and
administrative provisions relating to Community
coinsurancel I (Germany);
Budget
(viii) Refusal to pay interest on late payment of
own resources (sugar production levy) (Germany).
Proceedings terminated
3.3.4. The Commission decided not to continue
the following infringement proceedings:
Cases in respect of which a reasoned
opinion had been sent
(i) Failure to inform the Commission of national
measures to give effect to the Council Directive of
29 June 1978 on the approximation of the laws,
regulations and administrative provisions of the
Member States on the protection of the health
of workers exposed to vinyl chloride monomerl2
(ltaly, Luxembourg, Netherlands).
I
J
1
5
6
7
!
9
l0
ll
t2
oJ L 194, L5.7.1975.
oJ L 108, 26.4.1976.
ol L262,27.9.1976.
ol L229,30.8.1980.
ol L 39,14.2.1976.
oJ L 20,26.1.1980.
oJ L 57,4.3.1981.
oJ L 173,31.7.1972.
oJ L 145, 13.6.19n.
oJ L 303, 31.12.1n2.
ol L 151,7.6.t978.
ol L 197, 22.7 .1978.
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lntroductory note
This catalogue includes the newly published monographs
and series issued during the period to which it relates by
the institutions of the European Communities, and also
their current periodicals. Publications of which English
versions have been issued are listed only in that lan-
guage; otherwise another version, but only one, is in-
cluded, in the following order of choice:
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Danish
Spanish
Portuguese
Greek
others
Where other language versions also exist, cross-refer-
ences are provided by means of a code (those codes
should not be used for ordering purposes):
tT:1-12
which means that the ltalian version is described in the
Italian catalogue of January under No 12. This number is
specific to each catalogue; it is a sequence number
printed in consecutive order, opposite each entry in the
classified list.
Arrangement
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows:
Part I 
- 
The classified list provides a subject classifica-
tion of the titles included under 20 headings each divided
into subheadings (see below).
Under each subheading, monographs and series are
listed first in alphabetical order; there then follows a
similar list of periodical titles.
Full entries for monographs and series appear only once;
otherwise cross-references are given to the full entries
identifying them by the sequence numbers already de-
scribed. Periodical titles appear in the classified list only
as cross-reference entries, full entries being found in
Part ll.
Part ll 
- 
Periodicals presents full details of each current
Community periodical, listed alphabetically.
Part lll 
- 
The indexes of titles and'series are listed
alphabetically and cross-refer using the abovementioned
Publications of the
sequence numbers to the entries in Part I of the monthl
catalogue. These indexes cumulate throughout the year
How to obtain publications
Publications may be priced for sale, gratis, or of limiter
distribution. Those of the last two classes may be ob
tained from the issuing institutions, or, where they an
published by the lnformation Offices of the Commissior
from tfose offices, whose addresses are given in the list
on pp.4 and 5. Publications of limited distribution art
however, generally only for the attention of governmentr
of Member States, Community departments and othe
authorities concerned.
Orders for priced publications should be directed to thr
Sales Offices listed on the last page.
All orders should quote the full title, as well as the lSBlt
or ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in thr
catalogue.
Abbreviations and conventional signs
The text languages of publications are indicated by tht
following abbreviations:
A string of such symbols separated by diagonal stroker
denotes a publication in which different language ver
sions of the same text appear under one cover.
The abbreviation 'multi' indicates a publication with e
mixed multilingual text.
Prices, which exclude any value-added tax which may be
chargeable, are fixed in various currencies, using the
following abbreviations:
DA Danish
DE German
GR Greek
EN English
FR French
BFR Belgian franc
DKR Danish crown
DM German mark
DR Greek drachma
ESC Portuguese escudo
FF French franc
GA lrish
lT ltalian
NL Dutch
ES Spanish
PT Portuguese
HFL Dutch guilder
IRL lrish pound
LIT ltalian lira
PTA Spanish peseta
UKL Pound sterling
USD US dollar
subtitle
-'-// 
auth1f
1979: AnrMlc.l ttbl.t ol tor.ign lr.d. - St.ttstEll
Euopcan Conmunltl.s [Extarnsl trudG (rcd covr] - 
- -,!equence number
'olume number
@lume title
e late d e d ition refe re n ce
z the French catalogue
FR:82- 1 -397
ISBN 92-825-1815-9: sot: ECU 393,75,
BFR 1 5 750, IRL 261. UKL 233, USD 497
ISBN 92-825-1802'7: volumc: ECU
UKL 29 60, USD 63,
NIMEXE 1 970: T.bl.tux .ntlytiqual du commarco
oxtlrirur - Officc strtr3trqtx da3 Communaut6o cuo66arncs
[Coanmacc cxt6rrcu (covfrtuc rogr] - Cqnmrcabn dcs
Cmmunrut6s crrop5cnmsl
n.A O 1 -24: Anrmaux vivlnls ct produrtr drs rignct lnrmll ou
v5g6tal, grarsscs ct huihs, !lm.nt3, bss3ons rt ttblca - nii,
62Op., xrx-xlii; 3Ocm; broctri; 167Oe; (DA/DElEN/FB/IT/NL)
EN:82-1-404
CA-NC-8O-OO1 -7A-C ISBN 92-825' 18 I 5-9: cns.mbL:
Ecu 393,75. 8FR 15 750, tF 2266
ISBN 92-825-1 802-7:volume. Ecu 50, BFR 2 00O, FF 288
work title
\ \
\
- 
4O4 NIMEXE
r--- ofi6otth6
Commisaon
n.A O1-24: L1c anrmals and anmll rnd vag6tlbL ptodEtt; fats
issuing institution
-----------+-dr.t@a$'r$,;;-"0..;;J;accol,,ii,62op.,xrx-xliu3ocm;rofrcov-cr;167Os;(DA,/DE/EN/FB/|T/NL) 
--------- 
pagination
language of the text
weight
binding
format
ISBN number +
' prices of the set
50, BFR 2 oo0. rRL 33 20. lsBN number +
prices of the volume
4!nstitutions
EUROPA.PARLAMENTET - EURoPAISCHES PARLAMENT..
Evponalxo KorNoBoynro - EURopEAN pARLTAMENT -
PARLEMENT euRopEEN - PARLAMENTo EURoPEo. EURo.
PEES PARLEMENT
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Parlsment europ6en
Direction g6n6rale du greffe et des services g6n6raux
L-292O Luxembourg
T6l.: 4 30 Ol
RADET FoR DE EURoP,4ISKE FALLESSKABER - RAT DER
EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN - IYMBOYAIO TON
EYPONAiKON KOINOTHTAN - COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES - CONSEIL DES COMMUNAUTES EURO-
PEENNES - CONSIGLIO DELLE CoMUNITA eunopEe . Rano
VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Secrdtariat g6n6ral du Conseil
Direction r lnformation et documentation,
Bue de la Loi 170, B - 1048 Bruxelles
T6l.: 234 61 1 1
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP,4ISKE FALLESSKABER -
KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN -
ENITPONH TON EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON - COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES
COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES . COMMISSIONE DELLE
COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GE.
MEENSCHAPPEN
Division lX-C-1
Rue de la Loi 2OO, B - 1049 Bruxelles
T6l.:235 1111
)
DOMSTOLEN FOR DE EUROP,4ISKE FALLESSKABER . GE.
RICHTSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
AIKAITHPIO TON EYPONATKON KOINOTHTON - COURT OF
JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COUR DE JUS.
TICE DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - CORTE DI GIU.
STIZIA DELLE COMUNIA EUROPEE - HOF VAN JUSTITIE VAN
DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Servico int6rieur
L - 2920 Luxembourg
Tbl.: 4 76 21
DET OKONOMISKE OG SOCIALE UDVALG . WIRTSCHAFT
UND SOZIALAUSSCHUSS . OIKONOMIKH KAI KOINONII
ENITPONH - ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE . COMI
Ecolorvrrous ET soctAL - coMtrATo EcoNoMtco E s
CIALE . ECONOMISCH EN SOCIAAL COMITE
Division r Presse, information et publicationsr
Rue Ravenstein 2, B - 10OO Bruxelles
T6l.: 512 39 20
DEN EUROPAISKE INVESTERINGSBANK . EUROPAISCHE II
VESTITIONSBANK - EYPONAIKH TPANEZA ENENAYTEON
EUROPEAN INVESTMENT EANK . BANOUE EUROPEENI
D'INVESTISSEMENT . BANCA EUROPEA PER GLI INVEST
MENTI - EUROPESE INVESTERINGSBANK
Division lnformation/Helations publiques
L - 2950 Luxembourg
T6l.: 4379-3142
OE EUROPAISKE FALLESSKABERS REVISIONSRET . RECI-
NUNGSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
EAETKTIKO IYNEAPIO TON EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON
COURT OF AUDITORS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
COUR DES COMPTES DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES
CORTE DEI CONTI DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE . OE REKEN
KAMER VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
29, rue Aldringen
L-201 O Luxembourg
T6l.: 4773-1
rformation offices
ELGrouE 
- 
BEt-crE
.re Archim0de 73 -
rchimedesstraat 73
040 Bruxelles 
- 
1040 Brussel
61.: 735 00 40/735 80 40
,ANMARK
lojbrohus
lstergade 61
'ostbox 144
OO4 Ksbenhavn K
'lt.: 14 41 40
)EUTScHLAND
IitelmannstraBe 22
i30O Bonn
lel. 23 8O 41
Kurfrlrstendamm 102
1O0O Berlin 31
Iel. 8 92 4O 28
FRANCE
61, rue des Belles-Feuilles
75782 Paris Cedex 16
r6t. 501 58 85
GnEce
2. Vassilissis Sofias
T.K. 1602
i\rhina 134
!'1t: 724 39 82/724 39 83/724 39 84
lReLqruo
39, M),lesworth Street
Dublin 2
fel. 71 2244
Italra
Via Poli, 29
00187 Roma
Tel. 67897 22
Corso Magenta, 61
20 123 Milano
Ter. 87 51 17180 s9 209/8b 52 643
Gnaro-oucnE DE LUxEMBoURG
Centre europ6en
Batiment Jean Monnet B/O
292O Luxembourg
T6t. 430 1 1
NeoeRutto
Lange Voorhout 29
Den Haag
Tel. 46 93 26
Uru|reo KINGDOM
8, Storey's Gate
London SWlP 3AT
Tel. 22281 22
\Mndsor House
9/15 Bedford Street
Bslfast
Tel. 407 08
4 Cathedral Road
Cardiff CFI 9SG
Tel. 37 1631
7 Alva Street
Edinburgh EH2 4PH
Tel.2252058
Aurnrcl Lalua
Avda Ricardo Lyon 1177
Santiago de Chile 9
Chile
AdressE postale: Casilla 1OO93
Tel. 25 05 55
Ouinta Bienvenida
Valle Arriba
Calle Colibri
Distrito Sucro
Caracas
Venezuela
Tel. 91 47 07
AUSTRALIA
Capital Centre
Franklin Street
PO Box 6O9
Manuka ACT 26O3
Canberra a.c.t
Tel. (062) 95 50OO
Ntppor.t
Kowa 25 Building
8-7 Sanbancho
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo 1O2
Tel. 239 O4 41
Carueoa
lnn of thE Provinces
Otfice Tower
Suite 111O
Sparks'Street 350
Ottawa, Ont. KIR 7SB
Tel. 238 64 64
Scswrrz - SutssE - Svtzzena
Case postale 195
37-39, rue de Vermont
121 1 Gen0ve 20
T6l. 34 97 50
EspaNa
Calle de Serrano 41(A Planta - Madrid 1
Tal. 474 11 87
PORTUGAL
35, rua Sacramento d Lapa
1 2OO Lisboa
Tel.: 66 75 96
Tnartaruo
Bangkok
Thai Military Bank Bldg
34, Phya Thai Road
Tel. 282 1452
TURKIYE
1 5, Kuleli Sokak
Gazi Osman Paga
Ankara
Tel. 27 61 45/27 61 46
UNIED STATES
21OO M Street, Nw
Suite 7O7
Washington, DC 20037
Tel. 862 95 00
1 Dag Hammarskidld Plaza
245 East 47lh Street
New York, NY 1OO17
Tel. 3713804
6Classified !ist
1 g:L"Jij. political and institutional
MONOGMPHSAND SERIES
1 Guld. to th. Councll of th. Europoen Cmmunhl.t - Council of
th. Euoparn Conrmmiti.a: G.ffid Scatrilt - l4opp.: 2lcm:
toftcoin: 19Og: (EN)
BX-4(F8rt-l l7+N-C ISBN 92-824-O168-6: ECU 2,72,
BFR 126, rRL 2, UKL t.60, USO 2.50.
2 Tr.nt..lmo Somm.rlo d.ll. .tthdti drl Cmrlgllo 11. g.nmlo -
3, dlc.mbr. 10821 - CsdCb d.lL Cdnmitl uopo:
Saeactrilto gmrd.
1982 - 209pt9.: 2lm: bruua: 35OC: (m
DA:84-4-2. DE:t3-3. FR:83- 17, NL:84- I - t
BX-37-83-893-IT-C ISBN 92-82/t€142-1 : ECU 6,67,
BFR 3@,
PERIOOICALS
30 iur d'Euopr.
Awr+t.
Bld(gro(Ird Rrptrt.
Brk$tc und lnfdmltim.
Eulhtin d tha Euop.an Cmmuniti.t.
COMDdmmr.
COM Oocummtt.
COM Dmmmu: Mmthv clrrloctt.
Cdnmittx R.porb oltha Euql.ln Pilirm.nt.
Conrmunruti uofianm: L.tr. d'hlb.mrtion (tu Br.ru d.
Gr*v..
Commmaut6 Erop6mm lnfdmltiof, r.
Cmsidld cuopat.
Cdtrsidada Euopdar: lnfcmrgio.
Canmiriuopoc.
D.b!t6 of th. Euop.m Pilimmt.
Od(mmt. sd Prbn(atirst.
EO,o O" t'e.op..
Effi ic sd Seid Cqnmitti: BdLtin,
EF-rviadr.
EG Mtguin.
El8-lnfsmrtim.
Esulil.
Eu info.
Eqoga.
Euopllnlqm.tirn n fii d. }rg.ndprdrl.
Eropr vrn mcgm,
Euopr 83.
Euop.m Fih.
Euogrmm.
Euop.m Prlirmmt,
Fir$o ;ichgoiqs'3O iue d'Eropc'.
lnfdmltim m th. Cort of Jrlth. of th. Euop.e Cmmunith..
lntamrtkxt d! I'Euotlt.
lnfumr:imi.
lnfrmuioni docrmmti.
lnfamrzini rarogn! p.rbdo.
Officid Jqrnd of thc Euopoan Cornmmitbt, uicr C: lnirmetim
.nd Notid.
Olficid Jound of thr Euopcen Cmmunitht, tdi.r L: Lcddrtim.
PcinE do rqrlirc: ]-qrpl5mmt I 30 iur d'Euopr.
ft.BR.he.
btpxairiKuilqra.
2 Customs union
3 Aericulture, forestry and fisheries
4 Law
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
Coflrmmlty eru.y on ih. itrustura ol rgrbuhurel holdlngr
leTe/198o: n.l 2A
PERI@ICALS
Agricultutl Mri.tt: Prid.
Agriqftrd priu.
Agdcr.ltrrl rtetirticr: c.op md rnimd prodEtifi.
Animsl prodEtim.
Crop prodrtim.
Ec-lorinttu.l pric. indc.r (Ourpur lnd lnpurl.
MONOGRAPHSANO SERIES
3 L'AEC du droh commumutrlr. - 62p.: 23m: lgrrni: 1OO9: (FR)
[Dm,mmrrtbn uop6rnm: 84/2 - Csnmilsim dlr
Commmcutic uql6onnol
OC:t4-a-3
CB-NC-8rm2+R4 ISAN 92-826!1299€: grrtuit.
4 Astloil COST: Rrcuoll dor Acwdt conclus drn. l. odro do
b Coop6rrtlon ourofrnno drnr lo dmlna da L rach.rcha
ld.ntlfqu. .t t.dinlque - Cmril d.r Csrmmeutir
uop6anm
n.2: 1981-1982 - 189p.:3ocrn: brettr:6OOe: (FB)
Nt:8.1-3-3
BX-38-83O63+R-C ISBN 92-821414,t}4: ECU 10,33,
BFR 76().
7:RroorcALs 
7 
Transport
lnfffmllion on th. Cout ol &ttic. ol th. Euopcrn Ccnmunitbl'
Li.t ol lrws md rcauhtkm. t@tcd in th. M.mb.. Stllrt of th.
Cqnmmiticr in epplicltkxl of rcta t@t.d by th. Co.nmuniti.t.
Officill Jdrnd ot tha Erop.ln Cdnmunitias, si.r L: Lcdrlltim.
R.porti ot Ces brfq. ih. Cout of &atic.,
8 Competitaon
5 Socialaffairs
PERIOOICALS
EreAb.tet., S*tion ll: Coal - Stcel.
Hilly.rning.: Hil. ol wort.
lnfqmltim Bull.tin of th. Stml lndrtry Stf.tY tnd Hrlth
Cm-,,iuion. : 
.
Ur.mplorym.nt: Mmthly bulhtin.
Vccalkxrd taining: lnfamation birbtin.
.\
Wlbt tnd inctrn.t - RPid infsmltit.
Womn of Euop. - lnfamrtion bulhtii'
MONOGSAPHS AND SERIES
7 Thlrt..mh 8.Port m @mP.rhbn Pollcy - Canmbdon ot th.
Eropcan Conmuriticc
1983 - 292pp.:23m: rcftcovu:43Og: (EN)
DE:8/t-a- 7. FRr84-4-c. GR:8/t-,4- 7
CB-38'83-823+N-C ISON 92-825-/1231-9: ECU t1.S7,
PERI@IC'ALS
Bdrncar cf prymanb: Ourtrv d.tr'
Euopcan Ecauny.
Euopcrn Ecaromy: coflrpht. rfi.l of tlppLmmtl.
Eqop.ln Ecomy - Sl{Phlrmt - S.riL A: RHnt.cdstlic
lrmd.
Euoporn Ecomny - St+pl.mnt - S..i.r B: Emrlc propttr:
Buinc.. rlmy rca*rr.
Euopcm Ecsrsny - s.ppLmmt - Sari.l C: Ecomnic procp*tr:
Conunc rmytreuhr.
Euopon Eurcny.nd ltpphmcnt A B C.
E[dtltirtha: Drt! is ahtrt-tim rcctmic analyrb.
lnArtid rhdt-tdm ttm6.
R6dtr of rh. buaitxs smY cibd out mmg mlnlgfif,ntt in
ttE Cmmmity.
MONOGRAPHSANO SERIES
Blom.chrnbr of lmprct. ln road teldantt 10 BFR 560, IRL 8.80, UKL 6.90, USD 11.
5 Mlcroalactronl€ tachnology - Mlcrodrctronlcr rnd
lnlormtlc. t.chnologv .nd ih.lr tr.lnlng lmPllotlont ln firmr
- Vln Kcmm!d., A.W.C. (lr) .t d.: Euop.ln C.nr. is thc
DcElopmcnt of Vocltionll Trlining - 1 17pp,: 2ocrn: roftcotr:
rzoe:(EN) O Taxation
HX-38-83-666+N-C lS8N92-826-rt164-9:ECU.t,8FR185, J
tRL 3, UKL 2.30, USO 3,50.
6 Tachnologlc.l chengr, rmploymant, qullfiotlont and
i..lnlng - Sorgr, A.: Erop.ln Cantr. fd tha o.wlopmani of
Vdtiod Trlining - 03pp.: 2ocm: toftm: 1 log: (ENl
DA:8rt-3 -9. DE:84-a-G. FR.84 -2- I t
mi:;::jru:j,18:*;,'-3,e&-,: Ecu ,t, BFR 183. 1 O Econom'c gff8irs
6 Tertiary sector
PERIOOICALS
Agricultull Mrk.tr: Ptic.t
1 1 Externalrolations
MONOGRAPHSANO SERIES
Actlon. COST: Bacuall do Accord. con iut d.n3 l. odta d.
b c@paratbn auroplmno drnr b domrlna da L radratcil.
.dantlfrqu.atiadrnlqur: n.2 a
12 Enersy
8
PERIODICALS
Thc Cuir: Afrk +Cribbca+Pxifrc - Eue.m Cmmmity.
Mmthly .xtrnrl trdr bu[.tin.
1 4 nesionalpolicy
:l E =n",ronment and consumer affairs
1 6 Scientific and technical research
MONOGRAPHSAND SEEIES
Enrrgy rudh to 1 - Th. lrqt .nd tt..l lndudry ln th.
Europmn Communlty i E
En.rgy .t.tbtl6 yorrbmk 19t2: I 08rl 27
Tha Europa.n lrtr.mm. for @ntrolbd nrrclorr fud,on 16
Oologlc.l rx.trmant ot cryd.lllna rek fdmtlonr whh r
yl.w to rrdloctly. wana dlrporal i B
PERI@ICALS
Cal: mmthvbu[.th.
ELctrid fiigy: mmthv bdbtin.
Enrgy trtirticr: Mmthly bulhtin .l Cod, b) Hydocrtonr, cl
Ehcrrical rogy.
Hydocrbqrt: mqlthly bulhrin.
MONOGRAPHSANO SEBIES
Dl. AktM.rung d..bloloeltcft.n Schlur lm nlllg.l.gn.n
Kxnknltwark Oundrammlngan Bbck A
D&:ont mlnltlon dr rurlrcrt prr 5rotlon d. ay.h.tlon
Oakmtrmlmilon von Batonob.rfliciran durch
Fhmmrtrehlon
Dlrpoxl ln 3x-bad grologhrt formtlona - Prop.rtlar ot
eatn tadlmantt ln raLtlof, to tha dlstp.tl ot r.dloctlva
wtfta
FUE - 82038: Xmdhbnlorung vm Er.nnftoltrtiill.n durclr
Elnbattung ln m.ttlllBh. Wark3totla und Onphhmtrlr
Oaoloelc.l aata[m.nt ol cry3t lllna rek tffmtlon3 wlth .
ylaw to r.dlotctlv. wr3ta dlrpo.al
Moglbhk.han dar Entitahune rowl. Art, UmLng und
t.ktonlEh. Etallung vff nlsan und Xlufton lm Sehgoblrgr
20
Ra.a.rch prol.ct ls th. d.tarmlmtlil o, th. tuttrblltty o{
th. mln. 'Konr.d' .r r fiil| r.po.ft*y ,fi r.dl{ctlyaprodGtt 21
I
121
I
13
18
13 lndustry
MONOGRAPHSANO SERIES
Study lnto EC-WH. slt.rL tor th. ld.ntlllc.tlon ot n.w
tachnology bttad .ntarprlra!
PERIOOICALS
lndrrid prodEtim: Mislbm El6t.
lndurtrill ahdt-tm tran6.
lrdr md 3tr.l: mmthty bullctin.
km md rtGl: qurtdy lnd mdthly bu[.tiB.
lron md rt.d: quftdy bulhtin.
Wagc md incoflr.a - R+id infamlti6.
MONOGAAPHS AND SERIES
Actlont COST: Rmu.ll dat Affida ffidu. d.nt l. odra d.
b Coopar.tton aurop3mno drnr b doilln. da L rach.rcrr.
t lantlfiqua at t.drnlquo: n.2 1
8 Aororol fihrrtlm - Klcin, M.: Goost, W.R.A. - v, 34pp.:
3ocm: !t+Ld: 15Og: (ENl [Nrd.r .ddH lnd rtrhnology -Dk*tdltrcG.rrd lnfamrtim Md(at rnd lnnorrltifi :
Cmmireim ol thc Erop.o Cmmsiti.rl EUR 89E l
cD-NE-8rre8+N{ ISBN 92€25-120$.6: ECU /t.3.t,
BFR 2@, tRL 3.20, UKL 2.60, USO 3.60.
0 Ol. AktM.(ung d.t blologlEh.n Sdrlld. lm 3tlllg.ltt.n
Xarnk[ftwark Oundrammlng.n Blot* A - Eirj<c[arcfi, W.:
Brgmrnn. L.: L&drar, G.: Pfriffrr, P.: Crrd&*iim
Wtr$nrfidt, Fstchmg md Entwiirtmg - v. EtS.: 3Oun:
brd.fiiet: 18Og: (DE) [Krnfr.cfimg sd -t.cfinoto{r. -
Groard*d<tim lnirmltbnmrkt ud lnm!ti6: Kmmisbn
dor Eroplirctrn Gcmcin.chdrsl EUR 8960
CD.NE-8441 1 -OE-C ISBN 92426{.327 -7 : ECU .t.3rt,
BFR 2@.
lO Blomacfunlc. ol lmp.cta ln rod rccld.nf - Bmllmin, T.E.A.:
Dictqlt.-GGn rd lntmla Mrt.t md lnddrid Afflit - vii,
56lpp.:216: eftffi: tO2O9: (ENl [Mcdcnr-Oiciqdo4..r.C lnfqmltion Mrtit and lnnovltifi :
Cffimblim d th. Erogcm Cmmmiti.cl EUR 8938
CO-N-L84{D1+N{ tSaN 02{28-432&.6: ECU 39.OO,
BFR 18@, tBL 28.60, UKL 22.40, USO 32.
21
]'.
tt
12
16
17
CAMAC: Updrt.d rprclf,cetlonr - ESONE Cornmittm - li,
l63pp.: 3ocrn: Eftcovr:42O9: Voltmo 2 (EN) lPhyricd r*nol
- Di.ctarta-Garud lnfqmttim Mrt.l and lnnovltkx:
CmmLtim of th. Euop.ln Cdnmuniti..l EUR 85OO
CD-NA-83-BO3+N{ ISBN 92-A26{,262-9: ECU 10,86,
BFR 6@, IRL 8, UKL 6.20, USD 9.
Dacontrmliltlon dr urfrc.t prr troalon da c.Yltttlo[ -
Vrry, P.: Lrcoflrr, Y.: Dirction dnireh SchE, r.dtrdr.t
rt5dop..nmt- lll, 24p.: 3Osn: rgref5: 11Og: (FRl [Sd.Errt
tr.finiqr.. nucLrk r - Di*tion (in&.h Mr.r)a d. l'itrio.mrtim
at inmlion: Coflrmioion dcr Commmautil uolionncrl
EUR 8966
CD'NE-8rH)12+R{ |SSN 92{25-432GX: ECU a'34,
BFR 2@.
D.kont mlnailon vm Botombrrlllchrn durdr
Fbmmrlrrhlon - Eboling, W.: Bordakj, B.: Rd., K.:
Gcnrrdtdrtim Wcrcnrctrrft, Fcrchmg md Entwldlmg - iv,
675.: 3oqn: b.o..fikn: 19Og: (DEl [Krnfsrcfime md
-tadrrdoti. - Gan d*d(tiIr lnfamttintmrtt md lnno$tion:
Kqnmlsirx drr Euoplltcrrrn Gcmdnrdtdl.nl EUR 8909
CINE-84O2$oE4 EAN 82€2H32$'3: ECU 6,43,
8FR 250.
Dltpor.l ln ...-bad g.oloelc.l formrbn - ProP.rth ot
ocarn odlmantr ln rahtbn to tha dlrPorl ol r.dlo.ctlva
wana - Sdrdth.itt, P.J.: Tlmm, J.: Dkactd.tlcanrd
Sci.nc., R.sr.fi .nd D.vdopmt - iv, 27cE.., 12 flf,., 2 t*':
3osn: .rTL'd: I 2Og: (E N) lNud.r t(i]E md t.drrdocy -
DiclqrtlcJia.d lnfsmation Mlt.r and lnnovttidl:
Conmisim of thr Euop.m CdnmmhL.] EUR 8862
CD'NE-8/rcl3-EN4 ISBN 9242612A7'X: ECU 4,34,
8FR 2@, r8L 3.20, UKL 2.50, USD 3.60.
Enrrgy rudh Xo t - Th. lrm rnd tt..l llrduntY ln th.
Europ{n Commun}ty - OtElaat} G..!.d Endgv - h, 128pp.:
3Osn: pftm: 37Oc: (EN) [Errov - oiEta.t]G.ild
lnfamnifi Mrtal rnd lnnorttion: Cmmiglon of thr Erropcm
cdnmuith.lEuR 8767
C}NF83-169+N4 ISEN 82-826-1265-3: ECV s,77,
8FR 450, rRL 7.20, UKL 6.00, USO 8.60.
Tha EuroDarn proeremmr for controlhd nudrer furloo -
Oiactaatlc.mtd lnfamarbn Mrt.r frd lnBrtion:
Commi0in ol thr Euopro Csnmrnhhl - 16pp.: 3Osn: rtQhd:
5Oc: (EN) EUR 6269
OA:]l - 2 - 2!. Df :!r - 22C. Fn:!l - I - 16. Gi:ltl - 3' tC. rT:!l - 3lt
co-NE€rrc28{N-C |SSN 92{25-4380-2: ft. of cfirgc.
FuE - 82O3t: KmdhbnLrune Yllr lr.lrn.totthul.n durdl
Elnb.tturE 1lr m.trlll*hr YYorkrtolta und Or.Phhliltrk -
Sdmidr-Hm$..9, Th.: Hurct{rt, H.: Gcrd*C(tbn
wl$.ntcfitft, Fqt tru.tg md Entwiidmg - vfl, 31S.: 3Osn:
Khmrnrhrftmg: ltlOe: tDE) [Krnlattung md -t chndo{i. -
G.n .rl**tiq1 lnlmtiidrltnJkt md lnnoYrtifi: Kdnmbein
drr Eroplirdron Grmoint fidrml EUn 8091
CD-NE{4.O2+2C4 lSgN 92€25it33G7: ECU 4,34,
BFR 2oo.
Orobglcrl m..mant ot ctFta[lna roda ,ormatbm wttt a
vlaw lo radbactlva wasta dl.Potal - Mtttr, J.O.:
Di.cisatlcffitl S(iH, Rdarcri md Ornlopmt - v,
I 17pp.: 3oqn: toftm: 34Oe: (EN) [Nudor xirncr md
t .hrdogy- Dhctdrta-Gm..d lnfamnio Mrt.t Ild
lffEvrtion: Cdnmi[ian of thr Euoprm Commuitbr] EUR 8828
CD'NE€rrcIG€N-C EAN 92426{,321'22 ECU 8,68.
8FR 4@, IRL 6.110, UKL 5, USD 7.
tnffirtlona froor Communlty roordl: Srhcthn 1983 -
Oiac{an}Gf,l,d lnffimrtixl Mrtat rid lilrovltim:
Cornmbriqr ol th. Euop.an Cdimmitba - 24pp,: 25crn: tt+hd:
60g: (ENl
DA:!4-a- l!. DC:?.-tl- 19. Fn:ta-a- tr. GR:ll-4-!.
fT'At-4- 20. ill:!4-tl-23
frx of drrgp.
I
20 M6gllchkah.ndar Enttt.hung rowl. Art, Urfitrngund
t.ktonl.dr. St.llung yo{r BLr.n und Xluft.n lm 8.ltg.blrga'
W.i!l, Hrmmn M.: Gsrrrol&*thn Wirrantdlrft, Fa..fimg urd
Entwidhno - iv, 98S.: 3Ocrn: bodrist: 3OOg (OE)
[KJnldtdrrng md -r.dnolo(F - G.n td*.ttbn
lnfcmrtixltrnrkt rnd lntEvatbn: Kmrmitdim d.. Etroplirdt.(l
GmenduftolEUR 8895
CO-NE-834O5OE-C ISBN 925261312Q: ECU 7'@,
BFR 360.
21 Ba.xrcrr p.olact for th. datatmln tbn ol th. uttrblltty of
thr mlm 'Kored' .r r f,ml rrPolhoiY lor r.dlo.ctlv.
Fodrictt - Di.ctonilc.rsd ScbE, Ratgcfi md
Drr.lopmt - x, lrttpp.: 3oon: rcftcorv: 42Og: (ENl [N'rcbr
rdrm end tccfinologv - Oirclqatlc.rd lnfdmltion Mrt.l
md lnnoothn: Cornmi.don of th. Euop.ln Conmmhirl
EUR 895t1
CD-NE{rrc23+N{ |SSN 92-8284325€: ECU 10,85,
BFR 5OO, IRL 8, UKL 8.3O, USO g.
22 B.yl.w ot.p.cfllc rffctr ln rtmrph.rb dltD.r.l'on
c.buhtJoil - Undrrurood, B.Y.: Gooprt, P'J....: Hollowry, N.J.:
Krirr, G.D.: Nixon, W.: Oitlaltlcmrd Sdm, R.aardr md
OodCnrfit [Nudcr d3H md t .hndogy - Oittdrt.-G..r...1
lntamaibn Mrt.t rd lnnoi.atim: Commigirxl of thr Euopcan
Commrlitircl
n.1 - lv,462pp.:3Oqn: rcftcovu: l l5og: (EN) EUR 8935
CD-NG83-AI9+N4 |SSN 92{284184-3: xt: EcU 54'27,
BFR 25oo, IRL 39.60, UKL 31, USD 45: Vottn ,
ISBN 02€25-1182-7: vdxno: hb f* t?*m , ai 2.
23 Ravlaw ol apaclfrc a'ltacta ln .tmoaPlrrb daParslon
alcubtton. - UndJurcod, B.Y.: Coopor, P.J....: Hollmry, N.J.:
Koirc, G.D.: Nixfi, W.: DiacrqttlGgra,al Sci.na., R€.tdr and
Dodopmt [Nudc tdmca md t cfinology - Dicratt]G..i..C
lnfdmttih Mrt.t md lnmtim: Csnmbtidl of th. EuQ.ln
Commmithot
n.2-x,176w.t3Ocnr: rcftm: 115Oc: (ENl EUR 8835
CD-NG83-8 19+N{ |SSN 92-82&4latF3: ..t: Ecu 54,27,
BFR 25OO, IRL 39.60, UKL 3 1, USD rt6: Vdrl- 2
lSgN 92€25-1183-6: vdm: Eiol fr v*na 1 nd 2.
21 Study lnto EGwldo qhodl lor thr ld.ntlfirtbn ot n.w
trotltdogy b..rd antarP.Lat - cllytm, M.: Mhdtdl, T.:
Diadaarlcamrd lnfqmilkm Mrtat md lnnovrtitm:
Cmmiaairn ol lh. Euopas Cdnmsiti.. - lv, t 74pp.: 3Ocrn:
tofrcor:4909: (EN) EUR 8926
C}|IX€3{13-344 ISBN 92-82H242{: ECU 11'94,
BFR 650, rRL 8.80, UKL 6.90, USD 10.
PERI@ICALS
EuoAbtttEtt: Sd$tific rnd t dtnlcd Ptbllcrtiqr and Patarts:
S.ctim l.nd ll.
Euo-AbtttEt , S*tbn I - Eundri md EEC Rrych. Scimtific
md t..rmlcd Pubfic.tk rtmd P.t nt .
Euc^btrEt , S.cdon ll: Cod - Std.
Eusrl Di!,x N.wt.
11
15
t8
tg
10
17 Education and culturalpolicy
lnformrtidr d. l'Eudlrt.
MoNoGRApHS AND sERrEs lrm tnd slml: mmthv bullctin'
lrm lnd stxl: qurtily lnd mmthlY bullGtint
Mlcroalactronlo tchnology - Mlcroal.ct.onl6.nd
lntormltlcr t.chnololy lnd thalr tr.lnlng lmpllatlona In lrm lnd 'trd: 
qultdy bullctin'
ffrm. 5 Mqtlhv rxirnd trrd. bulhtin'
Tmhnoloelcll chrng., .mploymant, qullifliltlonr rna Ummplovmmt: Monthv bull'tin'
tr.lnlng 0 W!g.t rnd imom.t - Rlpid infdmltim.
MONOGRAPHSANO SERIES
26 Lr Gommunrst5 rurop6rnnr: Fu&a - Strtlillqu.t 
-forcml3rI rur b Communeut6 ouropaanna, aat dlx Et.tt
m.mbr.r, .t ruparflcl[ forcrtllo mondhla! - Cmmisifi
d.r Cffimunlut6a crop6cnm!: Dr*trm il6n&81. PdHn l .t
ldminiltlltim - Crtc: 75 x lOEm: (FR)
D€:84 - tl - 26. GA 84 - 4 - 24. fi ,91 - 1 - 27. NL 64 - 4 - 2E
BFR 260.
2e Communlty ruruay on tha rtruslur. ol.grlcuhur.l holdlng.
1979/1gto - Statisticll Offie ot th. Euoprln Cmmunlti.!
[Agilcdtuc, fd.ltry lnd fishrict (gr6n ffil - Cmmision of th.
Euop.!n CmmunrtEsl
n,1: lntrodGtim lnd mctllodologi$l brair - 1 52pp.: 3Ocm:
rofios:42Oe: (EN)
DA:04 - t- 26. DE:8,1 - 3 - 27. FF.84 - 3 - 27. Gn 8/t -a- 21.
IT:84-'a-28. NL:8.1-4-2C
CA-38-83-273+N4 ISBN 92{25-4O96-O: rclumc:
ECU 7,A2, BFR 350, rRL 5.00, UKL 4.rlo, UsO 7.
lnduttsill p.odrctim: Misllrn.orr! Etdt.
lndrrtrid shtrt-tdm trand..
MONOGMPHS AND SERIES
Guld. to th. Cilrcll o{ th. Europa.n Communhl.. 1
PERIOOICALS
Bullctin: Euog.ln Deumcntstim C.ntr6 - O.p€itry Lib.ri.!.
COM Deumcnta.
COM Dcumcnu.
COM Deumcnb: Mmthv ctttloCs.
Oeummtltlon bull.tin A.
Ommmtltk,l bullctn B.
Oocumcntltim bulhtn C.
O*mmlc md Prblikltimn,
EF d*ummtllion.
Lirt of lddtmt to th. Librry of th. CEC.
PERIOOICALS
Euopllntdmltknn fii dic Jugpndprcs.
Fichcs r!6dlgociqur'30 iua d'Euopc',
1g statist.cs
20 Miscellaneous
27 En.rgy .t.tlttlc! ylrbook I982 - Stltitticll OtfE ol thc
Eropcan Communiti.s Ilndurry rnd mb.r (ble cm] -
Cmmi$in of th. Euopccn Canmuniticrl MONOGRAPHS ANO SERTES
1984 - Hiv, 177p.: 3Ocm: Eftffi: 57Oe: (OEIEN/FF/|TI
DE:E4 -/t- 2C. FB.ta -/+-23. rT:8il-4-2C L. CmmunrutS.urop6onno: Foriis - Strtl.tlqua. for[tl]ror
CA-38-83-6rtHA4 ISBN 18,2-E264213.o: ECU 16,34, 3ur h Commumutl rurop6rnno, u dlx itetr mrmbrot, ot
SFR 760, IRL 1 1.9O, UKL 9.4O, USO 1.t. tup.rfrcl.t ror.ttllrer mdbl.l 26
Guld.toth. Councll olih. Europ..n Communhl.r 1
PERIOOICAS
Agricultull Mrt.tt: Pricct. PERIooICALS
Agricuh[tl atltittica: crop rnd rnimrl p.odEtm. COM Dam.ntt.
Animd p.odrEtim. COM Dmmtr.
Bdlmt of plymmr: Ourtdy d!t!. COM Oem.n6: Mmthly otl6.u.
Col: m6th[ bulhtin. EueAbrtrett, Strtkm I - Eu.tm lnd EEC Rcurch, Scicntific
clop p(odrction. rnd trchnicll Publiotionr and P!t.ntt.
Ec-lgricuhud pric. indio (OuFut and lnput). SuppLmcnt io th. OffEill Jounrl of th. Euop.ln Cmmuniti.r,
Ehctrhll .ffigv: mmthly bulLtin. sicr S'
EEgy.t!ti!ticr: M6thV bulLtin !) Csl, b) Hydcrbont, c)
Ehctri€l ffigv.
Euoctliirtic!: O!t! fd rhdt-trm congnic enelyrir.
HMly rrninga: Htrt ol wqi,
Hy&erbons: mmthly bull.tin.
11
'eriodicals
3O Jourr d'Europr - Cmmi$ion d.t conrmunaut& ruop6cnnct
- Pris, Br.!u d! pr.s!. rt d'inirmltifi - 28cm: (FR) - mmarl.
lbo.rmmcni: Pntporr atudentt: FF 30.
Agrlcuhurel Mrrkatt: Prlcat - Co.nmiraion ol thc Euop.ln
Cmmuniti.t: DirctqrtlGcnsll Agricultur - 3Ocm:
(DA/oE/GR/EN/FR/lTlNLl - mmthv.
DA:8.1 - 4 - P73. D€:!l - tl - P2. FR:84.,1 - PC8. Gf, :84 - a - P6.
lT:84-4-PC8. NL:04-4-PC8
ISSN Oz5GgeOl: rub&riptkxr: ECU 82,50, BFR 3780,
rRL 59.76, UKL 47.76, USD 71.
J Agrlcuhurrl prh.. - Stltirticll Offic. ofth. Euop.ln
Cmmuniticr: Cornmisim of th. E[op.rn Cqnmuniti.t -
midofichr: (DEIEN/FR/[] - qurtrty.
tX:84 -4 -P3. FR:t.. -tl - P72. lftgl - 4 - ?72
llDEiptis: ECU 24, BFR l lOO, IRL 17.5O, UKL 1/0, USD 21
lingh copi.r: ECU 0,58, BFR 3OO, IRL 4,60, UKL 3.70,
usD 6.60.
I Agrlcuhu;rl rtrtlrilc.: crop.nd anlmal productlon -
Stltitticd Of6o of th. Euogcln cmmunitica: cmmisbn of th.
Euopcrn Gornmmiti.r - 30cm: (DA/DE/EN/FR/lTlNLl - qurtrly.
DA.&l - a - t7,r. DE:8ia - 4 - Pa. Fi:8t1 - tl. P84. IT:04 - tl - P!3.
XL:84-4-PCe
s'rbrsiptio: Ecu 53,25, 8FR 2rtlto, IRL 38.50, UKL 30.76,
USD 46.
5 Anlm.l productlon - Sutirticll Offic. of th. Euop.ln
Communiti.!: Cmmitd$ of th. Euop.ln Cmmuniti.a - 3ocm:
lo{loE IEN lFRltT I NL) - qurtrv.
DA:84 -,1 - P3. DE:84 - 4 - P3O. FF:84 - tl - P73. II Ea - a - Pr3.
NL:84 -,a - P2O
ISSN 0260€680: aubriptim: ECU 31,06, BFR 1450, IRL 23,
UKL 18.26, USD 28.
0 Ayrupr - Cornmblim of th. Euop.rn Conrmmitiaa - Ar*rt,
Awup. toplulugu kqniryoru mtmuym - 27 crn: (TR) - mmthV.
frx of chrg..
7 Eeckground Eaport - CmmiEdr o( th. Euogaln Cmmuniti..
- Lmdon, lnfdmltion offic. - 3Ocrn: (ENl - ircgulr.
fts o( chrgr.
8 Brhnc.! of p.ymanta: Ouartarly d.tt - Cdnmitdon ol tha
Erop.sn Cmmuniti.r: Stltitticla O{fio ol th. Euop.ln
Codrmunitio - 3Ocm: (EN/FBI - qurtily.
FR:84-'l-Pit
ISSN O25 1-18m: .($..riptiffi : EcU 1O,5O, BFR 48O,
IRL 7.5O, UKL 6, USD 10.
9 Barlchta und lntormtlon.n - Kornmittiolr da. Euopiit€h.n
Gcmcinrchdrm - Bmn, Prcre und lnformetiontbto - 3Ocm: (DEl
- m.imd w6ch.ntlbh.
koticnlo..
10 Bull.tln: Europarn OHmantailon C.ntra. - Dapoaltary
Llbr.rl.r - Gltkcll,E.lxlta): Cmmisim of th. Euog.tn
Cmmunitpr - 3Ocn: (EN/FR)- ir.gulr.
FR.E'. 
'. 
P7
ftaol chrgt timitcd dstibutkal
1 I Eullatln ol ih. Europoen Cmmunhlat - Cmmiuion of tha
Euogcrn Communiti.. - 25cm: lnd.x (ENl - chrn tim.a a !6t.
DA:!4 - a - PlO. D€:i4 - 4 - Plit. FB:tia - 4 - Pt2. Gi:t4' 4 - PC.
IT:8ia-ia-P6. IL:84-4-Pe
ISSN 0378-3693: riEiptm: ECU 32,75. BFB l5oo,
IRL 23.75, UKL 19, USD 36:singbnmb'amulo.
12 Corl: monthv bull.tln - Stttitticll O'ffi6 of th. Euopcm
CmmunitEt: Cmmitlim of th. Euop.ln Cmmuiti.t - 3ocm:
(DE/EN/FR) 
- monthly.
DC:ttl -tl- F?1. Fh:L -a-Pll
ISSN O378-357X: rbr.tbtim: ECU 10,60, BFR 48O, l8L 7.60,
UKL 0, uso 10.
P 1 3 COM lrocumanta - Cdnmirrim of th. Erogcen Cornmuitiec -
3Osn: (EN) - eproximlt.ly dlily.
OA:al - a - ?Ce. DC:!l - tl - PCC. FR:!4 - 4 - P I 7. Glt:8.1 - 4 - Pl.
lT:t4 -l-Pl6. tat:t4 - a-Pl I
ISSN O25+lrt76: ].tsiptkm: ECU 872,76, BFR rK)Ooo,
IRL 632,60, UKL 605, U* 762: Pqt odtbl mpbt wi.h
ina,xa.
P 14 COM D@mantr - Gornmirdm of thr Erropran Csnmoitiro -
Microfictr., 24x: (ENl - pp.dimtt ly dsity.
DA:84 - /t - P7O. OE:84 - 4 - Pt7. Fn:L - a - Ptl. Gfi :t4''l' 12.
lT:t4-4 -Pla. U-:ta-4 -Pt2
rt.dirtion: EcU 152,75, 8FR 7OOO, IRL 1 1 1, UKL 89,
USD 132: Mk ffitxltb,,ogngbt withh4.x,,/i,tpa.t
nlil.
P16 COMDocumontr:Uonthlyc.t logu.-Cdnmi.tionott
Euoporn Canmmitio - 3Ocm: (ENl - manthly.
DA:Ca - 4 - P7t. DCrl4 - a - PCl. Fn.8a - a - P27. GR:?t - 4 - Pt.
fit!4 - a - ?27. rL:ta - a - Pt3
]traiptbn: ECU 32,75, BFR 1600, IRL 24, UKL .l9, USO 31.
P 16 Commltt.. R.por-t! ol tha Europon P.rlLmailt - Erop.5
Pdi.mrnt - 3ocm: (ENl - krglr.
DA:84 - I - P7!. DE:ltl - tl - P7t. Ff, :14 - | - P2!. tT:t4 - a - P2l.
t{L:84-tl-P8l
*btcriptirn: ECU 62,36, BFB 24@, IRL 38, UKL 30.25,
USo 49: &,o c/irtbr ftffi MJdt 1983 toF,balay 1981.
P17 Cmmumutl ruropSonnr: Lottro d'lnlotmtl,of, du Bur..u
dr Grn&r - Csnmisim &a Commhrut& uorirtno -
Grirr, Bu@ d. pr..s.l d'hiilmttim - 30 crn: (FR) -
habdo.n.d!ir.
grltuit.
P18 CommumutSEurop6onnrInlormtbnr-Cdrimit iondo
Cqnmuncutir lrop6rrm - Prit, Bualu d. prot at
d'intilm.tim - 3lm: (FR) - mrnrqcl.
ISSN O22&3O53: obonmsrt: njr*rt*r1 b prix w
fuotwltaat gu*.
P18 Co.nunld.d .uroea. - DiGiih G.o..d d. lnfqmxiim:
Cmi.i6n d.lla Commmidld.. uo9.8 - Budb+Erurrd - 30
crn: (ES) - mrmual.
gr!tdto.
PzO Comunldrdo Europohr: lnformlio - Comi.tio do
Commldado uorrrao - LitDoa, Buou d. lrnprmo r lnlamr9lo
- 3Ocrn: (PT) - mnsud.
gr.tuito.
P21 Comunhl ruropro - Commioirxr dclb Canmit} uoprr -
Rqn!, Utficio at$rpr r inirmrrixr - 30 cm: (fi - mmrih.
grrhito.
P22 Th. Cdrl.r: AHc.-6rlbb..FP.clfo - EuroF..n
Communlty - Frircfi, D.: Commi0ion of
- Brmll.. - Burd - 3osn: (EN) - bl-mothly.
Fn:at -4 - P26
ftaa of cfirgr.
P23 Grop prodwtlon - Stttirti.rl OffE of thr Euoprgt
Cmmhiti..: Cmmisin of th. Euop.m Cdnmmiti.. - 3ofii:
lDA,/DE/E N/FR/[/NL) - qrrrJly.
DA:ga - /a - Pt4. oEtil - 1 - ?72. Fn:g - /i - Pr6. ff :A - I - ?7 1.
H-:L-/a-P74
ISSN 0378-3588; tubEbtir: ECU 31,66, BFR 1460, IRL 23,
UKL 18.25, USO 28.
12
P2E
D.b.t.! ol tha Europ.rn PrrlLm.trt - Euo9.m Pdilmt -
3oen: lndrx (EN) - hrcgplt.
OAla - a - ?!t. DC:ltl - 4 - ?ll. Fi:fl - a - ?2t. (ii:!tl - tl - ll2.
lf tA - 1 - ?21. H-:t4 - a - lll
ISSN 0378-8041: r.ttcrhtion: ECU 03.30, BFR 2Soo, IRL /16,
UKL 36.60, USO 55: Srtrsirlsr lrffi Hrdt 19/,3 to rua.ul
t981.
t ocumamttbn bollatln A - Dittdat {r.x.d Prtmjxl md
A&nhlrf.tkm: Cdnmh.bn ol th. Euoo.fl Cdnmtlitbt - 3octi:
lO NDE IEN IFA I ll I NL! - Lr.ctlr.
DA:!t - I - ?lC. OC:et - 4 - P22. Fi:L - a - ?1. lf'al - 4 - ?0.
,t:?l-a-?21
ISSN O37&a4lX: ri.crlprbn: EcU 60, lFR 2750, IRL rt3'BO,
UKL 34,75, USD 52: 7?r atrorptflt.lo @vr, *b I ai C.
P26 lro@m.ntrtbn bu[.tln ! - OtErafi]GJrd Prrcrml Jd
Adninltrratirn: ConrmLrlo.r oa th. Euopam Commu{tirc - 3ocrn:
(EN) 
- frrgdr.
Fl:l/.-4-Pe
lSiN 0378-+128: rircriptbn: ECU 0O, BFR 2760, IRL 43.60,
UKL 3tt.76, U$) 62t T,r fi'r,bt*n b @ta, rb A :td C.
P27 lroclm.nr.tlon bollrtln C - DirtarcGmrrd P-.drn l md
Adnhbtrrtin: Commbrhn of thr Euopren Commu*tiro - Socrn:
lo NOE IEN IFR I lt I NL) - krrgdt.
Olc!4 - 4 - ?2O. tx:g - rt - l2t. Fl:a4 - 4 - f tO. lT:14 - 4' ?lO.
tt:ta-/a-122
lssll O379-22E& r5&dptlon: ECU 60,8Fn 2740, nL 43.50,
UKL 34.76, USD 52: Th.rdEirt*n1oavttubAttdB.
P2A Dolumrtt. und Puull(rtloim - Kommlre:m drr Euo6firdut
G..n lil.hrft n - 8onn, Prora- md lnidlnrtbndiirc - 30 qn:
(DCl 
- mqtrficrt,
katrnhr.
P29 ECrg.'Lutrurel Ftc. hdor (orttgl end lnplrrl - Sttd.dcd
Olficr of thr Eroprcn Cdnmmlth.: Conrmi..hn o, tt Eue.m
Cornmuiti.. - 3ocm: (OE/EN/FR/m - hdf-l[rly,
DE:tt - /t - ?2!. Fi:3rl - I - F!O.' If:!l - 4 - ilO
ISSN O26G5967: ].Srcrlptlon: ECU 20.75, 8FR 960, IRL 16.
UKL 12,USO 18.
P3O Earoo Cr l':uropr - Gommlrrbn do Conrm$.uta.
sopaa.rE: Bu.I.l d. praata .i dhrsmfilon, Ll4rr$oug -
27crn: (FR) - msuud,
grmfi.
P3t E@.Ea*o.rd tod.l Conurrlnor: lutr.tln - Ecotsnlc nd
Sodd Co.nmitt- - Bf,r.llt+.Et l - 2t cm: (EN) - ffithly.
OA?a - a - lr2. IX:L - a - ?tt. m:]t - a - I lt. (Irll - a - l1 l.
lTra4-.1-ttr, ll-:L-4-?27
lrooldtrgr.
P32 EF-.td.an - Kqnmbddlfi !0. D. f,re.ld(. Fdlrr*$rr -
Ka..firh, ft6r.- oC ffinrirthnd(qrta - 29 x .loctn: (DAl -
hrtmhr'dic,
gtnit.
P33 EF dolumoottlon - Kqnrnbrbm lu Dr rropdrko
Fdo*-.r - K-mhavn, Praar} oe ffitnatind(onlE - 2 I crn:
(OAl 
- hrlvmlnrdig.
grd.'
P3/t EO m.grdn - Kqrimbrfon dr Euoplhdgt Crfi.an .fitttryt -
8sm, Prur- md lnfo.m.doilb{Lo - 27cm: (DE} - rf,dlrlcfi.
Abdrrfmnt
Ehrb..h.,
P3E EE-lrtiom.do{r - Euop.fi lnErrfl..rt Bd( - 30 cti: (EN} -
qJrta.ly.
DAt4 - a - ?27, E:ttl - tl - ?tO. fi:!l - I - ?1. Cl:L - 4 - ?4.
lTraa-a- Pa. rt:aa - a -7ll
EiSN O2BG380t: tr oachrer.
P3G ELotrlc.l a.rrgv: mmfi h|[eth - St ilrri, Offic. o, th.
Erropam Coomu*tiia: Commbrbn ol thr Eirop.T Commurlrha
- 3ocrn: (DC/EN/FRI - ntond{y.
Df:i4-a-?34. Fn:34-4-tat
ISSN 0378-3501: ubrcription: ECU tO,5O, BFR /f8O, nL 7.
UKL 6, USO rO.
P37 Emrgy itrtbtlc.: Uonthty bull.tln.l Co.l, bl
]tydrocrrbonr, cl El.ctrb.l.n.tgv - 3octn: - monthv.
DC:ll-l-P36. Fn:tl -4 -?83
nbrslptkn: ECU 38,86, BFR 1780, l8L 28.25, UKL 22'60,
USO 3rt: Combirrd ,{n,€'btbt.
P38 torercllt - alil. ithr Ghth - 30 cnr: (GAl - mmthly.
tr of cfirg..
P39 Ew lnlo - Commh*m do Cmmmrut6a uorirm-
&udlo - Bnrrol, BuN o praa.a at d'irtamttin - 3ocm: (F
-rmrd,
lt:ta-a-7lO
gririt.
P4O Err'o-Ab.tr.6.:Sddrtlllc.rdt.dmbdPublb.tbnt.nd
Pttct3: Scrton I erd I - Ditlsrt}Gcnrd lniamnbn Mrt
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